


CARBINE

READY-RUGGED
LIABLE
ke thE!" RlJGER .4iJ.Ma:gnum

important ne u ..... m in years.'There are other
short guns, ere are other light guns, t~ere are big-bores, there are self
loaders, there are rifles that have mila recoil, but only the RUGER is all
these things in one sleek, beautiful package.

The RUGER is the rifle that is never a burden. It is the rifle that can drive
its big bullet through a six-inch pine tree. It is the rifle that gives you that
instantaneous second shot which is sometimes so important. And, it is the
rifle that you will practice-shoot :-'lith pleasure and safety. Like any good
hunting companion, the RUGER Carbine is always ready, rugged and
reliable ... Price $108.00.

There is a 101 more to know about this. new rifle. Your request for complete catalog
will be filled promptly.

MATCHING CALIBER SUPER BLACKHAWK®
superbly finished, single-action $116.00.

Manufactured in Southport, Connecticut, U.S.A. by

STUH,M~ RUGER & fJOMPANY~ INfJ.
31 LACEY PLACE

Canadian Distributor: Peterborough Guns, Ltd., Peterborough, Ontario



Prices subject to change without notice

BROWNING High-Power Rifle
CB>

BROWNING Telescopic Sights
@

Your

Dealer

BROWNING
®

Browning Arms Co., Dept. 358, St. Louis 3, Missouri
- in CANADA: Browning of Canada, Dept. 358, P.O. Box 991, Montreal 9, P.Q

coII1bination

gall1e getting

New from Browning, a telescopic sight to match the quality of its
High-Power rifle. Together these form a game-getting combination
of such unerring precision that good shooting will be possible for the
less experienced, superb marksmanship easy for the expert.

Streamlined and carefully proportioned, richly polished and finished,
lightweight and extremely durable. Finest optics, precision ground
and mounted, specially coated for maximum brightness and her
metically sealed against fogging. Internal adjustments exacting and
positive and impervious to the toughest usage. Available in all
standard reticles, and the exclusive Browning Range Finder reticle
on all fixed powers which permits quick determination of range
without obstructing clarity of target and sighting speed. Offered in
2%X, 4X, 6X and 3X to 9X variable from $51.50.

Select walnut stock in Monte Carlo design with cheek piece, indi
vidually hand-bedded, hand-checkered and finished. Streamlined,
highly polished action. Specially contoured, chrome vanadium steel
barrel. Silent, three position, sliding safety. Smooth, crisp trigger
pull. Hinged floor plate and trigger guard hand-engraved in black
and gold. Calibers: .264M, .270, .30/06, .308, .300H&H, .338M,
.375H&H, .458M. From $175.00.

Write for new
44-page

FREE Catalog

... giving complete information on Browning guns and
containing special c~pters about shooting. For rifle, chapters
on proper shooting, sighting in, bullet trajectory, where to
aim, recommended calibers and scopes. For shotgunning,
chapters on gauge, choke, barrel length, fit, technique and
loads for various game.

Rifle Illustrated - Medallion Model $295.00
Scope Illustrat;j- 3X-9X Variable $10350
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*Save $9.95 - buy rifle, scope and mount together - $121.95 with 2112X.
$126.95 with 4X scope ••• prices slightly higher west of Rockies.

In Canada: see the Royal Marlin Canadian Guns.

You pay less-you get more
with a Marlin

Marlin 336-Texan - $86.95 (af~:e)! 25% more accurate
than any other udeer rifle" - the only high-powered
repeater with Micro-Groove barrel; side ejection;
low, centered sc~pemounting; r-----------------------------_
brush-bustleng .'35 call·ber '. FREE! New 1962 Marlin Catalog... ~

Marlin Firearms Co., Dept. K-ll ..

b
New Haven, Conn., U.S.A. ~'~;;i"-

(also in .30/30 cali er). Get it Send me the new. free, colorfully-illustrated _w••::::,~¥:
," 1962 Marlin Catalog that gives complete in-at your gun store today! 336 formation on all the dependable Marlin MARLIN

made in 7 popular models. :~=:~'='ri::~:::~~:=..~\
Address.. .t/I\lCII!:. ,0"1

Q

City , ,.. Zone State.................. :
For a quick, slick shave . .. Marlin Micro-Edge Blades. :_. · 1
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Div. of General Sporting Goods Corp.

SOUTH LANSING, NEW YORK
In Canada: Glabe Firearms ltd., Ottawa

George L. McNicol ltd., Vancouver

Noble Pump Shotgun
We recently completed our tests on Noble's

new Model 602 20 gauge pump shotgun. This
gun is chambered for the 3 inch 20 gauge
hulls that have become so popular, and the
gun comes with an adjustable choke. It took
a bit of shooting to get used to the 28 inch
barrel, but the swing and heft of the gun
were good, though our own preference would
have been for a stock just a little more on
the straight side.

This is a non-take-down gun, holds five
rounds in the magazine and one in the cham
ber, and the little 20 gauge handles all loads
with equal ease. Overall length of the gun is
48 inches, weight is 6% pounds, drop at
comb 114", at heel 2%", and length of pull
is about 13%". The Model 652, without rub
ber recoil pad, plain barrel with either full
or modified choke retails for $69.45; the
Model 602 goes for $77.85.

The most outstanding feature on this little
pump gun is the safety that functions well
and is located where a safety should be-
right on top and convenient even for gloved
and frost-bitten fingers. Summary: A well
functioning, work-a-day gun, reasonably
priced, that should fill your game bag if you
do your share.

(Continued on page 10)

Walther Distributors
We apologize to Interarmco and GUNS

readers for an error contained in the "Gun
Rack" section of the September issue relat
ing to Walther distribution. Dick Winter,
Vice President of Interarmco, reminds us
that "Interarmco has been distributing all
Walther products since the beginning of post
war production at Manurhin, France and
now all models of German production at
Ulm. It is conservatively estimated that
Interarmco imports approximately 98 percent
of all Walther products destined for U.S.
consumption. For current descriptive litera
ture and prices on the complete Walther line
write to Interarmco, 10 Prince Street, Alex
andria, Virginia."

We mounted our Phantom scope on our
Colt Python, checked the sight alignment
with a Sweany Sight-A-Line, and started
shooting. Optical properties were good, the
gun was right on target, and everything went
along fine with .38 Spl. wadcutters. For .357
Magnum and heavy hunting loads, a special
base is available and should be used to pre
vent slippage from recoil. The major advan
tage of the clip is that it can be left in place
and the scope can be switched back and
forth from gun to gun. Special Recoil An
chors for the .44 Magnum will be released
shortly.

Hi-Standard Carbine
The new Hi-Standard Sport-King carbine

is a neat little carbine for plinking and
small game hunting. Because of the 1814"
barrel, the western-style stock, and the 5%
pound weight, the gun has a fine heft, comes
up easily, and stays on target very well.
Noteworthy is the side feeding of the tubu
lar magazine, and ejection of the fired brass
is to the right.

The gun is dressed up with brass butt
plate, gold-finished trigger and trigger guard.
The bead-posted front and patridge rear
sight made our test gun shoot on target with
out any adjustment. With a scope, the gun
shot well at all ranges, with groups averag
ing a bit over 2 inches at 25 yards. The gun
functioned with all sizes of .22 rimfire ammo,
and shot equally as well when held upside
down as right side up. Although semi-auto's
are sometimes prone to malfunctions, this
Hi-Standard carbine did not malfunction in
the course of testing it with over 250 rounds
of ammo, even when action and barrel were
badly fouled. Summary: A fine little gun by
one of our leading firearms companies.

Handgun Scope
D. P. Bushnell of Pasadena, California,

now has the Phantom handgun scope in
stock. This was first shown at the N.R.A.
meeting in Washington and we promptly
placed an order for it. Like other optical
items with the Bushnell label, the optics of
this scope are excellent. Magnification is
1.3X, and windage and elevation adjustments
are made externally.

Mounting the scope is accomplished by
means of a thin metal clip that is pushed
on the top strap from the bottom up. Once
in place, two small grooves extend up the
sides of the strap, and thus iron sights can
be used when the scope is removed. Each
scope and scope clip comes with full instruc
tions, and it is imperative that they be fol
lowed carefully and completely_ Application
of Sta-Lok powder should not be neglected,
and if properly. mounted, the dip should not
interfere with the cylinder of the gun.

Look to Norma for Leadership!
Producers of the World's most
advanced line of:

LOADED AMMUNITION
PRECISION BULLETS

UN PRIMED VIRGIN BRASS

Want more handloading info?
Send 25¢

to the "Norma Man"
for your copy of

"Gunbug's Guide"
Box GM-l1

Now you ca n tu rn that .30M1
Carbine of yours, from a wall fix
ture to a working hunting rifle.
Load up with new Norma .30M1
ammo.

With N';rma .30M1 ammo, fa
mous "Norma Quality" cases and
Tri-Clad bullets are standard
components assuring you of easy
functioning and maximlolm gun
protection. Tri-Clad bullets kill
clean and quick by penetrating
deep with controlled mushrooming.

So look forward to a better hunt
ing season this year, with the
new .30M1 and other economi
cal, high performance, quality
ammunition made by Norma. At
better sporting goods dealers.
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WHAT!!! A B·B GUN?
This is the Standard ModeJ DAISY C02l00 semi-automatic
pistol. It's brand new. It's the real thing in gas-operated guns
• .. with the heft, balance and authentic look that lets you know
you're handling something designed for a man. It shoots B· Bs
-but it packs a 375 FPS muzzle velocity wallop that pene·
trates a pine board %" at 25 feet.

Pour a tube of Daisy Bullseye® B· Bs into the magazine, slip
an 8Vz gram C02 JETT cartridge into the grip (as simple as
loading a seltzer bottle), and you're ready for the most shooting
fun you ever enjoyed:

Sells for fifteen dollars. And that's amazing because the
Standard Model DAISY C02l00 gives you the features that
make all other C02 gas-operated guns old fashioned: constant
full power to the last shot; over 100 shots per C02 cartridge;
150 shot capacity; patented gas-saver C02 (carbon dioxide)
valve that does away with old style "0" rings; and shooting
costs are only Y3 of other gas guns. Get one ••. just for the
fun of it.

ADDITIONAL SPECIFICATIONS: • WEIGHT: 26 ounces. CALIBER:

.17]'1 ball (B. B) • BARREL LENGTH: 7" • OVERALL LENGTH:

101,4" • MAGAZINE CAPACITY: 150 total, 5 shot shooting
magazine.• SIGHTS: Front sight is Partridge type with under

cut ramp_ Rear sight with adjustment. • SIGHT Radius: 8%"

• Trigger: Grooved, %" wide. 4 Ibs. pull.
• ACCESSORI ES: Jett® C02 cylinder, 8,5
grams. With generous supply of DAISY
Bullseye B· Bs.

CO2 JETT POWERED! DAISY Bullseye JETTS®

• •• the ideal power source for the ideal
C02 pistol. Each 8.5 gram cylinder heavily

cadmium plated to insure against rust and
corrosion. Fits most C02 guns and toys.
Also available in the giant 12.5 gram size.

DAISY MANUFACTURING COMPANY .• _World's largest
and Oldest Manufacturer of Non-Powder Guns and Ammo
Rogers, Arkansas (In Canada ••• Preston, Ontario)

GUNS • NOVEMBER-1962..
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Revolutionary NEW

Norm Thompson
Outfitters Dept

1805 N.W. Thurman, Portland 9, Oregon ~

Cover Copies
My husband and I were very interested in

your GUNS cover by Paul Ellis for July, 1962.
Would it be possible to secure a copy of

this picture minus the titles and captions?
Please advise me if there is any way I could
have this picture for framing and hanging
with a small gun collection.

between the barrel and cylinder--all are to
be found on many arms of various national
sources. The puzzle is, who made the "New
Patent Revolving Rifle-London?" This
question is one that the top authorities in
England and America have not been able to
answer.

In F. Theodore Dexter's "Gats," Vol. 1.
No.1, of May, 1948, there is, on page 13,
almost a duplicate of the mystery gun. This
one is marked "Moore & Woodward--64 St.
James St., London."-Editor.

Eva D. Davis
Friendship, Ohio

Comments
I have a couple of comments concerning

the August issue.
1. The cover supposedly depicts a rifle of

the Revolution. But it is a percussion model.

Wayne Pace
3522 W. Wabansia

Chicago 47, Ill.

On the cover of your July issue was a· pic
ture of a Civil War Hag, pistol, hat, and can
teen. I collect such things; have an old bay
onet which I believe to be from the Civil
War era. I would like to obtain pictures of a
real Civil War bayonet and canteen, would
appreciate hearing from anyone of similar
interests.

We Usually Charge For Ads, But
I have a Winchester "One of one Thou

sand" Model 1873, that I am willing to sell
to the highest bidder.

The rifle has been in my family ever since
it was new, and it is in firing condition. It
has the silver inlay on both ends of the bar
rel, the original stock, and the set trigger
also.

Reuben M. Welsh, Jr.
Rt. 2, Box 355-B

Brownsville, Texas

We have many requests like this; can only
answer, "Sorry; no." By the time a cover
picture emerges from its color transparency
as a printed picture, the title and other type
are part of the plates. We do, however, still
have fine prints suitable for framing of the
James Triggs gate-fold paintings which ap
peared in "Guns Quarterly," available at
$1.00 each.-Editor.

ROSSFIRE

Mystery Solved?
I noticed your article, "This One Puzzles

The Experts," June issue. The rifle pictured
was made by John Blissett, 522 High HoI
burn, London. I have the mate to it, in a
revolver (see picture).

Omission
In my article, "Loads For Your English

Handguns," I neglected to mention two bul
lets for which the Lyman Gunsight Corpora
tion can provide molds. Their #457195 is
a hollow·base bullet of 225 grains weight in
tended for the .450 Revolver cartridge. The
#457196 is a similar number of 290 grains
for the .455 Webley. Also, either of these
may be used for the .476 Revolver, since the
hollow base will expand to fill the grooves.
An added advantage is that you can full-
length resize your cases and then expand
them to hold the bullet friction tight. The
.475" round ball recommended in the article
can only be crimped in with the seating die.

John W. Rockefeller
Grand Island, Neb.

Note the shape of the sideplate, trigger
guard, hammer, barrel lug, and other fea
tures. The engraving is the same style, too:
English scroll. My gun is .46 caliber, six
shot, cap compartment in butt, 20 lands and
20 grooves, and had a presentation on the
back of the grip marked "D. B. to W. W. P."
The revolver weighs 38112 ounces-and its
serial number is 1, same as the rifle. I'd bet
they were a matched pair, made for some
Englishman whose initials were W. W. P.

I should add that the revolver's cylinder
moves forward to form a tight fit between
barrel and cylinder, to seal in the gas, just
before the hammer reaches the nipple-a
feature you mentioned in describing the rifle.

Ben Cook
Li ttleton, Colorado

Mr. Cook is not the only enthusiastic and
knowledgeable collector who has offered solu
tions to our puzzle. But the high points of his
revolver, which in some detail are similar to

., those on the rifle, are points which only
make the puzzle more puzzling. Whether
John Blissett of London put his name on
Cook's pistol as a maker or as a dealer is
hard to say. At least six small and/or long
arms that agree in details with the rifle have
been offered by various dealers. The high
points which he mentions, such as the ham
mer, the engraving style, the gas-tight fit

MONEY-BACK

GUARANTEE

only$995-
postpaid

e
Enjoy the unusual in fine
sportswear, boots, outdoor
equipment available no ...
where .Ise. One of the
most unusual catalogs ever
printed. Send lor your free
copy today.

new $pace age
manufacturing

achievement from
Bausch & Lomb,

Inc., foremost
American designer
and manufacturer

of precj$ion
fical equipment
'for mort4lbcn~

a cem'U'i'~

SUPER EASY TO USE
Screw type focus permanently at.
tached. Fast, simple '0 adiust.

ORDER BY MAIL

SUPER DURABLE
Complete scope is permanently sealed
against weather.

SUPER POW~RFUL
Full 10 times magnification-greatest
practical limit for a hand held glass.

SUPER WIDE FIElD
View a scene 15 -feet wide at roo
yards.

SUPER CLEAR
New improved 6 element grail lens
system of highest quality.

ESCAPE fro.m the Ordinary

ORDER BY MAIL

•
•

,--------------..
I Check or Money Order for $ II enclosed. Please rush D Telescope ($9.95) II and 0 Belt Sheath ($1.001. I
I 0 Send your new FREE 64-page Ca·tafog. I
I Name I
I Addre.. I
I II City Zone~State__ I
'--------------.....(
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... and mighty useful for fishermen, campers,
the whole family. Single-shot action, rebound
ing hammer make it ideal for beginners.
Shoots .22 long rifle, long or short. At your
sporting arms dealer now only $19.50
FREE catalog. Write Savage Arms, Westfield 57, Mass.

"The Continental Styled"
Full-Sweep Panoramic View

DELUXE

SHOOTING GLASSES
have 'fcrystal polished" un·
breakable heavy plastic AMBEn

~~~~r~g. ~f~~ile~~or~~: rwIr~
rich leatherette case $6.95 ppd.
-easily worth douhle. Avail,
also in Sportsman GREEN.

WESTCHESTER TRADING
G·2478 Arthur Ave., Bronx 58, N. Y.

Sall8ge

Owners of military conversions have
improved their accuracy up to 25 o/c
by equipping them with Lyman Re
ceiver Peep Sights.
At once your eye focuses on target
more naturally, more easily ... the
image is sharper and cleaner. Micro
metric click adjustments for elevation
and windage increase your accuracy
even more. Yet these fine Lyman
sights are inexpensive. For as little as
$10.00 you can select the Lyman Re
ceiver and Front Sight combination
that will help improve your accuracy
up to 25%.
Mail coupon today for 24 page FREE
illustrated catalog.

~Lyftlan
r·_·_······_·····~THE LYMAN GUN SIGHT CDRP., MIDDLEfiELD, CDNN. D£rT.I·ll·A ••
• NAME •

• ADDRESS :

• CITY .sTAlE . ..
~ _ .

UP TO 25%
GREATER ACCURACY
from IMILITARY I
CONVERSIONS

SAFE FUN
for father & son

which is a real pistol. However, he has
nothing new. Back in 1951, Roger Marsh
mentioned a new caliber in his "Cleveland
Plain Dealer" column on guns. It was the
VkG Cal. 5 mm, super-hyper-duper-velocity
round for the Von Krankheit-Guvnavitch
Utility Rifle (recoilless), which was a 5
mm slug driven by a quadruplex charge of
layered gun, rifle, and pistol powders ignited
by black powder. This fantastic weapon had
various ultra-advanced features not even
found in the AR 15 or any other musket.
Perchance I can write you up something on
it. I could even give you a crude illustration.
The combo could either brighten your dull
days at the office, or drive you to vodka
or into orbit!

Recently I acquired a copy of "The Muzzle
Loading Cap Lock Rifle" at a gun show.
Ned Roberts mentioned in it the story of
Capt. John Metcalfe III and his shot at a
mile plus which killed a general and brought
the Confederate forces to defeat. I thought
that tale was as tall as the two above men
tioned. The elevation used has only been
used in the weapons at Cape Canaveral.
Maybe I could draw you one of that sort
also, if my imagination holds out.

Or, for a small consideration, I will go
away and bother you no more.

John P. Conlon
Newark, Ohio

Decision
As you are no doubt aware, Mr. Edward

A. McDermott, Director of the Office of
Emergency Planning, announced on June 5,
1962, his conclusion that imports of surplus
military rifles are not threatening to impair
the national security. This decision rejects
the petition filed with the Director, Office
of Civil Defense Mobilization (now OEP)
on June 29, 1959 by a group of New England
manufacturers requesting protection under
Section 8 of the 1958 Trade Agreements Ex
tension Act.

Due to the exceptionally large number of
pe4'sons and companies involved in the im
Jilortation, distribution, and retail sale of
surplus military weapons, as well as the
manufacturers of accessories and the end
purchasers of surplus rifles, we feel that this
decision is of the utmost importance.

Richard Breed, Executive Secretary
American Council for Technical

Products, Inc.
Washington, D. C.

model 101
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE. SLIGHTLY HIGHER IN CANAOA.

We'd like to oblige, but editorial duties
will make it impossible for us to accept your
offer. But we have a few good enemies we
could recommend to you-names on request.
-Editor.

Kind Offers-Number 1
My wife and I enjoyed the story of the

.228 Atomic Magnum Improved. Sounds like
this fellow is really going places. We both
wondered what powder he's using.

To help with the recoil, may I suggest a
two-handed hold and a muzzle brake. I do
believe, however, that he's losing a bit of
velocity by using a revolver. The gap be
tween the barrel and cylinder lets out a
large amount of gas.

I should like to get together with this
gentleman to discuss an idea of mine using
20 mm cases. I want to neck it down to the
.17 Javelina, fill it with half a can of Bulls
eye, and use a dynamite cap for a primer.
To shoot this "pop-gun" cartridge, I should
like to re-design the Luger to take the extra
power. Would you care to be the "guinea
pig" to test fire this beast? .

W. E. Hensel, Jr.
West Covina, Calif.

Mr. Braverman's own book, "The Firearms
Encyclopedia," contains scores of such draw
ings. Write him, Athens, New York. Most of
the gun manufacturers have similar exploded
drawings, might furnish copies on request.

-Editors.

Ronald Milford
Kirkland Lake, Ontario

An Inside Look
This "Inside Look" department by Shelley

Braverman is the first thing I look for in
every issue of GUNS. Is there any place
where I can get more prints of the working
parts of guns? I live in a small mining town,
and it is very hard for me to get material of
this kind.

1. Who ever said the gun pictured was
used in the American Revolution? We said
that it served "the Tennessee Long Rifles,
a group dedicated to the preservation of
memories of America's youth."

2. Jim, I did read that book-when it was •
first published, more years ago than I care to
remember. It is questionable whether the
book is a final authority either on Wyatt
Earp or gunfighting, but you and Wyatt and
Stuart Lake are quite right in denying that
fanning was ever a successful western com
bat method. However, the article was not
about gunfighting, western or otherwise; it
was about a sport called Fast Draw-which
has no connection whatever with combat.

-Editor.

James H. Boatwright
Winston-Salem, N. C.

Number 2
I note in your latest issue that someone

has come forth .. with a pistol cartridge

There were no percussion guns used during
the American Revolution.

2. Re your article on Fast Draw, I think
you would be interested to read the book,
"Wyatt Earp, Frontier Marshall," by Stuart
N. Lake. Wyatt is recorded as saying that
anyone who started fanning in a gunfight
committed suicide.
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(Continued from page 6)
SakoAmmo

Accuracy depends on three things: the
man behind the gun, the gun, and the ammo.
If you take a man with known shooting abil·
ity and a gun that performs fairly well but
not outstandingly, and then feed that gun
some unknown ammo--all sorts of interesting
things can develop. We. know what we can
do wilh one of our own .222's, but when we
fed it a box of 50 rounds of that new Sako
fodder, we had a shock. Despite handload
ing and pampering, our own .222 never did
much better than 1Y2" at 100 yards. With
the Sako ammo we shrunk those groups to
just a fraction under one inch-and con·
sistently so, to such a point that, if we held
the gun at the same point of impact, we
could overlay two targets and get identical
results.

Next, we put some Sako .22 rimfire fodder
through its paces, both through our Rem·
ington Model 37 heavy barrel target rifle,
and with the Hi-Standard Supermatic Cita·
tion-and we only wish that our groups
looked like that when the chips were down
in a match! Best of all, that Sako brass in
.222 can be reloaded and reworked without
showing any signs of stress or fatigue. Sako
ammo should be on your dealer's shelves by
now, or you can ask him to get it for you
from Firearms International.

Texan Scope
Sovereign Instruments Company mailed us

a 4X scope which they call the Flight-Weight.
With its aluminum body, this is about the
lightest scope that ever has come to us for

testing. Our test scope went through the
fogging test-that is, from the deep freeze
into the hot gunroom-with flying colors,
passed the drop test perfectly, and held up
very well under the pounding of the Dumou·
lin .338 Winchester Magnum carbine and
the .308 Norma Magnum Kodiak rifle.

All Texas scopes are factory adjusted for
parallax at 100 yards, and the optical system
of our test scope gave clear and sharp defini
tions, even under adverse range conditions.
The Center-Set reticle is spring mounted to
resist shock, and the company guarantees
that the reticle won't get knocked out of
alignment. Judging from our range and
routine tests, it appears that there is little
likelihood of anyone collecting on that guar·
antee. The Texan scopes are available in
2Y2X, 4X, and 6X, and we were completely
satisfied with the performance of our test
scope.

Case Neck Brushes
How much dirt accumulates in an '06 case,

and how do you get it out? There are
various schools of thought on this, and we
are not about to start a small war. But we
would like to report on the case neck brushes
that our friend Fred Huntington, boss of
RCBS, has on the market.

These little brushes fit into a universal
handle, and Fred has the brushes in all
standard calibers. Merely run the brush in
and out of the case, then turn the case up
side down and tap it on a soft surface and
you'll be surprised how much powder residue
will come tumbling out. Shoot a couple of
rounds without cleaning the cases; then take
the same brass, run the brush through it,

reload it, and shoot for group again. Com
pare the two groups, and you'll see what we
mean. RCBS case neck brushes are carried
by most gunshops, and they should be in
stock now; for a while these brushes were
almost impossible to get.

Marlin Goose Gun
Marlin has come up with an answer for

those high flying ducks and geese. Their new
Goose Gun is basically the old Model 55 bolt
action, 12 gauge shotgun that has been
around for some time and has found favor
with many shooters. The new goose downer
is chambered for the 3 inch Magnum shell
and when the shot leaves that 36 inch-yes,
36 inch- barrel it forms one of the tightest
patterns we have ever seen or counted. Just
to verify the Marlin claim, we first patterned
the gun at 40 yards, and then checked the
pattern on clay pigeons at 60 yards.

Even with 2% inch shells loaded with
number 9 Illinois lead shot, performance of
the new Marlin gun was most satistactory.
The real clincher came when we loaded the
gun with 3 inch shells, one batch again
loaded with number 9's, the other with 2's.
At 60 yards, the regularity of busting the
birds became almost boring, and just for the
record, the busting average was maintained
when the Trius trap was backed off another
five yards.

The Goose gun comes with two clips, one
for the standard 2% inch shells, the other
for the 3 inch whoppers. The gun carries a
reasonable price tag (49), and we only
regret that we will have to wait a few months
before taking the gun out into the goose pits.

(Continued on page 61)
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AVAILABLE WITH OR
WITHOUT SCOPES ...

ENFIELD SPORTER
Lowest Price Ever!

SPECIAL PURCHASEI TOP QUALITYI
VARIABLE POWER SCOPE! ••• 3X TO 9X

Brand new! ••• First quality! _
• • • Made by Tasco! With
a twist of the wrist you can
have any power you want from
3 to 9. Field of view 14-ft. to
3Q-ft. Crosshair reticule! Magnesium fluoride hard coated lenses•
Windage !1nd elevation click stops, parallax corrected, nitrogen filled for
fog proofing. Large eye piece and objective. 1" tube. cowhide lens caps•
Overall 12", 14·0%. Compare to $69.95 Scopes Elsewhere! $3488
B20-T693. 51.00 Down, $1.77 a week for 22 weeks, or ..

VARIABLE POWER SCOPE ••• 21/2X to 8X. TASCO quality and features
same as B20-T693 described above. Crosshair reticule. Compare to

:~~:~~2~~0.~~ye~st~~e~~!wn,$1.51 per week for 22 weeks, or$29.88

21/2X _or 4X 5COPE~ROSSHAIR-';;::-POST and CROSSHAIR RETICULE.
All the quality and features of B20-T693 described plus Fixed Reticule
-always accurately centered. Compare at $37.50 elsewhere! State
choice of reticule.

:~~-~~~8:·w:el~2~ro;24~~e~~t~r~~~i~~••• ~;~ .$.1:?? ~~~.n: $19.88

6X OR 8X SCOPES. -All-the quality and features of B20·T693 described
above plus Fixed Reticule-always accurately centered. Compare at
548.50 and UD elsewhere! Crosshair reticule.

::~k~,110~9.••~~'•• ~~~ .~~,.O.O. •~~V:~'. ~.1:~~. ~ .'":'~~~ .';~ .~~ $24.88

B20·T1190. 8X. Pay 51.00 Down, or •••.....••••••••.••.. $24.88

B20-T694. WEAVER PIVOT MOUNT~8S-:-:-.B20-T69S WEAVER
TOP MOUNT-57.88. State make and model of your rifle.

r - MAIL TODAY! IMMEDIATE DELIVERYI ,-"

~
Our 77th Year 01 Qualt,.

• KLEIN'S-Dept. 257
227 W. Washington St.

• • •• • • Chicago 6, IIlinDis

Deluxe Nylon ••• Dacron Insulated
2·PC. INNER·OUTER SUIT

S.lIs for $18.88 $1188and more In America's
largest stores!

Rugged 2-ply water repellent Du Pont
Nylon outside-SO denier Nylon lining
• • • Full 6 oz. (per sq. yard) virgin Du
Pont Dacron Fiberfill quilted insulation
comfortable in mild or severe weather.

~t~~~~ dU:~cL:~~et:Ii~:ersiaSh'_t~xpt;a I;;~:
warmer pockets. Smartly shIrred back
with bi-swing shoulders. Snap closure on
trousers_elastic waist ••. Norene Knit
collar and cuffs. Tan color. Sizes: SM (36
38), Med (40-42), Large (44.46) and

~ir;::.;.~el~:~-:?~i;;~:a~~~h:~~~~$11.88
SAVE MORE! 2 Suits, only .•••• $23.25!

.38 WEBLEYS=LAST CALL! 200 LEFT!
FREE HOLSTERI

SPECIAL
WAR SURPLUS PURCHASES

.303 British Caliber

Famed English Serv
ice Revolvers at less
than 1/4 original cost. Favorite
of all the combat forces of the
British Commonwealth during
World War II. Strong rugged de.
sign. double action. 6-shot, auto
ejection, Parkerized finish. Very
Good Condition-mechanically perfect.

With RECOIL PAD •. SWIVELS

!~2:~:~~~'''''!!!l' -:;~:~~T!H;';S:~I'~S FOR YOU~Lt~~ .v'.~RWa~ C.Yh~ \~~;!Jnsolid $25.07 savings on the most wanted lever action rifle
madel ••• and you not only get big savings but given with every rifle are

factory mounted swivels! ••• a factory mounted recoil pad ••• and a fine sling!
THESE MARLINS ABSOLUTELY BRAND NEW, factory packed latest 196~ models with full

Marlin warranty. Famous Marlin fast short throw lever action. Tubular magazlOe. holds ~ shots.
Select oiled Walnut pistol grip stock, Famous Marlin Micro-Grooved barrel. Hooded ramp front f;lght, adjustable

open rear sight, receiver drilled and tapped for adapter mount (fl:'rnished) for tip-~H scope base~. 20': barrel •
381/z" overall, 7 lbs. Included FREE: factory fitted recoil pad. sllOg SWIvels and Oiled leather sling With brass $6988fittings. State choice of 30/30 or .35 Remington caliber.
C20-T773. Certified $94.95 Mfr's List. Pay only 51.00 down, aalance 53.60 a week for 22 weeks, or .••...•
MARLIN 336C WITH 4X SCOPE-Mounted ••• Ready to shoot! Fan:'!ed T~sco fine qual!ty 1" diameter 4X .Scop~ with hard
coated magnesium fluoride lenses, click stops f~r windage and elevatl~1 adjustments. TID-off mC?unts. for qUick, Simple scope
removal. Scope is nitrogen filled to prevent foggIng. Leather lens caps Included. Scope has crosshalr reticule.

~:0~~~~4~3~~~~~.~~0::';'n~~~~9iS~~~~~I:-ct=:,w~::s~Y~~~.S.~~~~'. ~~I.~~~~•••~o.~~~r~.~t. ~.1~~:~~ .e.. :~,:,~~r.e.! $94s88

MARLIN 336C WITH 2l/2X to 8X SCOPE. Mounted ••• Ready to Shoot! TlSCO fine quality variabl~ pow.er scope changes power
from 21/z all the way up ~ 8 ins~ntly. Nitrogen filled, magnesium fluoride coated lenses. cross-haIr retIcule, leather lens caps.

~~~_;!'l~ol~nt:'A:~~~I~~~r;l~::':;;X SCOPE. MOUNTS, RECOIL PAD, CARRYING STRAP, SWIVELS. Compare at $ 88
$152.15 elsewhere! Pay $1.00 Down, $5.47 a week for 22 Weeks, or •••••••••••••••••• •••••• ••• ••••••••• 104.

30/06 AUTO.
GARAND RIFLE

SURPLUSl

LATE ISSUEl

M1903-3D/08
SPRINGFIELD M1903'S! LIMITED QUANTITY! Most pop·

ular military rifle for sporting use of them all! ••• and this
lot are all Model 1903.Al's with high number Nickel-Steel

receivers, milled working parts. Made in Rock Island Arsenal
not commercially assembled. 30/06 caliber, 5-shot magazine. Adjustable
rear leaf sight, blade front sight. 431/... " overall. 8.69 Ibs. American

~2a~~;i5~~~~yG5~~oD::Z:~4~O~dei~~o~~r 22 Weeks, or $39.95
E20-TIOOO. AMMO.•30/06, 156 gr. 120 Tounds •••••••••••• $7.20

Finest lot we've seen! Limited quantitr.! Famous World War II
automatic rifle in popular 30/06 calIber. All in NRA Very

fU~C:bf:~1~~~.np':t~~e:~~o :~:"""~t$~~'~b~r~~~:~~~v2~a~e~~~$79'5 E20~T90 •••38 cal., 5" barrel ••••••••••
C20-T25. Only •••..••••..••.•..•••••••••••. ·•••.•• Add $3.00 fOT Special Selection, if desired.
GARAND IN "LIKE NEW" CONDITION. All specially selected and cer·
t~~~~ perfect by Milt Klein! ••• Order now, these won't $8995 M1917-COLT .45
i~~:~t~~~: ';:~i~lr:~8;crsn'A~~: 'per 'iio rd. $,,:20;' ~iih rifle $5.80 ~·U~Si7G~:~vi;em'it~~0Ivers.

WAR .4S ACP caliber-6 half-moon cFps RUSH ITEM NOS. (For 30 Da". Free Triol1)

SURPLUSI:~ ~:~~de:~n~~{~;nbai~~I{d:lu:~dfin~~~: Name _

Easi Iy worth 5S0. Li m ited quan-
tity. Pay $1.00 down, $1-15 week Address, _

~~fo_~~s":*':e~~iy • • • • • • • •. ~24.95 ENCLOSED IS 5 0 Check 0 Money Order

.45 ACP Ammo (E:20·T468J $2.50 per 50 1'd8. 0 ;1~':0 ~:rE~:refuD~~~MJ:yS~eJt~ ~:;:,e:t lOau:dr:~e~., ~~~~

P.RICE REDUCED! FRONTIER SIX·SHOOTER ::::~~y;~:';,..:..(:.. ~~~.'~~;;)'~~:"Y~ ~c~~u'::~:~ c:,~ga;~~~ ":'~~~

5
;;;;;;;~!: ,22 or .22 MAGNUM occupation. no. of dependents. date present job began, and your

weekly salary. This Information Is Required Only On First
Was 549.95 Credit Order. (No credit .ale. to persons under 21.)

Exact super.accurate modern shoot. NOTiCE: Credit orders from this ad will be billed monthly for
ing reproduction of the famous 1873 five months for your convenience. No credit carrying charge will

Single Action Frontier Six_Shooter most be added if account is paid In full within 30 days.

by a f::;'i~edG~~~:~ r;;~~mo:k~~ei~l~h':es..t~eMs'~: 0 :~~~~~I::':~ P~~~':n~~ ~:u~D~-:wC~uSr~~:::~i:IIS::~h~~P~
and wei"ht of the original models. Excellent at once and added to your account.

8.5 ITALIAN CARBIN for hunting, plinking, home protection or fast 0 CASH CUSTOMERS: Send check or money order in full.
draw. Blue steel finish. 400%. weight. 51/2" jl'Jt.k.a~ (See below regarding POSTAGE.)

US~,n~rg~~; ~i~~~~I¥es~e~~::a':."dyh;a~2~1::~e:,h~:adyO~~~:~~o~~ ~!z'O:TI:.~ot~a:2o~r:rt$f~ohon~o~~~·$2.04 ~..IyY~ 0 ~;~e~' CUSTOMERS: Include at least 10
0
/0 deposit with

jng. Turned down bolt, thumb safety, 6-shot, clip fed. Rear open sight. a week. or........... .•.... ...•.•. .. Ppcf POSTAGE AND HANDLING: If item number begins with ·'A".
:~~~~~~i~.g ;~~Cfi~~~yfi~~i~~d at Only ..•••.••.....•.... $12.88 D20-T61.* Six shooter in .22 Magnum ••• $39.95 ppd. send 25c for Postage and Handling •. With "B" send 51.00.

• HANDGUN PURCHASERS: Please send signed state~ .W.;.t.h '~;t' hse~~,~l~:~d ~~:~i~.·~:h~:~en"tot~~ng,;ad: PE~P~::~:
~~~-':nd~~;.,e~::,bi;.e i'j";~t:tr:;:;~. ~~'":'. ~~~ .~u.a.li.t~. ~~ .~c.o~~ $19.95 ment tat' th t 21 not an alien . d P t
E20.T7S1. 6.5 mm Italian military ammo with free 6-shot c1iD, :~~e ~o: 'bien ~~~~.~~~eof ~ o~ri~~~'.n:t ~rders in~ ::~':nel~ct~~e:~'e !:e~~aorr:;~~9m:r:h~~~na~"o-:.~~e:rl.i:~tage~S age _w
~~~_~dlSi29: • s~~;~ 'a~d' M~~~t on'l~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ::;::~ I~~~nj" y~~~ :it~~lr I::.t:rre~~Pre~. IC. so en ..... 100010 MONEY BACK GUARANTEE I __ -

Klein's big All New 1962 Bargain All-Sport" Catalog is FREE with orders from this Ad and FREE to OUT past and PTesent Customers. others please send $1.00 (refunded with first OTdeT)

..
The Rifle Every G.,.
Wantsl Buy Nowl

The onlV U. S. Military small arms made with the
lines and weight of a modern sporter. weighs only SJ.12 Ibs.

18" barrel, 36" overall. Gas operated. 15 shot semI-auto·
matico Receiver sight adjustable from 100 to 300 yds. $6ft50
New Condition! Superbly accurate. 1000/0 dependable. 7-
C20.T859. Pay $1.00 down, $3.58 a week, for 22 weeks, or
"·20.7·~1}. Sling with oiLer $2.00; ••. F20.T:J1. Piston Nut Wrench
SLOt); ••• 1"20-1',12. 1:'j·.,'l1ot i\lol1azhle. 3 fOT $1.00: ..• F2n-1'57.
Fltulh HideT $3.95; •.. E20-Tl192••30 cal. Af'ilita71l Ammo. $8.7.5.p!T
lOOTds.; ••• E-20-7·55. 11lmthlgAmmo$5.00per30rds.; ... }'20·7iJ6.
3D-shot Magazine $2.95; ..• F20-T58. Muzzle BTake $3.95; •••
F20·1·53. 5-.hot Magazine $2.50. (Minimum Order 55.00.)

WAR

12, 20 and 410 GAUGES
Made especially for Klein's by Noble to Klein's

exacting specifications! Here is balance, feel and per
formance found only in pump shotguns selling for $80.00

and more! Smooth fast pump action. Sure fire control-action
must be completely closed before trigger can be! ",ulled. Push button
safety. Positive extraction ...nd automatic side ejection. Proof tested
alloy steel barrels. Tubular 5-shot magaz~ne easily reduced to 3-shot
with free wood plug. American Walnut pIstol grip stock and grooved
Walnut forend. 12 gauge chambered for 23/4" shells. 20 gauge for 23/4"
or 3" Magnum. 410 gauge for 21/z" or 3".
C20·TI165. 410 Gauge-Plain Barrel. Full choke in your choice of

~~" .O.f.~~':•.. ~a.y. ~~:~~ .~o.v:~,. ~~:~~ .a. ':"'~~~ .'~~ .~2•.'""'.e.e.k~,. $53.50

::20·TI163. 12 or 20 Gauges, 28" Plain Barrel. State choice of MOdi-

:~kO~0~u~12C~:~:s~n:r.G.a.u:~:.~~~ .~~.~~..D.o~.n:. ~~:9.~ .8. $~6.88
C20·TI164. 12 or 20 Gauge-28" Plain Barrel with Adjustable Choke

$~~4:~0~'::d;orS~tew~=~~~eo~~ •~~~~e: ••~a~. ~~:~~ •~~~~'. $66.88

u.s. Ml .30 CALIBER CARBINE

SAVEl NEW FLEETWOOD PUMP SHOTGUN
Pay Only

$1.00 Down

Fine quality 4X Scope side mounted and accu.
. rately bore sighted. Crosshair reticule, bright, clear
Image. 3/4" dia. A sturdy rig that is accurate ... won"

it with rT~~~o~~. e~~ir;n:~s:~e~'e~g~ot~iC:e b:~rh r:~I~v~d s~~:.!:,.uiv~~~
Lace·on cheekpiece (illus) sold separately-see below.
C20·T1296. Model 1917 Rifle-made by Eddystone-with Mounted

::o~....~~ .~~.~~..~O.V-:~'. ~.1 ..~~. ~. ~~~ ..f~~ .~~ . ':"'~~~~'. S39.88
C20·T1297. Model 1917 Rifle-made by Remington or Winchester-

;'~thw~eO:.~t~~ ~~o.p~: . ~~~. ~~'.~O•.D,O.W.":. ~~:~~ ,a..":'~e.k..f~r. $44.88
C20·T669. Lace-on leather covered pOlyfoam cheekpiece. Only .. $3.95

MATADOR DOUBLES! SAVE $50.00 ••• ONLY $119.5D!
$16.!:~~_val ue " ' . '

. SAVE $50.00 Now! First
..;.../ quality, the very latest 1962 models. Deep

ficationc:~nl~:'rt~~~c~~n;n~lj6;e;'~;:IS~fM:'~~~~r";:i~~:
arms International by the world renowned house of AYA.

CHECK THE~E QU_ALITY FEATURES: Selective automatic ejectors; •••
Single selectIve trlg.ger;. • Anson.& Deeley double underlocks; •••

~:~i~ge~:~~~:dt~~I~e:l~seg~ai~~~d hl:~~Yche~k~r:~i",JIre~~~S~~~~~~d~:~t
and beavertail f~rend. Chambe.red for 2¥4" high-velocity, Magnum or

~~uegra:fa~":ithw2e8?,h1a~::T;~b~5':~ 1:'~~thG;~;i ~~II t~3~';,lbJ;0~na:2co~1;
1 3/",". drop at heel 21/4". pitch 21/8".
C2o..TI197. MATADOR FOR 23/4" STD. or HI-VELOCITY SHELLS. State
choIce of 12. ~6, 20 or 410 Gauge, and Barrel Length $11950and Chokes desired. Pay $1.00 Down. $6.19 a Week for
22 Weeks. or ..••...•.•.•..•......•••.••.....•..
C20-TI198. 20 GAUGE MATADOR FOR 3" 'MAGNUM SHELLS. 28" or
30" Mod. and Full Chokes. Pay $1.00 Down, $6.19 a Week for 22
Weeks. or .......•....•.•...••..•...................$119.50
C20-T1132. 12 GAUGE MATADOR FOR 3" MAGNUM SHELLS. 32"
Full and Full Chokes. Pay $1.00 Down, $6.34 a Week for 22 weeks,
or •..•••..•••• _....................... •.....•. .$119.99



IIAt the critical instant when sensitive ignition and consistent
uniformity are most important, I rely on CCI Primers II says
Frank J. Verano of Plainville, Conn. "I've used ove; 17 000
of them and recommend CC I to everyone who asks me. The
buck? ... Got him last December on special permit. Dressed
out at 325 Ibs.! II

I
Oversize zinc alloy bullet bulges
.380 case, compresses the charge.

John H. Murphy, 207 S. Andre St., Sagi.
naw, Mich., did creative thinking on a target
.380 when .38 Colt Autos were first being
converted. He made a scaled down mould
of the Hensley & Gibbs No. 78 bullet, drop
ing one lube groove. His miniature .45 ACP
104 grain pills look OK for 25 yard work,
and possibly for 50. We didn't test these, as
no target gun was available. Murphy doesn't
sell moulds, but might supply details. If you
get a custom target pistol, H & G can make
specification moulds at extra cost.

Some .380's won't function below 8,000 psi,
and 15,000 is about tops. There is no ad·
vantage in loading flat out for bullets that
expand little or not at all.

One lot of U.S. ammo started at 925 fps,
which is dose enough to the listed 995 fps
for a 95 grain jacketed pill, for 180 foot
pounds muzzle energy. You duplicate factory

(Continued. on page 16)

power. They are compact, easy to shoot,
easy to carry, and ammo isn't bulky. Some
European military brass favors the lower
powered equivalent of our .32 ACP and .25
ACP. Some Americans recoil in horror at
the very thought of these low recoiling car
tridges. But the .380's have helped to sell
more tombstones around the world than the
entire line of Magnum revolver cartl'idges
that are so popular in this country.

The .380's are not my type of gun. Bullets
lack weight for smashing power and Hi-V for
deadly shock. But I have no crow to pick
with the .380 fans, who generally don't shoot
crows. Some people like spinach. I'm a beef
steak and Magnum man, happy with a steady
diet of both.

Some writers unjustly claim a .380 is im
practical for reloading. Some Browning im·
itations are pretty sorry, but if you have a
good gun you'll enjoy shooting your own
good fodder. You need the know-how, quality
dies and components, as for any cartridge.

The .380 has been treated like an un
wanted step child. Perhaps all the runt case
needed was as much development as a .38
Special, and a match pistol to shoot it. The
rimless hull permits high loading density
with bullets seated so that they nearly touch
the rifling. Little work has been done on it.

CCI
PRIMERS"

By KENT BELLAH

.380 Auto Loads

T HE .380 AUTOMATIC cartridge, often
called .380 ACP, has been popular since

Colt started making pistols for it under
Browning patents in 1908. Close to one
million Model M guns were made until dis·
continued in 1941, many in .380 caliber.
Fabrique Nationale d' Arms de Guerre,
Liege, Belgium, known as FN, duplicated the
round in Europe as the 9mm Browning Short.
Browning started production of the Model
1910 in 1912, making over one million guns
by 1935, many for the 9mm B.S. Current
models are called Browning Automatic Pistol
.380 Caliber, perhaps the finest .380's made
today. Browning type pistols are produced
by scores of makers today, with total pro
duction running into untold millions.

Pistols for the American designed car·
tridge have been popular with the military
in Italy, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and other
countries. Ammo is made by most ammo
makers around the world. The .380's are
popular horne and pocket guns of moderate

"YOU CAN
DEPEND ON

Throws

SINGLES

and

PRIMERS ... that's my choice
LARGEST PRIMER SELECTION FOR RELOADERS
POWDER ACTUATED TOOL CARTRIDGES FOR INDUSTRY
MAGNUM PRIMERS FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE LOADS
RED·JET BULLETS FOR INDOOR SHOOTING FUN

Cascade Cartridge, Inc., Lewiston, Idaho

TRIUS PRODUCTS
BOX 331140, SAYLER PARK, CINCINNATI 33, O.
FREE! Send stamped, self-addressed envelope for

useful Hunter's Check List.

COMPLETE WITH PORTABLE MOUNT AND
EXCLUSIVE TRIUS GROUND ANCHOR
• Only substitute for field shooting
• Only complete trap sold
• Throws regulation distances and much farther
• Can be tripped from distance
• Sets up quickly without tools
• Top Quality construction throughout
• Order now from your dealer
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'Ibis is the plastic brain of new
Super-X and Super-Speed Mark 5.

A protective polyethylene col1ar wrapped around the
shot inside the sheIl to create the hardest hitting, best
patterning, longest range high-brass shotshel1s ever made.

This plastic brain
so controls the new
Super-X and Super
Speed ~ark 5 that
they work like mag
nums, without the
recoil and without the
extra cost. In fact,

because of their better, denser patterns, <'

you get the effect of a % ounce more
shot on target! And ~ark 5 magnums
in 12, 16 and 20 gauge are really super
magnums in performance.

This almost unbelievably effective
power comes from the ~ark 5 .collar
channeling the tons of force that in ordi-

nary high-brass shotshells actually work For the long-range upland gunner
against you. We call this collar the plas- and the trapshooter there are Xpert
tic brain because on firing, it solves the and Ranger ~ark 5 Super Trap Loads.
problems of shot abrasion and heat 40 yards and beyond, these new loads
friction, right through the choke. Even add the effect of an % ounce more shot
after the shot column leaves the muz- on target with their heavier, denser
zle, our plastic brain patterns. Like Super-X
is preventing wasted and Super-Speed ~ark
lateral dispersion of 5s, they eliminate bar-
shot and pattern-de- reI leading and tube-
stroying gas and wad wash.
interference. At about 36 inches from If you're a close-cover-hunter or a
the muzzle, the slit collar, knowing skeet shooting fan who wants the finest
when its job is done, just falls away. short-range shell, stick to your old fa-
It's taken the beating - not the shot, as vorites: regular Ranger and Xpert. We
this fired ~ark 5 collar photo proves. haven't changed those a bit.

W/NCH£Sl'£Jl®~® •
WINCHESTER-WESTERN DIVISION OlIn



I T'S NOT exactly news to report tbat
Miner Cliett won another skeet cham

pionship. Miner, who will be a Howard
College freshman at Birmingham this Fall,
made a shambles of the Alabama state
championships, held at the Burleson Moun
tain range of the Morgan County Gun Club,
Decatur-Hartselle, Alabama. He dropped two
targets in the 300-bird program; one in the
sub-small 410 race, and one in the all-bore.

For a while on a scorching hot Sunday
afternoon, it looked as if news might be
made, because the one all-bore target Cliett
lost put him in a shoot-off with another fine
skeet ace, Col. Robert Richardson from
Maxwell Air Force .Base at :Vlontgomery,
Alabama. Both Cliett and Col. Richardson
went straigbt in tbe first extra inning of 25
targets, and it took a round of doubles from
all stations to settle the issue.

Tom Jones and Raymond Strickland from
Bilmingham tied for the all-around runner
up spot with 289x300, and the decision in this
encounter went to Tom Jones.

BY DICK MILLER

Strickland teamed with another Dixie hot·
shot to win the no-handicap two-man team
race, besting the handicap due of Cliett and
Tom Jones after both pairs recorded 195x200.

The Southern Gun Club quintet from
Birmingham bested the host club team for
five-man team laurels. The winning team
included Miner Cliett, Louis Cole, Bill Ire
land, Ray Strickland, and Tom Jones. The
runner-up team was made up of Fred Emens,
Joe Wright, Gordon Blanton, Doyle Miller,
and Bo Agee.

Little Janie Strickland, who had just made
the switch from trap to skeet, and who was
shooting a gun that appeared to be bigger
than she was, won the Ladies all-bore trophy.

Gordon Blanton, of whom we will be read
ing more in skeet news, took the Junior all
bore trophy, just one day before his birthday.
One day following the state shoot, Gordon
left the ranks of juniors, and will tangle
with the men in future events.

Randy Emens, who still has some prime
years as a junior, was runner-up in Sunday's

12 gauge program. Little John Brown III,
from down Birmingham way took the sub
junior laurels, and in so doing gave notice
that more young blood must be reckoned with
in Dixie doings on the skeet field.

On the other side of the age bracket,
sub·senior Alabama champ of 1962 is Fred
Simmons.

Col. Richardson, formerly of Decatur, was
re-elected president of the Alabama State
Skeet Shooting Association, with Dr. Harold
Blanton of Hartselle, vice-president, and
Fred Emens of Decatur, secretary-treasurer.
Much credit is due these men for the hard
work and untiring efforts in promoting the
skeet game in Alabama and the whole South.

Orchids are due Morgan County president
Jim Barnes and his crew for their tremen·
dous effort in hosting the state champion
ships at a cl ub barely two years old.

000
A look at the state trapshooting results in

Alabama indicates that several shooters in
the Heart of Dixie state go for both clay
target sports. Janie Strickland holds both
the state all-gauge skeet title and the ladies
handicap title. Her dad, Raymond Strick
land, took an open 16·yard award in trap
along with his skeet awards. Miner Cliett
was a class winner in the 16-yard game, and
Mrs. Louise Taylor is a double winner in
both skeet and 16-yard programs. Raymond
Strickland won the trap-all-around cham
pionship which salved somewhat his loss of
the all·around runner-up title by a shoot-off
in the skeet game.

000
Random shots from here and there on the

shooting circuit:
(Continued on page 54)
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GUN DIGEST ASSOCIATION; Inc.,
Dept. 25~
4540 W. Madison Street, Chicago 24, Illinois
PLEASE RUSH for 10 Days Free Examination:

o 1963 Gun Digest $3.95 PPD

§Handloader's Digest $2.95 PPD
Enclosed Is $,.,- _
Ship C.O.D. plus postage, etc.

CHECK ONE;o I am ordering a Gun Digest or Handloader's Digest
below.o I have already purchased a 0 1963 Gun Digest

'0 Handloader's Digest at (Give dealer's name and
address).

o
o
o
o

FALSE

o
o
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Artistic Wood Specialties .Redfield 4x .scope, plus mount aod base •
Weaver V..g variable scope. with mount .M()$$be.rc's new ModelfiOO

.pump ehotc:un • Mossberg's new Palomino 400 lever action 22 rifle •
Kodiak 22 Magnum Aulo Rifle _ Six Lee &hotsbell loading -tools •
Dakin's Model 60-20 gauge folding shotgun • Cr08ma.nf s UOK Air
"Rifle Kit·. Sheridan's Silver Streak 2O-Cal. air rifle. Cro1JmBO'S 189
COt (gas) Rifle Kit. Weatherby 3-piece rifle reloading set. _ 2.-IOX
Hunting Coate .20 I-year 8ubscriptions to the AmuUan Rt"}1-eman _
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9th PRIZE: Ru
Ruger carbine and a
44 Magnum caliber.

10th PRIZE: J. P. Sauer Model 60 Shotgun, double
barreled, 12·gauge. with engraved action. Imported by
Stoeger Arms Corp. $198 Value.

11th PRIZE: Navy Arms Revolver, a Civil War re
plica, cased and engraved with all accessories. $189 Value.

I}... and All These Tool

'
Beretta Silver Snipe 20 gauge over and under shotgun.
Single trigger, cbeckered I tslian walnut stock and fore--end.IHigh Standard's Newest Sbotguns-one each of their

t best quality Trap and Skeet gun.-2 Supermatic autos
and 2 Flite King pump•.

Savage's Model 110 Bolt Action Rifte, any caliber, and
for either rigbt- or left-banded shooter, plus a Fox Model
B De Luxe side-by-side 12 gauge shotgun.

f Artistic Wood Specialties. Gun Cabinet for 10 Rifles or
r Shotguns and matching Pistol Cabinet. $170 Value.

Evinrude "Ducktwin" S-H.P. outboard motor.

Remington's New Model 700 Rifte in 7mm Magnum.
big game caliber, and in BDL De Luxe fancy grade.

Centennial Arm's Civil War Percussion Replica, the
1860 Pistol-Carbine combination in 44 caliber.

Colt's New Flat Top 45 Caliber Single Action re~

• volver.. De Luxe finish. Adjustable resr sight, walnut
? grips with silver medallion.

, Ithaca's 49 Saddlegun, in Presentation Grade, stocked
with $675 grade walnut, anti with leather scabbard.

Harrington & Riehaid80n-2 Rifles, 2 Shotguns and
4 Revolvers from the famous H&R line.

o
o
o
o

TRUE

o
o

2nd PRIZE: JUOO Winchester Model 70 Rifte, to
be made and custom stocked at the factory to the winner'a
specifications and in the best quality fancy walnut. This
superb rifle will be fully engraved and gold inlaid.

3rd PRIZE: Browning Ar.ms Co.'s besutifnl $585.00
Pointer Grade Superposed, an over-under shotgun hand
somely engraved and stocked with select fancy walnut.
Gauge, barrel length snd choke at tbe winner's option.

4th PRIZE: Smith & Wesson-your choice of any
revolver or Rut-o pistol in the company's line, fully en-

• graved, gold inlaid and monogrammed for the winner.
~ $500 Value.

~ 6th PRIZE: Marlin's Twin Riftes! A 336 Texan ina_ 30-30 and the 39A in 22 rimfire, both in De Luxe grade,
with matching fancy walnut carved stocks, each with

f

scope and mount. $500 Value.

6th PRIZE: wea.therby's FamoUll. Mark V De Lu:re
rifte complete with W 2X-7X Val"iable Scope in
Buehler mount. Any Wi If Magnum caliber except
378 or 4®. $450 Value.

:Il;usqtarna big game
thl';ll: ;top f/Ulcy import,
<SaliMr. $390 Vslm••

s lnterna~nat rifte.
8-tbe c6ver gun of the

DIGEST

THIS IS YOUR GUN QUIZ: It Must Accompany Your Entry!
Extra Entry Forms are available at your local dealers, or by mail.

1. The projectile alone, not the cartridge or shell, is called
the bullet?

2. A revolver which requires two separate motions to fire
-cocking the hammer and pulling the trigger-is called
a double action?

3. Constriction of a shotgun barrel at the muzzle is called
the choke?

4. A barrel etched oreaten away by rust or chemical action
is said to be eroded?

5. The crosshairs in a telescope sight is called the reticle?
6. The science of projectiles in motion is called the

trajectory?

Correct Answers Can Be Found In 1963 Gun Digest..

Don't Forget to Include 50 Words or less on
"The Rlcht to Bear Arms-What it Means fo Me." CITY 20NE.---STAT<..E _

------- SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YoUR MONEY BACK -1

HANDLOADER'S

AFRICAN SAFARI

.&B&HD
3 WEEK

Enter the Treasure Hunt with
Purchase of Either Book!

GUN DIGEST /s the
MAGNUM GUN BOOKI
384 G/ANT PAGES/HUNDREDS OFGUN PHOTOSI

World's Finest Gun Authorities, working under Editor
John T. Amber's able direction, have again created a
sparkling collection of articles, facts, figures, illustra
tions and tables on every facet of guns and shooting.
Old Pro's and novices alike acclaim '63 GUN DIGEST
the only complete, unique and up-to-the-minute gun
book! Fully priced and illustrated Catalog Section of
all domestic and imported guns and accessories.
Included! .•. 32-Page Section of handgun, rifle and
shotgun Exploded Drawings!

with aFamed White Hunter
and GUN DIGEST Editor,JohnT. Amber

HUNT AFRICA'S FABULOUS UGANDA REGION WITH •••
ALL EXPENSES PAID! AU EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED!

'You'll fly with Editor John T. Amber to Uganda In Africa-with a stopover In Rome, the Eternal City. You'll hunt the
~:~~t~ehaUnn~=:~ddeu~i::gw;~~sg:;:rr~~~r~~~t~nu~lto~~o:~I:e~r~:~,th.veldt and in the bush. You'll be guided by famous

• o:ldorr~e:~t:r~al,.::,r ~h~~ ~~k~f:'l~"a~~~:~el?ne::~:~$2e3nJo~td. offers this wonderlul3-week safari, Including

fOLLOW THESE" SIMPLE RULES· '~ENElrAL CURtiS E-:-LfMAV
• HEADS JUDGING ANEL:

1. Buy 1963 Gun Digest or tbe 1st Annual Handloader's Digest
at your local dealer or direct from this ad.

2. Check off the an.wers to "GUN QUIZ" in Official :Entry
Form on this page. (Entry Forms also available at your
local dealer.)

3. Writ.e 50 words or less on the following: "Tbe Right to Bear
Arm•....,What it 'Mean. To Me."

4. Mail your Entry to Gun Digest A&!ociation, 4540 W.
Madison Street, Cbicago 24, lllinois. Be sure to include your
name, address and age. -

5. Entries mUst be postn1a~kedbeloremidnigbt April 30, 19lia.
Winners will b\> announQed by mall shQrtly thereafter.

6. All persona are sees of the Gun Digest
Association, its and their families.

'I. C'mtest and ):\ all federal and stat':.
laws and reg dy ot the
GUn Dfgest

S.

FIRSTANNUAL EDITION...EDITED BYJOHN T. AMBER

An encyclopedia for rifle, pistol and shotgun
reloaders! 260 jumbo pages! Filled with original
articles by foremost world authorities. Includes:
complete catalog section of tools and components,
self-computing bullet energy chart, die and shell
holder charl, cartridge dimension tables, ••. plus
tips, notes and shortcuts from experts on choosing
and using handloading tools.
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· . about the first
completely new

bolt action
rifle in years

Graceful stock;
checkered fore-end
and pistol grip.

Rea r sight folds for
low- mount scope
use, snaps back to
same setting.

Bolt head fully reo
cessed in barrel.

Precision head
spacing for out
standing accuracy.

Bolt has double
front locking lugs
for strong lockup.

Solid steel receiver
with twin gas ports
for added safety.

4-shot staggered
magazine offers
new protection for
bullet tips.

Receiver tapped for
aperture sights and
top-mount scopes.

Selected walnut
stock has capped
pistol grip.

The Savage 110 comes in .30-06, .270, .243,
.308 calibers. Price $112.50. Model 110-MC
(illustratedl, $116.75. 110-MCl, world's only
production left-hand hunting rifle, $121.75.
Actions and barreled actions available
through gunsmiths. Prices subject to
change. For free 28-page catalog, write

SAVAGE ARMS,
WESTFIELD 108, MA'SS.

(Continued from page 12)
loads with 3.0 grains Bullseye and CCI No.
500 primers, or 4.5 grains Unique. You can
use 4.0 grains Unique for a slightly reduced
load, or 5.0 grains to exceed factory ammo
in a good gun.

Alcan's 95 grain hollow base .355" is a
good bullet. It takes 4.8 grains Unique, as
listed by Hercules in 1935 for a M.C. pill at
15,000 psi for 1010 fps. A load with 2.7
grains Bullseye shoots better, and nearly
equals factory loads. Lyman's 2.0 grains
shoots well, but doesn't function some guns.

I don't recommend Berdan primed shells,
unless U.S. type brass is not available. Seat
bullets friction tight without crimping. One
writer said they should "resist 80 pounds
pressure on the nose." Don't ask me where
he got that figure! Sizers should be correct
size to cause bullets to resist 25 pounds or
more pressure. Assorted hulls vary in thick
ness, which complicates reloading. If your
dies are sloppy for .355 pills, try a .356.

Maximum case length is .680. You can
trim to about .674. Chamfer mouths lightly.
The seater should remove the bell. Hulls
can be pressed completely through a hand
sizer, then belled by tapping a bearing ball
on the mouth. You can weld a shank on the
ball, or make a ball end on a hardened rod
a bit larger than your largest caliber. This
works well to clobber up a few rounds, but
a good 3-die set is a bargain at $13.50.

Soft bullets cause feeding trouble. Lyman's
cast 95 grain No. 358242 is good with 2.7
grains Bullseye or 4.5 grains Unique. Cast
hard, or use IBA No. 7 mix. Lyman lists
the diameter at .358. This may bulge cases,
and may not chamber in some pistols. Factory
pills run .354 to .356.

Zinc alloy 95 grain bullets are very long
for their weight. If seated to the proper .984
overall length the powder may be com
pressed, resulting in a damaged gun. One of
these ".358" bullets actually miked .3594
and compressed the charge. Fortunately, they
bulged cases so badly a chap couldn't cham
ber them in his gun. These are not made for
a .380, and you should never attempt to use
them. Killing power is poor, despite the Hi-V
that can be obtained in a .357 Magnum,
even on jackrabbits. The same is true with
zinc alloy castings at extremely Hi-V in a
.220 Swift. They are wind sensitive, and
penetrate without expansion.

000
Let me kick our hard-kicking Army Mule.

Orientation lectures gave it a sales pitch
that would make an old medicine show
"doctor" green with envy. Should rookies
bow three times per day toward Hartford?
Is it advanced? Nope. Ballistics, range and
shocking power are inferior to a .45 Colt
black powder load, vintage of 1873. A 9mm
Parabellum has more range, and energy.

Rookies, scared of a .45 can't hit the
paper. They can do better with an easier-to
shoot 9mm. Our Mule needs a tune-up to
thump sl ugs at near sling-shot velocity to
match targets. The much ballyhooed "knock·
down" power is false as falsies. In technical
language, it ain't got none. It won't knock
down a cat, unless you throw the gun!

My friend Shack set up a 25 pound sack
of pelleted dog food to prove the lack of
knockdown. A puff of wind knocked it over.
He set it up again, and gave it the whole
darn clip at 5 feet. As Shack triggered the
gun, dead center hits blasted dog food

through exit holes. Shack tossed his hat at
the target. The knock-down power of a
Stetson hat did what the .45 couldn't-the
tottery sack was knocked down!

Army brass has praised our .45 from the
housetops, and damned it to the depths of
hell. I've heard all sides for bot}! guns.
Experts may favor a .45. But a 9mm would
serve them nearly as well, or better, and
serve mediocre shooters much better. Non
expanding big slugs have little advantage. A
general was about right in saying that for
sure stopping with caliber alone you'd need
a 3" ball. It would have "knock-down"
power, but who could shoot it?

000
A heavy pipe through the floor is handy

for working up loads and test firing indoors.
One chap has a five foot length of 8" pipe
set nearly flush with the floor, covered with
a piece of inner tube. He pokes the muzzle
through a hole in the cover and drops the
hammer. It reduces noise and concussion.
The pipe is safe and permanent, even if
bullets hit the sides.

The excellent Illinois Bullet Alloys No.
4 and 7 are sold in 5 linked ingots weighing
one pound each, just right to break off and
add to a furnace. You can link similar
ingots in a SAECO mould by grinding
notches in the dividers. Always identify
alloys. Stamp the "pigs," or mark with
nail polish. A chap took some unidentified
squib loads deer hunting by mistake. It
cost him a deer.

A lad got lousy 50 yard accuracy with
a Colt .38 Special Mid-Range Gold Cup.
Cases buggered and jammed as they ejected.
Breaking down his reloads solved the
mystery. Powder charges were erratic, a
major cause of crummy reloads. You must
master your measure and operate it with
a uniform technique, especially with sticky
pistol powders.

There is no better measure for light pistol
charges than a SAECO with the old style
drums. They are still available. The charge
hole is adjusted and locked, so it's equivalent
to a fixed charge drum. I keep several drums
adjusted for different charges, with handles
attached. I can hold Bullseye to 0.1 grain
or less.

With the hopper nearly full, I bump the
handle several times to settle the powder.
In charging, the handle is bumped once at
the top, a pause, then bumped twice at the
bottom. Don't hang it! Operate with a steady
Click-pause-Click, Click. Keep the measure
perfectly oil-free. Never leave powder in a
measure longer than necesary to load a batch
of cases. Fill the hopper often.

SAECO's measure with a Micro-Setting
Drum is dandy for rifle powders, and it
takes old style drums. The clever adapter
made by Guns Adamson, Troy, New Hamp
shire, at $2.95, is a bargain. It permits in
stant removal of the measure to empty the
unused powder. SAECO's stand contributes
to accuracy. You lose uniformity when your
measure in on a springy shelf. Master your
measure and you are a step closer to making
Master!

My friend D. L. Cooper uses a spare
SAECO stand to hold scales on a bench at
eye level for accurate reading. He has an
angle iron bracket screwed to the stand. A
%:' plywood shelf holds the scales, and an
Electric Dripper. You can tilt the~
Dripper for a faster flow. It's real neat.~
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STARTS WITH VARMINTS~ STOPS AT NOTHING!
(The Weatherby .300 ...most versatile rifle for all North American big game)

When you carry a Weatherby .300, you are indeed a versatile hunter.
The wide range of cartridges available m1ikes this your ideal rifle
for all North American shooting. (Not just for the African Safari
or Asiatic Shikar.) We load this super cartridge with five different
weight bullets: 110 grain, 150 grain, 180 grain, 200 grain and 220
grain. You may also select thin jacketed bullets for open country
shooting, partition type bullets for brush hunting and deep pene-

tration, or the heavy full patches for the world's largest game.
Versatility? You can start with varmints and stop at nothing! The
cost? Much less than the disappointment of using a rifle that is not
equal to the hunt. Prices start at $285. Ask your dealer for free liter
ature and the new 12th edition of our 140-page book "Tomorrow's
Rifles Today," $2 per copy. Or write to Weatherby, Incorporated,
2781 E. Firestone Boulevard, South Gate, California.

See your2eJ~dealer



Not even diamond can resist hof tongue of
Laser light which drilled hole through it
in 200 millionths of a second. Experiment
was performed in GE laboratory. Laser ray
is not visible;. flare of light in picture
is a cloud of vaporized diamond particles.
-Genera I Electric Co. photo.'" •.•' -. ..
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I NCASE YOU came in late, we were discussing
the amazing optical maser, or ruby laser,

which, squeezing light waves into terrifically in
tense "death ray" beams, has put U.S. physicists
miles ahead of even the most fantastic gadgets of
Buck Rogers science fiction.

Early this spring, Gen. Curtis Le May, Air
Force Chief of Staff referring to "beam-directed
energy weapons" and "death rays," stated: "Our
national security in the future may depend on
armaments far different from any we know today
... perhaps they will be weapons that strike with
the speed of light."

GUNS • NOVEMBER 1962

-u. S. Army Signal Corps photo.

"Light bullets" shot by the light-squeezer ray
guns are heralded as the long sought missile-killer·
that will mothball enemy nuclear-warheaded .
rockets. Unlike the Nike-Zeus, the "kill-mechan
ism" ("power density") of the "optional maser
lethal radiation weapons" is "clean" (no fallout).
The military is also reported to be studying the
hot lead versus hot light question at the foot
soldier level.

As a gun 'n ink slinger, I've just burned holes
in a paper target with a ruby laser for the first
time in history. Chalk me up as saying that light
waves are the wave of the future in weaponry.
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Ray gun fits in suitcase. yet one pulse of Laser light of
1/2000th second duration cut through steel plate to burst
balloon 10' beyond. It may also burst balloons of bombast
and threats frequently launched from behind Iron Curtain.

-Raytheon Company photo.

WHOSE BALLOOn?

Laser spacecraft radar pinpoints small targets with great
accuracy. Is resemblance to antiaircraft gun coincidental?

-Hughes Aircraft Co. photo.

Like ancient steel, the new electronic marvels can
be hammered into both swords or plowshares, so to
speak. A Hughes Aircraft executive said recently:
"Lasers now make possible sweeping advances
in the entire electronics industry, and in 10 or 15
years they will play an important role in eve~yone's

life and standards of living." At the same time, a
Washington news-weekly noted, "Big companies are
now reporting break-throughs on the way to con·
trolling light waves for weaponry."

True, as regards restricted military applications,
"The U.S. effort is like an iceberg, in that only a
small fraction of the total appears above the surface
of military security," as one industry journal put it.
Let's hope that iceberg does not start rearing up out
of the deep blue; what Nikita doesn't know won't hurt
us. But let's hope the berg is a big one!

Meantime, commercial lasers are booming like a
gold-rush town. Over 400 companies have rushed
into the fast-breaking field and are busily advertising
and pushing sales of the varied maser-laser wares.

Amid all the technological fireworks, these stand
out. Bell Tel Labs (A.T.&T.) predicts that one maser
beam can handle over a hundred million telephone
conversations. General Electric is using their lasers to
machine diamonds, tungsten. Said G.E. exec Dr. J. H.
Holloman: "If we can use a light beam to cut dia
monds, we can use it to cut anything."

American Optical Co., a leader in laser scalpels
for eye surgery, is also pushing ahead in laser weld
ing. Raytheon, active in the chemical-medical field,
declares the laser beam already focused to a "10
micron spot" can "pick off a single protein molecule
in a chain." Hughes Aircraft has the ruby laser
beam harnessed to radar, as has the Signal Corps.

Maser is a coined word standing for the first letters
in "Microwave Amplification by Stimulated Emission
of Radiation." The inventors, Townes & Shawlow,
received a public basic patent on it in 1960. When
Maiman, then at Hughes Aircraft, got his people
working on light waves, he called it the laser, sub
stituting "L" for light. Light and radio waves are
identical except for frequency.

Light is defined as radiated electromagnetic energy
capable of producing a visual sensjjolion. You can't
scoop up a handful and mike it for dimension. It has
no mass, weight, volume. The ghostly stuff is meas
ured in ergs and watts per second.

When you drop a boulder into a mill pond, the
work done in lifting it up corresponds to the power
of the waves created. That's also true when the
chromium atoms in the ruby laser "drop," producing
or emitting light waves. So, to "make" light rays,
we first convey light energy quanta to these atoms,
exciting them to jump up, and then collect the light
waves emitted when they fall back.

The rules of this game are postulated by the quan
tum theory, originated by Planck & Einstein, 1900.
1905. Hitting its stride in the 1920's, quantum
mechanics developed into complex mathematics. But,
the basic concepts are simple.

All "radio" waves-c-light, X-rays, infrared, etc.
do not tool along "continuously" without interrup
tion, like water spurting out of a garden hose; they
move "discontinuously," the (Continued on page 40)
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By CAPT. T. Eo CI,.EAVE
JloyalNauy

thrown projectile-in one case, a-
a charge of shot. _

The results surprised us. Whereas we-:' d
misses behind the target than in front of l(ori. Qi .'Q'l'

20 test performers missed behind more often than i~ front;
16 missed more often in front of the target than behind it;
and two throwers scored an equal number of misses in
front and behind.

Of the total 1,000 throws by 20 throwers, the score was:
498 misses in front, 268 misses behind; 234 hits (or misses
directly over the target, which indicated correct aim so far
as lateral movement was concerned).

The explanation for these results may lie in the expecta
tion in the minds of most people that the opposite result
will occur-and subconscious determination of the brain
to correct for the expected error. Doubtless the brain would
eventually accept the evidence and straddle the target
equally, as it does with stationary targets; but it would
take many more than SO shots to bring this about. Actually,
a second run of tests by 7,ef the original performers did
show a tendency in each instance to equalize the direction
of misses.

However, such points at this are non-essential. The ex
periment does reveal that the brain does not cause us to
miss more often behind than in front-as long as there
is no explosion. Therefore, since misses in the shooting
field are more often behind than in front, the answer must
lie in the explosion.

The explosion of the shot combines a loud report with a
considerable jolt to the shoulder of the shooter. That this
does affect the shooter can be verified by looking at a
shooter's face as he fires. The effect will be seen in any
thing from a blink to a very considerable flinch, the
magnitude of the effect depending upon the experience
of the shooter, or the lack of it. But the key fact is that
the effect occurs just before the explosion-in anticipation
of it.

These effects can be and often are accompanied by a
definite check in the swing of the gun. How fatal this check
can be becomes obvious when it is remembered that, if a
bird is crossing at 40 miles per. hour (60 feet per second),
a check in the swing of one-tenth of a second must result
in a miss 6 feet behind the bird.

Before proceeding to the question (Continued on page 39)
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IT ISN"T MOTHER NATURE THAT MAKES

YOU SHOOT BEHIND A BIRD-IT"S YOU

Y OU MAY HAVE HEARD of the English statesman
who said that, from the shooting point of view, rabbits

were created six inches too short. There was also the
sportsman who, according to his friends, was within six
inches of being the best wing shot in Europe.

In both cases, the six inches in question were those di
rectly behind the running or flying target. Why is it that
shotgun misses are almost invariably behind the target, and
what can be done to correct the error?

Believing that the first step toward a solution to the
problem would be to determine whether ature herself
influences us to "miss a moving object more often behind
than in front, we set _up an experiment in which no ex
plosion was involved to complicate the problem. Two help
ers stationed 10 yards apart rolled a ball back and forth
at the foot of a wall. Twenty other helpers aimed SO
shots each at the moving object with tennis balls thrown
from a distance of 10 yards. The wall merely facilitated
the recovery of the tennis balls.

This is a true test, since there is no physiological differ
ence between the brain signal to throw the ball and the
brain signal to pull a trigger. The stimulus in each in
stance is a moving target, and the result in each case is a

GUNS



Varminters use rest for maximum
accuracy on small targets. Same
procedure helps hit the equally
small vital spot on bigger game.

By BOB KINDLEY

O E MARK of an experienced hunter is his willingness
to use and his ability to improvise a rest whenever

possible. He wants to place his first shot accurately in a
vital area to insure a quick clean kill. And the best way
to do this is to use anything handy to steady the rifle.
Nothing marks a hunter's inexperience more than standing
on his "hind laigs" and spraying the countryside with slugs.

Several years ago, my compadre and I set up camp in
the foothills of the Black Range on the edge of the Gila

Wilderness. We started climbing at daybreak, following a
cattle trail along a narrow ridge, intending to top out and
hunt the high mountain meadows. The canyon floor below
had little cover, only a few scattered clumps of scrub oak.
A jackrabbit would have had trouble hiding down there,
let alone a buck deer.

About halfway up, I accidentally kicked a rock off the
trail. As it clattered down the slope a big buck bounced out
of a patch of shin-oak. He was a beauty, and that, coupled

Never rest rifle on a solid object. To avoid this, shooter above uses hand to pad rifle, gets solid support from fencepost.
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with his unexpected appearance, got me rattled. I flipped
the .30-06 to my shoulder and started throwing slugs. I
really put on a demonstration of how not to hit a mule deer.
I shot over him, under him, and dusted rocks on both sides.
Then I stood there with an empty rifle as he headed up
the opposite slope.

While I sprayed 150 grain Silvertips over the hillside,
my companion played it cool. He calmly parked his fanny
behind a convenient boulder and rested his left hand on
top. When the buck paused at the very crest of the opposite
ridge in typical muley fashion, his rifle was as steady as
the rock. He estimated the range perfectly, and squeezed
off a shot with the crosshairs just level with the buck's
back. At the crack of the .270 the deer took a couple of
startled, stiff-legged jumps and collapsed.

My hunting partner that day was an old-timer with quite
a few hunting seasons under his belt. His action quite effec
tively pointed out the advantage of using an improvised
rest. He promptly gave me some advice I've always re
membered.

"Son," he said as we rolled the big four-pointer over,
"That was quite a barrage you laid down back there."

He paused, gave his hunting knife a few licks on a pocket
stone, and continued: "A good hunter always shoots from
the steadiest position he can find. And that isn't offhand.
He never shoots standing if he can kneel. He never kneels
when he can sit. He'll shoot prone if possible, and he'll
use anything handy as a rest to steady his rifle."

The old man really meant that the human frame wasn't
designed to be a steady rest for rifle shooting. Take a look
at yourself. When shooting offhand, there's several feet of
wobbly muscles, four or five ball-socket joints, a lot of
jittery nerves, and yards of pumping blood vessels between
the ground and the rifle. Holding your rifle steady offhand
is practically impossible. Furthermore, with the muzzle
wobbling around, no shooter can concentrate on trigger
squeeze. He's more concerned with trying to control the
wobbles and usually jerks the trigger when the sights go
past the target.

Since that day with the old man, I've practiced using a
rest for every shot if possible. Fence posts have helped
me bust jackrabbits at long range. The top edge of the car
window is used to clobber crows. I've padded the top of
a boulder with my folded jacket to kill a mule deer across
a canyon. MyoId sombrero on top of a sage helped me
clobber an antelope buck at 300 yards. Tree trunks, drain
age ditch banks, logs, and forked sticks have provided
steady rifle rests to place shots accurately on game and
varmints. Pint-sized prairie dogs have been killed at 300
yards and over by using sand bags on the hood of the
station wagon.

Using an improvised rest is a great advantage to any
shooter. When the rifle is steady, the problem of trying to
hold the sights on the target is eliminated. And with the
crosshairs or gold bead glued to a big buck's rib cage, the
shooter gets real confident. The effort of controlling muzzle
wobble is eliminated, so all he has to do is concentrate on
trigger squeeze. He forgets about trying to hold the sights
on the target, and is a lot less likely to jerk the trigger or
flinch. And, believe me, one of the best remedies for a case
of "buck fever" is to have the sights glued on the target,
whether it's a prairie dog or a deer.

The serious big-game hunter should practice a lot during
the off-season, especially at improvised rest shooting. He
should try to tailor his shooting (Continued on page 48)

"STAND UP ON YOUR HIND

LEGS AND SHOOT LIKE A MAN" HAS

A BRAVE. BOLD RING. BUT THE

SURE SHOT IS BETTER

j

Try using folded shirt or jacket as pad over handy
rock or log. This gives near-perfect shooting rest.

Where legal, a sandbag on hood of car helps steady
gun. Use fender or cranked-down window as gun rest.

If no other rest is available, grip handy tree trunk.
rest the fore-arm of rifle across wrist for shot.
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By Lt. WILLIAM H. TANTUM IV, USAR

T HE GERMAN snipers of World War II were stout·hearted and well·trained riflemen.
These men were real marksmen, and they inflicted many casualties on the attacking

troops by their skillful and selective fire. They stuck to their positions and kept up their
brilliant shooting even when subjected to heavy enemy fire.

The German snipers were always well camouflaged in well-dug.in, previously prepared,
concealed positions. When the German snipers were eventually driven out by attacking
troops, the majority of them got away by the use of excellent fieldcraft and concealment.
Their effective range was anything up to 300 yards, and they were known to do remarkable
shooting at ranges up to 600 yards. German snipers were masters in the art of camouflage,
movement, and stalking-master shots, full of confidence in their ability as military hunters.

The sniper training in the German Army was excellent. The sniper was put on the com·
bat field-firing ranges as guickly as possible. The training policy was to merge weapon
training and field craft into its tllctical application at the earliest time.

More training was gi ~n in the kneeling, sitting, and standing positions than was practiced
in any other sniper school in the world. Rea vily stressed in German rifle training was the
idea that it was the right hand pulling the rifle back into the shoulder which produced the
main gripping force. There was also extensive training in the art of good trigger pressure.

Imagine a sniper rifle fastened to a table. On the rifle is a gadget with a mirror and a dial.
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Mauser sniper rifle Model 98K, above, with a
turret mounted Model ZF 42 4X scope. Below,
Model 98K with a ZF 41 scope and mount; gun
was used extensively by German sharpshooters
during the earlier part of Reich's warfare.

that reveals the pressure of the finger on the trigger,
magnifying the pressure of the squeeze. The sniper sits at
the table and aims the rifle, while the instructor sits at
his right, facing the dial and mirror. Through the mirror,
the instructor checks sight alignment. On the dial he can
see how smoothly the sniper squeezes the trigger.

On the range, mostly head and shoulder silhouette tar
gets were used. :(\'1uch practice was devoted to getting the
sniper accustomed to shooting at various ranges. In addi
tion to target practice on the single target range, the Ger
man sniper trained for the attack. This is a very practical
training that includes target recognition and distance
estimation. The sniper was taught hard to be a fanatic
about the cleaning and the care of his sniper rifle. The
German Army was very strict about the care of weapons

generally, but the sniper got extra indoctrination.
German snipers usually worked in pairs-a sniper and

observer. They moved frequently, seldom firing more than
a few shots from one position, picking targets such as
officers, runners, observers, and artillery service crew mem
bers. Many times they would pass up scouts and patrols
in favor of chance at the personnel to follow.

Training in concealment and camouflage was excellent.
The sniper had the camouflage jacket, in a blotched pattern
of brown and green. The same jacket, worn reversed to
expose its white lining, was for use in snow. The jacket
had a hood and face veil. The steel helmet was painted in
camouflage colors, or a camouflaged helmet cover was
worn. He also carried a set of binoculars for spotting.

For sniper service and killing (Continued on page 52)
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During WWII Wehrmacht used Mauser rifles. Kar
98K, with side-rail mounted scope that was
adjustable for elevation. Windage adjustments
were made in the rear mount of the 4X scope.

Semi-automatic Kar 43 with ten-shot clip was
used with ZF4 scope as sniper arm late during
war. Base of mount was part of receiver, and
sight adjustments were made as °in above 98K.
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DECOY9ARE

From Delaware bay, these alert gander and Baldpate decoys are used to instill confidence in approaching Canvasbacks.

Extra large and very seaworthy, the Jider duck drake
carved wooden decoys above were made for hunting over
the off-shore ledges of northern New England seacoast.

Canvas-on-frame decoys like those at right are easily
constructed, float high for better visibility. Gander is
used as a "confidence" decoy in a Black Duck "set."
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THEY COME ALL SHAPES AND SIZES.

BUT THE DIFFERENCES MAKE SENSE IF

YOU KNOW THE REASONS FOR THEM

WHAT MAKES a good decoy? Men have been trying
to answer that question since the first Canvasback

wheeled into an Indian decoy made of straw. And I'll bet
my bottom buck that, even today, you won't find two avid
waterfowlers who will agree on what qualities a good
decoy should have.

The answer, in fact, is as easy to see as a novice nimrods'
blind on opening day. There just isn't a decoy made, by
hand or by machine, that will satisfy the hunting conditions
of every waterfowl region in the Lnited States.

The old-time gunners made their own decoys by hand,
and developed a block to fit the peculiarities of their own
region. It is paradoxical that more time and energy was
spent on waterfowl lures in the days when ducks and geese
were plentiful than today when they are scarce. The old
timers' labor was one of love; the modern duck hunter has
fallen prey to automation and the machine made com
promIse.

But even though few gunners today make their own
decoys, it will pay them to take a look at the old timers'
products. In doing so, they can gain an insight as to what
has been tried in the past, an insight which may help them
to hunt today's wary waterfowl more successfully.

Suppose we start with the decoys of Chesapeake Bay.
Here the Canyasback has long been king, and from the
early market gunning days to present time, he has been
hunted with large rigs of decoys. The man who likes decoys

The group above includes a Redhead, a Canvasback, and
a Broadbill decoy. all from Chesapeake Bay. Heads are
simply carved, plug into bodies for easy replacement.

..

The Broadbill and Canvasback decoys at right are from
Barnegat Bay. The "sleeper" at right is shaped to add
variety to head positions; another "confidence" trick.

that can be handled roughly will appreciate the old Chesa
peake Bay decoy. Designed to stand the gaff of rugged
handling, these decoys were invariably made with solid
bodies, slim in profile to save weight and space, and with
fairly parallel sides that helped keep anchor lines in .place.
The heads were simple and easily replaced, and plumage
patterns were bold and effective. Detailed painting and
delicate carving would not last two minutes in a Chesa
peake gunning skiff!

Along the Jersey coast, the old-time Barnegat bay gun
ners had to cope with two problems. Here, the shallow
waters of the bay necessitated the use of small, shallow
draft boats called sneak boxes; and since they too used
fairly large numbers of decoys, the size and weight of each
decoy had to be reduced. The old-time Barnegat decoys
were therefore hollowed, or "dug-out" to lick the weight
problem, and they were made with long, round bodies that
took up little space when stood on end in the decoy rack of
a sneak box. A great deal of care was taken with the heads
of these decoys; they were high and showy to make up for
the small bodies. But you seldom see a new rig of decoys
made in this manner along Barnegat; the modern gunner
has turned to the machine-made product.

And so it was all along the Eastern coast, each area
producing decoys with their own characteristics. Long
Island gunners were the first to utilize cork as a light-weight
decoy material for use in shoal water. Connecticut gunners
were famous for their expert carving and for the use of
unusual decoys like turned-head sleepers. Massachusetts
gunners were perhaps the first advocates of the over-sized
decoy used for coastal hunting.

Of special interest are the decoys of the Maine coast
(called toIlers locally), a true expression of local gunning
conditions. The old-time decoys of (Continued on page 47)

Three old factory-made decoys above will still do the
job for which they were designed. Mud hen at top left
was often used as "Confidence" decoy in mid-west.
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Shiras moose dropped by one shot had spread of 46 inches and 19 points. It was culmination of author's long hunt.

"I call this my

BLIZZARD
.MOOSE"

By RICHARD H. STANSFIELD

28

Knowing where the gun shoots, careful hand loading
helped author when chips were down for trophy head.
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LADY LUCK HELPED. BUT

CAREFUL PREPARATION PLAYED THE

MAJOR ROLE IN THIS VICTORY.

AS IT DOES SO OFTEN

Two MILES HIGH in the rare air atop a mountain in
Montana's Absaroka Primitive Area, with a blizzard

stinging our faces and cutting visibility to a dozen short
paces, my last chance for moose looked like a slim one.
And if it looked slim to me, it must have looked non
existent to my companions, because I was the only one who
had drawn a moose permit in Montana's raffle.

There were four of us: Claude Knudsen, our guide;
Steve Salisbury and Linne Carlson, my partners-and me,
the guy with the moose ticket. This day's hunt was solely
for my benefit, and every man there took pains to let me
know it. The kidding was good natured but not gentle!

And maybe they were right, I thought, wistfully remem
bering the snug warmth of our tent with its sheep-herder
stove, while snow drove up my sleeves and into my parka
and piled up on my glasses. The trouble was that time was
something I just couldn't spare. We'd packed into the
scenic splendor of the Absaroka more than a week ago,
and in another couple of days the hunt would be a memory.
Of course, we'd already taken elk and mule deer; we'd
seen bighorn sheep and coyotes, and we'd cut the tracks
of black and grizzly bear. But my moose was lacking, and
time was running out.

Game is plentiful in this remote, wild area. The Absaroka
is as raw and savagely beautiful as it was before history
began. In some 64,000 acres, peaks more than two miles
high caress the sky. Rushing mountain streams, teeth-chill-

ing cold and crystal clear, teem with trout. There are no
roads, airstrips, or permanent buildings in this vast wilder
ness along the Yellowstone, and there will be none. This
hunter's paradise has been permanently set aside for the
recreational use of the American people.

Some men are sheep-happy; others dream of record-size
antelope; still others yearn to have their pictures hiken
with their favorite sporter cradled on a set of 12-point deer
antlers. With me, it was moose. There was a blank, empty
spot on the south wall of my trophy room which was made
for a moose trophy; not just any moose, but a Shiras
moose, scarcest of the three distinct species of these giant
deer which roam the wilderness areas of this continent.

Shooting the moose was not the major hurdle. In Mon
tana, as in the other two Western states which boast herds
of shootable numbers, a special permit is required in addi
tion to the general big game license. Permits are issued not
on a first-come, first-served basis, but to a fortunate few
following a drawing. Lady Luck had gotten me over that
hurdle; the rest was up to me, the weather-and Lady Luck
again, because we would need luck to find moose (or any
thing else) in this blizzard.

Ahead, Claude and the pair of pack horses slowly as
sumed color and shape as my pinto, Pat, plodded patiently
ahead, to where they had halted. As Steve and Linne
joined us, Claude said, "Let's get off this ridge, eat, and
then drop down into the timber. No self-respecting moose
is going to buck this wind if he can help it. They'll be below
us-if we can find them."

After wolfing half-frozen sandwiches washed down with
handfulls of fresh fallen snow, we slipped, slithered, and
slid down a 2000-foot descent that was much too nearly
vertical for my peace of mind. Snow covered rock as slick
as greased glass added considerable interest to the problem.
But, much to my surprise, we reached bottom safely and
paused to let the horses blow. That gave me the opportunity
to unzip the leather gun case I'd strapped to the saddle that
morning (on the theory that it (Continued on page 44)
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Hot brass f1ys forward and to the
left when fired in left-handed gun
as shown by shooter at far right.

Savage Model II OMC-L southpaw gun
is perfect mirror version of their
standard, bolt-action big bore gun.

IF YOU HAVEN'T

HEARD ABOUT THE NEW

DAY FOR LEFTIES.

HERE IS THE LOW DOWN

By TED WILCOX

W HEN I walked into the store, the
customer was rapidly nearing the

boiling·point. I knew the guy. He was
normally a mild-mannered sort; he
was also an experienced (which almo~t

invariably means an opinionated)
rifle~an. That's where the trouble lay.
He was trying to buy a left-handed
rifle. And the salesman was trying to
make things easy for himself by selling
him a pump, or a lever action, or an

automatic. It just happened that my
friend didn't want a pump, or a lever
action, or an automatic. He wanted a
bolt gun • • • and he wanted it left
handed!

A lot of us lefties have been through
that experience. For more years than
anybody can remember, the southpaw
shooter has been a pariah, an outcast
from the fold so far as gunmakers were
concerned. If he couldn't shoot the
guns made for regular people, he had
just better shape up or ship out! Why
would a man want to shoot left-handed
anyway? Why couldn't he do it the
right way?

Or, if he refused to shape up and do
it the right way, he should be content
with one of the actions that can be
shot from either shoulder.

That was the status quo in the gun
business until about two years ago
when at least two major riflemakers
took a long, calculated look at a nation
al survey that suggested that about one
out of every seven persons was left-

handed. Figure that on the basis of
the 14 to 20 million shooters in this
country, and it adds up to a lot of
lefties. Both figures-the one in seven,
and the number of shooters-are open
to controversial opinions and interpre
tations, but no matter how you slice it,
it's a market. And with population fig
ures on the boom, the only way that
market can go is upward.

Two (at least) gunmakers did some
thing about it. Yet that scene in the
gun store is still repeated daily all over
the nation ... apparently because many
lefties (and is it heresy to add, "as well
as many dealers?") haven't learned
that rifles are now made for left-hand
ers. And I do mean bolt actions.

For many years, the only choice the
lefty had, if he wanted easy operation,
was the lever action. Lever actions are
fine-except that they weren't avail
able in a lot of highly desirable cali
bers-and except for the fact that their
righthanded ejection ports tossed empty
brass right past the southpaw's eyes.
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ANew DeaI.
For the

SOUTHPAW

Southpaw can keep Savage rifle at
shoulder and handle bolt rapidly.

Savage (torI and Weatherby are the only
commercia southpaw guns now available.
Conversions often prove too expensive,
requiring almost complete rebuilding.

Yes, a man could get used to the flying
brass; but that didn't solve the prob
lem of calibers.

Finally, Remington came out with
their fine little pump action, the Mode!."
760, chambered for several of the popu
lar big bores. A few years later, they
hit the market with their autoloader,
the Model 742, also in big-game cali
bers. Both could be operated with
equal ease from either shoulder. How-
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ever, both retained the ejection char
acteristic of spraying hot brass to the
right side-which is the wrong side for
the southpaw.

The nasty fly in the chowder was
still the bolt action rifle-which was
still made for right-handed men. This
didn't sit too well with a number of
left-handed diehards who hankered for
the dependability and pin-point accu
racy of the reliable old bolt gun.

Being a left-handed gunner since I
was old enough to reach the trigger
with a string, I know. I cussed with
all the rest of them. There wasn't much
we could do about it, however. Except
to do as I eventually did after I had
tried and discarded all the other ac
tions: buy a right-handed bolt gun and
get along as best we could-which usu
ally wasn't very well at all.

Most south- (Continued on page 50)
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CONTROVERSIAL THOUGH IT IS. PRESERVE SHOOTING

HELPS OFFSET CROWDED HUNTING CONDITIONS. AIDS CONSERVATION

By CARLOS VINSON

OUT IN THE MIDDLE of a patch of German millet, Joe
threw on his brakes and slid into a thrilling point.

Dick Stubblefield, our guide, flushed the gaudy, cackling
rooster, and Freeman Brown let the bird get out about
35 yards before pulling the trigger on his 12 gauge auto
loader. There was a puff of feathers;and a plump-bodied
ringnecked pheasant went crashing into a small brier patch.
The big, broad-chested pointer retrieved beautifully.

Here is the thing that may surprise you: we were hunting
pheasants in the Cumberland Mountains of Central
Tennessee. "You mean ruffed grouse," some will no doubt
grumble. But the bird Brown shot was a genuine ring
necked pheasant.

We were hunting near Altamont, Tennessee, on the
Skymont Hunting Preserve. With dozens and dozens of
pay-as-you-shoot preserves in operation in 37 states, there
is nothing unusual about that-except that the Skymont
Preserve project itself has some unusual angles.

Not long ago, a trio of Chattanooga, Tennessee, business
men, Charles Falk, W. W. Levan, and Fred Gill, got a
chance to buy 4,600 acres of cut-over timberland in Grundy
and Coffee Counties in Central Tennessee. This sizeable
chunk of Cumberland Mountain land had been sadly
neglected by it's owners since the timber of marketable size
had been removed, and it was litte more than a bush, vine,
and brier jungle. There was only a thin scattering of

TENNE~EEB~A NEW
~HOTBlINTARBEFe

Shrill cackling of cock pheasant is
now heard in areas of Tennessee and
hunters have a new upland game bird.
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Having collected his share of the
new birds, Vinson awaits his friends.

GUNS NOVEMBER 1962

A well-trained pointer, now used to the scent of the new
birds, does beautiful retrieve for Vinson's hunting party.

native ruffed grouse, squirrels, coon, bobwhites, cottontails,
foxes, and opossums in the area. And what game there was
left was seldom hunted because of the denseness of the under·
growth that soon took over.

Despite many discouragements, big bulldozers and other
heavy equipment went to work. Stretches of timber not too
badly clogged with undergrowth were left alone to produce
acorns, beech mast, and other natural wildlife foods. The
bush and brier jungles were bulldozed, bogged, and finally
disked and worked into good seed beds. Soil tests were made,
and much of the reclaimed land was limed and fertilized ac
cording to the reccomendations of the specialists. Much of it
was sown in millet, lespedeza, Sudan, winter oats, bicolor, and
various other food plants. Numerous ponds and small lakes
were dug and shaped by the bulldozers.

While all this was going on, modern game bird hatching and
rearing facilities were constructed and put into operation. A
modern dog kennel was built, plus a lodge and overnight
facilities for visiting sportsmen. Even mallard ducks were
among the game birds offered, in addition to bobwhite quail,
chukar partridges, and the game already present.

But the developers decided that ringnecked pheasants would
be a big attraction for sportsmen in an area where pheasants are
practically unknown-and they were so right!

Sound game management will prevail at Skymont. The
owners do not plan to let this be a 100 per cent put-and-take
deal; they will see to it that not all of the pen-reared birds
released will be killed by hunters; some will be permitted to
reproduce. Native wild bobwhites will help a lot, and more
native wild birds will drift into the preserve from the surround
ing territory because of better feeding conditions.

It will be pretty much a put-and-take deal on ringnecks,
chukars, and mallards, for the time being at least. However,
Tennessee Game Biologists are constantly experimenting and
searching for a pheasant that will stick and reproduce success
fully in the wild in Tennessee, and plans are to continue this
research until they find the pheasant (Continued on page 42)
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Custom ROYAL
ENFIELD M60
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Cal. .303
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Colt Navy, Model of 1851,
in its day was revolver
of many western bad men.

GHOST TOWNS NOW STAND

WHERE THESE GUNS MADE HISTORY

By JAMES E. SERVEN

I N THE FIRST chapter of this opus, we had a brief look
at some of the events in mining camps like Panamint

City and Skidoo on the western side of the valley in the
Panamint range of mountains. Across the valley, on the
eastern perimeter, were the Grapevine, Funeral, and Black
mountains. In the northeast corner of all that land now
included in the Death Valley National Monument, the town
of Rhyolite mushroomed into a population of 5000 a little
after the turn of the century. It took 57 saloons to serve
this thirsty town, and among the best known of the saloon
keepers was John Cyte. Why was he so well known? The
answer is quite simple. John was not much on talk-he just
settled arguments abruptly and decisively with a six-shooter.
He became known and feared as "Johnny-behind-the-gun."

Rhyolite was the favorite town of Frank Harris, better
known as Shorty Harris, a self-styled "one-blanket jackass
prospector." Shorty had prowled the Death Valley country
when there was little there but the mountain sheep and a
few Shoshone Indians. He made more strikes than any
other prospector, but Shorty's trouble was that after selling
a claim he would wake up next morning with a dark brown
taste and no money in his pants. He used to say that he had
survived the lead-and-liquor fare of the mining camps by
being one of the world's fastest runners and best dodgers
when the lead began to fly. There must have been some
truth in this claim, for he lived to the age of 78.

If Rhyolite did little more, it created one of our most

Winchester, Model of 1873, is one of the most famous
rifles ever made and flayed a vital role in the west
and in the opening 0 Death Valley area to settlers.
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The pill-lock seven shot rifle was one of the earlier
designs of American revolving cylinder shoulder arms•

Colt's Dragoon .44 caliber holster pistol can easily
be converted into carbine by attaching shoulder stock.
Lewis Manly, Death Valley hero, used a Patterson Colt
in dramatic rescue of 4gers during westward gold trek.

impressive ghost-towns. It has a pretentious railroad station
without a railroad, a house whose walls are made of glass
bottles, a scattering of masonry skeletons, many relics of
a brief but colorful past.

South of Rhyolite was Greenwater, one of the last of the
Death Valley boom towns. Copper was the commodity here
-along with a generous amount of commercialized sin.

One of the best-known madams of the desert camps, a
statuesque charmer known as Tiger Lil, did a prosperous
business at Greenwater. One day, Lil ran a competitor out
of town with a pair of six-shooters because that purveyor
of pleasure had cut prices below the established rate. And
it was this same Lil who, at the burial of an unwise
gambler, placed five aces in the corpse's hand to give things
a proper touch!

A fire-eater known as Death Valley" Slim came into
Greenwater one day. Slim admitted to being the fightingest
man on 'either side of the California-Nevada line, and de
cided to establish this claim without question by shooting
up the Greenwater saloons.

A short time before Slim's trip to town, Greenwater had
pinned a badge on a tall soft-spoken fellow named Charlie

. .. ., . .

•

Brown, and instructed him to keep the town reasonably
quiet. Officer Brown was easy-going, but it turned out he
was stubborn-and he was quick. Before Slim knew what
had happened, he was soundly slapped into a state of
repentance. Charlie Brown is Senator Charles Brown now,
as much respected in California's seat of government as on
his own desert. Possibly if we might have more senators
who know the facts about guns as does Charlie Brown we
would have fewer foolish gun law proposals.

There were other men who wore their guns to keep the
peace around Death Valley, too. (Continued on page 55)
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Judge Terry was shot to death by Dave
Neagle, killer and sometime bodyguard
of Justice Field, when Terry slapped
Field's face to settle an old grudge.
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HOW FUSSY NEED YOU BE? By LT. COL. BRYCE POE, USAR

Fig. 8

1.72"

WOBBLERS

1.27"

Fig. 7

Fig. 5

in a 1%" circle. At 150 yards, most of the
wobblers, but not all of the concentrics,
would even kill crows. Any of the concen
trics or wobblers would do for woodchucks
out to 200 yards, providing the shooter can
hold, estimate distances, and dope. wind.
Thus, for most close range varmint shoot
ing, segregating the concentric rounds for
crows and other small pests, and for the
larger varmints at extreme ranges, should
assure as many kills as the shooter's ability
permits.

A wobbly bullet point can be seen-they
occur even in factory loads-but a fouled
primer pocket can not be seen in a loaded
round. Is primer pocket cleaning impor
tant? The experiment performed was sim-

Fig. 6

ply a repeat of the previous one, except that
primer pockets were cleaned. Figures 5 to 8
show the results of these tests.

If, at first glance at the 5-shot groups, the
cleaning seems worthwhile, look at the 10
shot groups. Now compare them with those
in Figures 1 to 4, where primer pockets
were not cleaned. Such comparison indi
cates that cleaning the pockets does im·
prove accuracy, but only so slightly that, for
the average shooter, the point of diminishing
returns is reached. It is conceivable that
the groups in Figures 1 to 4 may have been
larger, with more improvement in Figures
5 to 8, had the conventional primer seating
post been used. The amount of fouling
present can result in non-uniform seating
depth-another cause for inaccuracy. The
tool used to seat primers necessitates the
use of a ram inside the case, seating the
primers against a flat surface. This insures
uniform flush seating.

Does cleaning improve accuracy, or is ac·
curacy improved because clean pockets re
sult in more uniform seating depth? There
are a number of variables in the mechanical
processes of reloading, all of them affecting
the performance of the load to a certain
extent. To the precision shooter, all of them
are important. The average shooter need only
employ reasonable care to assemble safe and
sane loads. And in the long run it depends
only on you on how fussy you want to be.
Properly put together, they all shoot better
than most of us can hold, all alibis to ~
the contrary notwithstanding. ...

Fig. 2

Fig. 4

WOBBLERS

Fig. 3

CLINTON CORNERS, N. Y.

CHRONOGRAPHING
LOAD DEVELOPMENT
SEND 25c FOR COMPLETE

CATALOGUE OF SS PRODUCTS
PLUS LOADING DATA.

~HOOT~RS

~ERVICE, INC.

showed a 12 per cent and 9 per cent
superiority for the concentric rounds.

These results clearly indicate the impor
tance of concentric rounds to benchrest and
other target shooters. But look again at
those circles. A bullet in a %" circle will
kill a varmint no more humanely than one

smallest, and average of all groups fired.
The concentric rounds shot better maxi

mums, minimums, and average groups than
the wobblers. Moreover, the maximum and
minimum groups of 10 shot concentrics were
better than the 5 shot groups of wobblers,
and their average was nearly as good.

Aside from these groups, others and quite
significant information became apparent.
(1) Of all 5-shot groups made with concen

tric rounds, 33 per cent were better than
any 5-shot group made with wobblers.

(2) Of all 5-shot groups made with wobblers,
14 per cent were larger than any 5-shot
group made with concentric rounds.

(3) Comparisons similar to the above were
madc for the lO-shot groups. This

YOUR CASES $4.75
OUR NEW CASES $7.85

NOW YOU CAN'

HUNT WITH THE
9MM LUGER

PER BOX
OF 50

! ! ! ANOTHER e PRODUCT!!!

_$9~2.
NEW SIGHTMASTER "101" RIFLESCOPE.:
It's here at last! The most sensational scope value in a lifetime in your choice of power - 21hX, 4X or 6X. Its got _
all the deluxe features you've been looking for: precision glass optics throughout; color corrected; & with internal
adjustments for perfect focus & alignment. Beautifully blued steel. long eye relief. Easy to install, fits over 350 U.S. •
and foreign rifles including Enfields. Only $9.95 ppd. incI. mount. Send cash, check or M.O. C.O:D.'S require $1
deposit. Add $1 for Air Mail. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. When ordering specify scope
power, make ana mOCel of rifle. Dealers inquire. PAN TECHNICS, 'NC.• 133 Pin Technics Bldg., Salana Beach, Calif.

H ow MUCH care and attention to mi
nute details is required in assembling

handloads, and is there a point of no re
turn? Painstaking experiments by handload
ers have, over the years, produced the
axiomatic Rule No.1 of handloading: "Have
everything exactly the same in every round
assembled." Is this essential for practical
shooting?

Perfect exactness in all components is
virtually impossible, yet fantastically small
groups have been achieved by bench-rest
shooters who took infinite pains, thus proving
the rule. But many of us load ammunition
for hunting and plinking only. We too .are
interested in getting maximum (practical)
accuracy, but how much labor and care must
we put into each load to get it?

If the brass gets too long, we trim it; we
check the cases for cracks, and anneal them;
and once in a while we even clean primer
pockets. The ammunition we work up has,
of course, passed its developmental stages,
and we have arrived at the most accurate
load for a given rifle and use. With this com
bination, we are able to bowl over ground
hogs out to 200 yards and, once in a great
while, at even greater distances. Beyond
that, we also realize that ammunition and
gun performance is . limited-limited by the
ability of the shooter.

After making up a batch of loads on a
homemade loading tool, we noticed one day
that some rounds, when rolled on a level
surface, would wobble, while the bullets in
others performed concentric circles when
being rolled on the same surface. How much
would this variation affect accuracy?

Building lots' of handloads and separating
the wobblers from the concentric ones was
the first step. When these two lots were
fired for the record, certain differences be
came apparent. Loading and firing was con
tinued until an adequate amount of statis
tically significant data was collected.

Figures 1 to 4 show the results of these
tests. The large, the small, and the dotted
circles show the actual sizes of the largest,
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NEW IMPROVED HIDE-A-WAY

Ankle Holster
This is the improved Hide-Away Holster.
made of the finest quality leather ... the
leg strap lined with softest kid to prevent
rubbing and chafing ... hand stitched by
fine craftsmen ... snap strap to keep gun
in holster. The Hide-Away Ankle Holster
solves the hidden second gun problem for
dangerous assignments. Made to fit any gun
from derringer on up. $5.00 PP. No COD.
State make and model of gun when
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HOLSTER
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unless the shooter is experienced, is a great
effort of the will, in order to force the gun
ahead at this moment. What is necessary, in
short, is not remembering but striving. Shoot
ing ahead is something to be fought for.

The rule that is considered best connotes
this sense of effort: "Shoot as far ahead as
possible." There is no danger that this rule
will ever lead to shooting too far ahead. The
brain will automatically expend its effort in
forcing the gun forward to the desired point
during the explosion, and never in making
tpe gun pass this point. The danger, in fact,
is always the other way round-that the
effort will not be sufficient to force the gun
forward far enough, so that misses behind
will still occur too often. Anyone can prove
this for himself by actually using the rule in
the field.

It follows that the most important shots on
which to apply the rules are the slow easy
shots and the long ones. Fortunately, the
rule is self-regulating in its use. Thus, where
the shot is a very quick one, there is no
time to apply the rule-and no need to
apply it, either, since the field of conscious
ness is so full that no check from the explo
sion is likely to occur. Per contra, where the
shot is a slow one, there is defini tely time to
apply the rule, and the more time there is
available, the more essential the application
becomes, since the field of consciousness is
so empty that a check from the explosion
becomes only too probable. ~

Try it. It works! ~

(Continued from page 21)

THIS IS WHERE YOU MISS 'EM

of the best remedy for preventing this check,
it is necessary to point out two facts of
considerable significance. One is that misses
behind are much more likely to take place
in slow, easy shots, and in long ones. On
slow, easy shots, so great is the danger of
missing behind that, in pheasant-shooting
in England, where the birds can often be
seen a long time approaching, many sports·
men keep their eyes on the ground till the
last allowable moment, so as to turn slow
shots into quick ones. And as regards long
shots, the tendency to miss behind is almost
as great. The reason for the tendency to miss
behind in these two classes of shot is most
instructive and must be carefully examined.

In the case of slow, easy shots, every dy·
namic consideration makes missing behind
less likely to occur; yet in practice, it is
more likely to occur. The reason is that in
these shots the field of consciousness is not
much filled with the task of executing so
simple a shot, and is therefore vulnerable to
encroachment by anticipation of the explo
sion, which results in the fatal check. On
quick, difficult shots, the mind is absorbed
with the task and is therefore more resistant
to such encroachment.

In the case of long shots, 'the tendency to
miss behind can partly be explained by the
falling speed of the pellets. Thus, if a bird
is travelling at 40 miles per hour across the
shooter, at a range of 40 yards instead of
20, an extra forward allowance of 16 in. is
necessary to compensate for the falling speed
of the pellets. But, unfortunately, misses
behind at 40 yards are, in practice, more
likely to be measured in feet or yards than
in inches, and so a different explanation is
called for.

At first sight, this explanation might ap·
pear to lie in a greater forward movement of
the gun being required for long shots than
for close ones. However, except for the mi·
nute movement required for the 16" extra
allowance just mentioned, no more forward
movement of the gun is, in fact, required for
a long shot than for a close one. Consider the
fact that in these crossing straight ahead
shots, the gun is pointing in exactly the
same direction for both forward allowances.
This will be true for all speeds and distances
being considered.

No, the main reason for the great tendency
to miss behind in long shots is undoubtedly
the same as in slow, easy shots. In a long
shot, the bird is travelling at the same speed
as in a close shot, but the gun is not! If the
bird is at 40 yards, the gun is moving at half
the speed it would be if the bird were at 20
yards. On reflection, this is obvious. And
with the gun moving at a lesser speed, the
field of consciousness is less filled with the
task of executing the shot, and its vulner
ability to encroachment by the explosion is
correspondingly greater.

The next step is--how can this tendency
to shoot behind be corrected?

The essential step in the cure is the reali·
zation that no amount of "remembering" to
shoot ahead will have any effect. The brain
knows, and will certainly remember, how far
it wants to aim the gun ahead. The trouble
is that the explosion interferes with its get
ting the gun to this point. What is required,
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GUNS TO OBSOLETE
THE ATOM

(Continued from page 20)

way bullets shoot out of a machine gun. The
smallest, indivisible unit of radiated energy
is called the quantum and quanta vary
in "caliber" according to frequency. Photons
(as light quanta are called) belonging to the
color red have only half the energy of those
in the color violet, which has half the wave
length of red.

Atoms do not indiscriminately accept all
quanta coming their way. They absorb only
the quanta which they can emit. Tbe coin has
to fit exactly into the slot. The energy trans·
fer, both ways, occurs only at certain, charac·
teristic levels. Einstein said that trains were
"quantized," stopping only at definite places,
in contrast to autos, which park anywhere.
The ruby is a "three level maser," its chrome
atoms accupying anyone of three possible
"stops." They favor green photons.

When the ruby laser lases, it's doing what
comes naturally. Rubies, as found throughout
the world, have been gifted by Nature with
the phenomenon of fluorescence. Place one
in the sun and, spontaneously, it emits a glow
of red light. Mystified, scientists discovered
years ago that transparent ruby was corun·
dum, mined for emery wheels, which had a
slight trace of chromium, and that the scat
tered chrome was electrically and optically
active absorbing green (mostly) out of the
rainbow colors in daylight to emit red
fluorescence.

Further investigation recently with sophis·
ticated instrumentation revealed the details.
The chrome atom usually enjoys a siesta at
the ground state, E·1, the zero energy level
but leaps directly to its highest level, E·3,
when excited by a green photon. The energy·
rich atom, apparently uncomfortable, relaxes
within a hundred·millionth of a second to
the intermediate or E·2 level in a light·less
drop which only heats up the ruby. Tarrying
there several milliseconds-a good time inter
val to measure lock time of a shooting iron,
but real long in this business-the atom then
does its stuff as it tumbles to the E·1 zero
level, radiating one quantum of reddish light
at 6,943 A. Red has a lower frequency than
green.

Cold frames to start seedlings in the spring
operate on somewhat the same idea. Sunlight
passes through the glass and warms the seed·
bed, creating infrared heat waves of lower
frequency which are held in, being too long
to escape thru the windowpanes.

It was also noted that when most of the
atoms are forced by the powerful light
"pumping" onto the E·2 level, as soon as
some fluoresce, their "resonance" stimulates
many others to follow suit in a cascade,
quicker than otherwise. This stimulated
emission occurs when the atoms are swamped
with exactly the light quanta they want to
shed. It resembles a passing flock of pigeons
being heavily "amplified" by drawing in
strays off the many window sills in the down·
town district.

Ordinary fluorescence is limited to spon·
taneous emission. The major factor in ruby
lasing is stimulated emission, vastly accel
erated by boxing in the photons with end
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That's right. One hundred rounds plus of
centerfire handgun cartridge reloads pel'
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you don't have to be a genius to get that
kind of reloading production. All you need
is the Lyman Tru-Line Jr.
Take a good, hard look at the illustration
and the exclusive features; you won't find
them on any other reloading press, even at
twice the price. Here's the answer to speedy,
precise handgun cartridge reloading. Every
operation at natural reach. No groping or
stretching for tools and parts, no screwing.
in, screwing-out and switching dies. Set up
the press for your specifications and turn
out reloads, complete and match-perfect
ten or ten thousand without a single change
of adjustment.
And, fast! Shooters who know tell us that
the Tru-Line Jr. speeds up reloading of
handgun cartridges to twice or three times
the rate of the usual hunt-and-fit methods.
You know what that means: Less time at
the bench, more time on the range - out
where the fun begins.
Biggest surprise 0/ all is the price 0/ the
Tru-Line Jr. - $19.75. Press, dies and pow
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are no moving parts. The atomic movements
harnessed are infinitesimal, but their dimen
sions were accurately measured decades ago.
When the violently pulsed ruby overheats,
lasing stops because the excited chrome
atoms can no longer radiate heat as a pre·
liminary to falling to the E·2 level. Chilling
with liquid helium or nitrogen doubles power
output, assures steady operation.

The inventors in their patent cite one of
Planck's famous equations, indicating that
the whole thing was worked out mathemati
cally, predicted theoretically. With this for
mula, we can calculate the amount of flea
power required to boost a chrome atom up
to the E-3 level. But-it takes a beer mug
full of zero's. Some other time!

Present efficiency of the uncanny device is
about 1 per cent. One of the second genera
tion lasers (i.e. using a larger ruby, %"
dia. and 6" long) has 2,000 joules (watt.
seconds) delivered to the Xenon, 50 per cent
lost in the lamp, the ruby absorbing 20 per
cent of the pumped light to radiate about 20
joules output.

Effective range of the hot spot in commer
cial lasers is about as far as you can pick up
and toss your mother-in-law. No industrial
applications requiring a distant hot spot have
been discussed in the tech mags yet. But
it's a case of that iceberg again: a lot con
cealed under the water.

At least, let's hope so. A "weapon" whose
muzzle velocity is the speed of light--whose
"accuracy" is 1/100 of one minute of angle
-and whose "projectile" will cut through a
diamond-that's better than the Long Rifle
. . . and look what we did with the~
Long Rifle! L.-

ANY I
EFFECTIVETWICE

You'll have a great advantage with a Lo,Swing Top Mount on your favorite hunting rifle
open sights or scope at your fingertips. In some hunting emergencies this patented Lo-Swing
feature may mean the difference between life or death •.. a kill or a miss. Features exclu
sive windage arid elevation adjustment. Easy to install. UNCONDITIONALLY guaranteed to
maintain absolute zero alignment no matter how often scope is swung to side or removed.
Featured at all leading Sporting Goods Dealers and Guns·ti1iths.

PACHMAYR GUN WORKS, INC. . .~ 1I.i~
1220 S. Grand Ave., Dept. mil Los Angeles 15, Calif. ~

reflectors thus making them bounce back
and forth to shill chrome atoms into radiat
ing photons, on each and every trip.

This was the flash of genius. The physicists
machined their ruby into a cylinder 1.6"
long and .2" across, silvered the ends into
mirrors, leaving the sides bare to "pump"
in light from a spiral flash lamp, and reo
moved a spot of silver at the center point of
one end. They switched on the electricity
powering the flood lamp, and the little hunk
of rock belted out the light bullets 412,000,·
000,000,000 per second in an enormously in
tense beam, brighter than the sun!

It's all done with the mirrors, polished flat
and parallel well beyond standards of Grade
"A" gage blocks. They trap the first f1uores· '
cently emitted photons into reflecting along
the axis of the rod, and they then trigger
off stimulated emission.

Each photon in the increasing billions of
photons galloping the 1.6 inches at the speed
of light-186,OOO miles per second-"gains"
as it pulls in swarms of quanta with each
bounce. The stimulating beam, multiplying
astronomically with increasing effectiveness,
packs in and synchronizes the stimulated
photons at the proper time and space phase
intervals. (Coherence) It activates only the
chrome atoms having precisely its own fre·
quency. (Monochromatic) Offgage quanta
are rejected, as they ricochet completely off
the axis. Only the light perpendicular to the
mirrors and parallel to the axis is strongly
amplified and then dished out. (Collimation
& 1/100 degree cone angle) Beam width,
theoretic limit one wavelength, is controlled
by the muzzle bore center hole.

Nothing is expended or consumed. There
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It isn't often that a magazine work
ing on printing deadlines several
months ahead of release dates can
claim a news "beat," so pardon us if
we crow a little. First with the most
is what we were on the st~ry of
light-ray guns, in our September issue.
But the story is gaining attention.
Since we went" to press with it, lasers
have been mentioned twice (to our
knowledge) on television (once in
connection with Telstar); and a two
paragraph item appeared in "Popular
Mechanics" in the department titled
"Pentagon Sidelights," by William R.
Kreh, stating that, although the Army
won't admit it's working on such a
weapon, Army spokesmen admit a
laser weapon is entirely possible. In
one experiment, Kreh says, "a scien
tist focused a "medium power" laser
beam to a spot two millimeters in
diameter and burned a hole through
10 tempered steel razor blades with
one extremely short pulse of light."

"Fustest With The Mostest"

NEW SHOTGUN TARGET
(Continued from page 33)

they want. Right now, Tennessee biologists
are experimenting with Iranian pheasants.

When and if a pheasant is found (or de·
veloped) that will take hold in the state
satisfactorily, the Skymont owners will ob·
tain brood stock and start producing them
on their own preserve. If and when this takes
place, the Skymont Preserve will act as a
managed stocking center for the surround·
ing territory.

The owners figure that about 85 per cent of
the pheasants released on their preserve are
bagged by hunters. This leaves 15 per cent
to just plain vanish at the present time
(1959), because the birds cannot survive
long enough here to reproduce to any suc·
cessful extent; but if that 15 per cent con·
sisted of pheasants that could survive and
reproduce in the wild, the surviving birds
would not only help populate Skymont, but
many other sections also. Eventually, even a
strain of Chukars might be developed that
could make a go of it in the wild in Ten·
nessee. Pheasants, however, will remain the
big item on the Skymont list until further
notice. Most southern sportsmen had rather
bag one ringneck than two chukars.

Projects like Skymont can be set up any·
where where there's as much as 500 acres of
land available. Properly managed, they can
do much to help relieve hunting pressures in
crowded areas. Southern sportsmen are de
lighted to be able to hunt pheasants on com
mercial preserves within easy driving dis·
tances of their homes. The price of a full
day's hunt at Skymont, which assures the
hunter of 8 pheasants, is $45.00. This in·
cludes an appetizing hot lunch in the com·
fortable lodge. Counting ammunition, gaso·
line, everything, the 8 pheasant day at
Skymont would not run more than $50.00,
which· would figure out to $6.25 per bird.
Any desired number of Skymont pheasants
can be shot at a price of $5.00 per bird. In
other words, should a hunter shoot 12 pheas-
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20 minutes from
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ants in a day, he would owe Skymont $65.00
at the end of the day.

I have shot pheasants in the wild, and I
detect very little if any difference in the
preserve ringnecks and those produced the
natural way, as far as sporting qualities
were concerned. The preserve ringnecks
stuck better for dogs than the 100 per cent
wild pheasants in Michigan's Thumb Section,
and the preserve birds were also plumper
and heavier bodied. If one didn't know that
the Skymont pheasants were pen·reared it
would certainly never be suspected from
their hunting field behavior.

The preserves are helping to relieve
crowded hunting situations in many parts of
the country and to provide hunting where •
none exists. Maybe some of the criticism
aimed at preserve shooting is justified, but
it is not like "shooting ducks in a rain bar·
rel," as some would have you believe. Parties
are limited; shooting is strictly controlled
for safety. Prices vary from state to state
and preserve to preserve, and there are pre
serves to fit practically every shooting taste
and pocketbook. A few preserves in widely
scattered sections of the country feature big
game hunting, but for the most part they
are small game shooting projects.

Commercial preserve seasons are normally
much longer than regular seasons. In some
states, hunters are required to have only a
special low-fee license for preserve shooting.
In a few states, no license at all is required.
In others, a regular resident or non-resident
license is required. Check all such details
with the manager of the preserve to be
hunted prior to the trip. In all cases, the
preserve hunter will be required to abide by
the state's game laws,

Take the manager's advice on the best
guns and ammunition to take along, and be
sure to make all the necessary reservations
well in advance. The more popular commer
cial preserves are usually booked solid for
the first six or eight weeks of the season
eight to ten weeks in advance of the season's
opening.

Freeman Brown and I, with "Dick" Stub
blefield as our guide and a trained dog to
point and retrieve the birds, completed our
morning's bag of ringnecks well before noon.
You can be sure that we will be going back.
We have some back-country nooks spotted
where we can hunt bobwhites, squirrels, cot
tontails, ruffed grouse, and other small game
practically undisturbed, and we fully intend
to be repeat customers at Sky- ~
mont. ~

with
1 shell$695
Express
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Additional shells $.95 each
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and other criminals when you carry this innocent~
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localities which have laws forbidding their sale.
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,BLIZZARD MOOSE
(Continued from page 29)

afforded more protection from snow than did
a scabbard), and take a look-see to make
certain that there were five cartridges in the
magazine of the Winchester .30-06 Model 70.
The rifle checked out, and I slipped it back
in the case, mentally patting myself on the
back for having had the foresight to install
snug-fitting scope caps on the BALvar 8 be
fore leaving Illinois. In weather like this,
they were essential.

During the summer, I'd touched off more
than 1000 rounds, through that rifle, proving
its accuracy and its ability to hold zero.
Long before that, too, I had done my share
or more of experimenting to work up the
load best for this specific rifle. Speer's 165
grain soft point spitzer ahead of 59 grains of
4350, with Winchester-built brass and prim
ers, is absolutely it. Given this load, the
Model 70 is a real tack-haler. At 100 yards,
it punches shot after shot into one ragged
hole, with many of the groups right at the
half-inch mark. And at 200, 5-shot groups
consistently run well under 1% inches. This
is from a standard sporter, not a heavy
barreled bull gun built for target work.

From the .30-06, the Speer spitzer speeds
targetward at almost 3000 feet per second,

Shooting Moyie
"On TarCJet," a new Bill Stern,

Columbia Pictures sports film. fea
tures ReminCJton Arms Company per
sonnel and products in a thrilling
series of camera close-ups of all forms
of clay target shooting.

Soon to be released by Columbia
to motion picture theaters in this
country and abroad. and already in
distribution to the Armed Services,
"On Target" covers scenes at the
"Grand American" trap-shootinCJ
tournament, Vandalia, Ohio; night
trap shooting; hand trap shooting;
skeet shooting; and practice shooting
off the stern of a power cruiser un
derway in Biscayne Bay, Miami.

Local motion picture theaters are
now showing "On Target" or can book
the film through Columbia Pictures.

but this respectable velocity isn't the whole
story by any means. A bit of calculation
with the ballistics tables near and dear to
the handloader's heart, helped by simple
ari thmetic and that handy little slips tick,
the Speer Ballistics Calculator, diseloses that
the 165-grain bullet delivers more energy out
to 400 yards or so than does any other
weight .30 caliber bullet. And it's energy
that puts meat on the table and heads on
the wall-provided that it's placed properly,
of course. That part of it was up to me-
and I'd taken some precautions along that
line, also I'd practiced.

With the Winchester sighted in to put the
point of impact three inches high at 100
yards, the rifle is targeted to hit on the nose
at 235 yards. This lets me hold dead on out
to 275 yards, with the bullet neither rising
nor falling more than three inches between
muzzle and target. And if I should ever feel
that I absolutely had to reach 'way out to
400 yards, a hold·over of a hair over one
foot would do it. If forced to take such a
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my spirits were waning. After almost 12
hours in the saddle, after battling the bliz
zard all day, after risking a broken leg or
worse on slick, steep slopes anybody except
an ardent hunter would shy away from, it
looked as if I was to be shut out, after all
left mooseless in spite of our efforts. So ran
my thoughts when Claude held up a caution
ing hand.

"There," he said softly, pointing into the
dark depths of a blow-down. "There's your
moose!"

Hastily, I kicked my pacs free of the stir
rups and slid to the ground, reaching for the
zipper on the gun case. Following his point,
I peered into a crazy-quilt of fallen trees.
-And there, through a haze of spitting snow,
I spotted a huge, humpbacked figure.

Flipping the scope caps up, I raised the
rifle, regretting that I couldn't plant my
back-side solidly on the ground. Given my
druthers, I strongly prefer not to shoot off
hand. In this case, however, I had no choice.
I had to stand up on my hind legs because
the moose I'd come so far to find was partial
ly obscured by several down trees which lay
at right angles to me; and there was nothing

shot, I could lay the horizontal crosshair
along the top of the withers of a big game
animal and drop the slug right into the
heart-lung area. For my money, that's per
formance with a capital "P."

"Let's go moose hunting, fellows," I said
with considerably more confidence than I
actually felt as I zipped the gun case closed
and swung up on Pat.

Our plan was logical and it should work
I hoped. Claude, the pack horses and I were
to work around the eastern edge of the thick
stand of timber in the two-mile-long valley,
while Steve and Linne skirted the other side.
We'd meet when we ran out of flat ground,
where two sheer, jagged mountains slanted
sharply down to form a giant "V." If Steve
and Linne happened to stumble onto a
trophy-size moose, one would stay and keep
it under observation while the other high
tailed it to get me.

The snow fall had eased somewhat, or else
the towering peaks above shielded us from
the full brunt of the wind. Visibility was
much better; we could see the better part
of a couple of hundred yards.

But by five-thirty or so, both the light and
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"Forty-six inches," I grinned exultantly.
"A dandy bull, Claude."

"One of the best I've seen around these
parts for quite a while," he admitted. "Nine
teen points and big, broad palms. Reckon
he'll go 12-1300 pounds; probably 7-8 years
old."

Then, with a sly grin, he added, "This is
the one I promised you all along, Dick. It
seemed to me there were times when you
didn't believe me!"

He was so right! But now the kidding was
like applause to a fighter. I had my ~
moose; who's afraid of a blizzard? ~
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within reach that would serve as a rest.
"Claude, that's no bull-it's a cow," I

whispered, my voice heavy with disappoint
ment.

"Cow? What do you mean, cow? Cows
don't have antlers."

"Neither has what I'm scoping!" I insisted.
Then he chuckled. "You're right. That is

a cow you're looking at. I didn't see her.
But your bull's just beyond her."

Sure enough, slightly to the right of the
cow, another massive figure stood stolidly in
the gathering dusk. Swinging the rifle onto
it, I took time to turn the knurled power·
change ring of the BALvar 8 all the way up
to maximum magnification so I could evalu·
ate the head. The one thing I'd promised
myself I wouldn't do was shoot a calf, cow,
or inferior bull, although any moose was
legal on my ticket. I wanted a trophy-size
bull or nothing.

In the scope's crisp image, the head looked
enormous. Broad, well palmated antlers
spread symmetrically in a graceful curve that
I estimated at well over 40 inches. Big
enough, I figured, to fill that four-foot blank
spot on the trophy room wall!

Silently, I lowered the rifle and turned the
power back to 2lhX. At 175 yards, I wanted
plenty of field of view in case a fast second
shot was necessary. Also, I wanted a breather.

To this day, I've never admitted it to
Claude, but the plain, honest, unvarnished
truth is that the sight of that monstrous bull
I'd dreamed about for so long had me a bit
shook. Not buck fever, mind you; I just
wanted to let my respiration and heart action
slow down a bit before taking the shot. In
a blow-down as thick as this, it was quite
possible there would be no second chance. I
didn't want to put on an exhibition of how
shots shouldn't be made.

Raising the rifle, I fed a cartridge into the
chamber and centered the tapered cross·
hairs two·thirds of the way down the great
body, holding just behind the front shoulder.

"Squeeze it, don't jerk," I cautioned my
self as I gradually took up the slack in the
trigger.

When the report sounded, I had an A-O.K.
sight picture. Trigger squeeze had been as
good as if I were laying one in the X-ring
on the range back home. And, a split second
later, we heard the meaty thunk of the bullet
striking.

The bull shuddered, took a faltering step,
and stood stock still while his cow departed
hastily for parts unknown.

"Whack him again!" Claude shouted.
But the words were hardly spoken when

the bull toppled, hitting the snow-soft ground
with an audible thud.

Tying the horses securely to a fallen tree,
we eased our way toward the spot where the
bull went down. Both of our rifles had shells
in the chambers; a bull moose is an un
predictable beast at best, but wounded and
in a snow-covered blow-down at dusk he
could be downright disagreeable. Neither of
us relished the thought of facing sharp
antlers and slashing hooves in a place where
it was impossible to maneuver.

But there was no question of menace from
this bull; he was very thoroughly dead when
we reached him. First thing I did was fum
ble through several layers of clothing to dig
out my steel tape. Those antlers were some
thing I'd dreamed of for years, and I couldn't
wait to measure their spread.

.'

STANDARD CONVEN·
TIONAL TYPE MARK IRE.
LOADING DIES
Famous throughout t h •
world, Herter dies are
oqua I or better the n any
reloading dies at any price.
Finest precision machined.
hardened, poli,hed. ALL
POPULAR CALIBERS.

Most accurate, powder measure made.

Emptie, nearly upright, not 90 de·
grees - prevents powder stiding.
Automatic powder knod. Only meas
ure. with bearing on drum. No long
tube to catch powder. Double pow
der chamber.
Stand to work over table not edge.
Comes with 4 drop tubes for all sizes
of rifie. pistol and shotgun cartridges.

U,e any Herter tool, or die, for
two month,. Use them hard and
if in your judgment they are not
of the be,t workmanship and made
of the be,t material" return them
within 2 month, for a full refund
plu, transportation cherge,.

HERE
IS OUR
OmR.

4Z¢

2 pc. set

Shp. wgt. 2 Ibs..

_lti~l_
e Price for any pi,tol or rifle cartridge 42¢. Shp.

wgt. 8 oz.
e Price for any shotgun ,hell 49¢ Shp. wgt. 8 oz.
• Fino,t procureble quelity.

.Available in white or red.

HERTER'S FAMOUS RELOADING DIES

• Accurate to 1/ I0 grain., '
.Mechanical dampener and~._..~.

beam lift, , ~

e325 grain cepacity.
• Beam insulated against the

forces of galvanic action ~62S
and static electricity. Super 'jJ
sensitive with large easy to
reed celibretion" Patents Pending, Shp. wgt. 4 Ib,.

HERTER'S MODEL B POWDER SCALE

Shp.'wgt. 6 Ib,.

HERTER'S MODEL 45 WDER MEASURE

HERTER'S FAMOUS MODEL 3
SUPER RELOADING TOOL

WORLD'S LARGEST MAKERS OF AMMUNI·
TION RELOADING TOOLS, MACHINES AND
COMPONENTS.

HERTER'S INC. SINCE 1893 'WASECA, MINN.

HIGHEST QUALITY
HIGH VOLUME LOW PROFIT PRICES

e Loeds rifle, pi,tol or ,hotshell,.

'(I
eFUIl length re,ize, and swege, bul.

lets with ease.
e Lethe bed cest iron frame not

) aluminum or aluminum alloys.

• Complete with primer arm, insert
and shell holder of your choice.

• New Primer cetcher $1.37

$/39~ Shp. wgt. 23 Ib,

-;!3jii1jflt:j.)t)iC(·J4·11~·)1j':;'t·iiiJiJ.
• Only measure of this type made with 'f'1

genuine micrometer setting. ~·t
• Permits rapid precision adjustments. ..... ~
• Hes Herter', famou, baffle powder

hopper thei take, all weighi off from . ~019
· the powder and prevents packing. /' ~-
.Come, with four drop tubes thet will

take. all rifle, pistol and ,hot ,hell,-
cartridge,. Patent Pending. Shp. wgt. 6 Ibs.
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• Law Enforcement
• Single Action
• Detective

Scrubs pockets quickly. clean &
Qright. For use in any motor or
hand-driven chuck. Or can be
manually operated. Fine steel
wire brush, with metal sleeve.
Only $1.00 Ppd. Specify whether
for large or small primers.

KUHARSKY BROS.
2425 W. 12th St.. Erie. Penna.

POCKET CLEANER

• Target
• Free-Pistol
• Hunter

PRIMERI
only$1-':.x..
Pa. Res. Add
40/0 Sales Tax

DEALERS &
JOBBERS

INQUIRIES
INVITED

HERRETT'S STOCKS
BOX 741 TWIN FALLS, IDAHO

Instantly shows true range!

-New Free Brochure

MADE-TO-MEASURE

HANDGUN STOCKS

S READ
TURN DIAL so DISTANCE
IMAGES MERGE ON DIAL

INSTMiT MARKSl\IANSHIP! Just focus this pre
cision optical instrument on any target Dial instantly
shows distance in yards. Lets you adjust sights for
deadly accuracy every shot. Terrific for varmint
hunters. Just 12 inches long. Deluxe set including
Rangefinder, Leather Holster Case, and 5x Telescope
Eyepiece for easiest long-range focussing-$29.95 com-

~i~~~5. O(A1~:: ~~lla~1~er25t~;d~~~~~1~dj~0:;O$~.91~)
Ideal gift. FULLY GUARANTEED. Send check to:
Dealers: FEDERAL INSTRUMENT CORP., Dept. HC-Il
Wrile us. 92.60 Queens Blvd.. REGO PARK 74, N. Y.

ppd.

Made of tan DEERSKIN. So soft and so well fittea
you have that "bare hand feel./I Reversed seams
for smoothness and extra long wrists with elastic
gathering. .

Men's sizes, 7 to 10V2 Women's 6 to 8
Write for Free Gokey Catalog

GOKEY CO. Dept. G, St. Paull, Minn.

GOKEY SHOOTING GLOVES
the perfect gift

SHOOlI8'S BIBLE
YOUR ONE COMPLETE SOURCE
OF INFORMATION
Almost 600 pages of illustrations •••
specifications ••• prices!
SPECIAL SECTIONS:
• The finest imported arms
• American rifles. sholguns, handguns
• Complete guide to ammunition ~fn~O~a~:~~~oo~~r~~a;~~~
• Complete ballistics tables firearms, drop into your
• Reloading tools and accessories local sporting goods shop
• Sights and scopes for a copy of the new

• Complete accessories section ~~~a~Hc~~~~R~~ ~~BnL;y
• Comprehensive gun parts section order for $2.95 to:

STOEGER ARMS CORPORATION
55 Ruta Court. Dept. Gil, South Hackensack. N. J.

Gunsmiths, hand loaders. gun collectors, ma
chinists. model builders. hobbyists, handymen
... do ultra-precision gaging ten times faster,
no figuring, no guesswork! Big 2" dial rcads to
quarter-thousandths! Charts included on drills,
screws, wire, sheet metal, etc. In hardwood
case, only $19.95, postpaid in U.S .. or $2.00
down, bal. C.O.D., plus postage. lO-day money·
back guarantee! Dealer inquiries invited I
QUADRA-CONTINENTAL, Importers. 113
Queen Anne Ave. No., Dept. G. Seattle.9, Wn.

DECOYS ARE AS DECOYS DO
(Continued from page 27)

Down East were probably the most rugged
made anywhere, in the "rock bound" tradi
tion. A great variety of species were hunted
along the Maine coast, from the Black duck
of the bays and inlets to the Coot, Eider,
and Old Squaw of the offshore ledges. Hand
hewn of cedar, these decoys had large, solid
bodies that not only made them rugged, but
also made them extremely visible over a
wide expanse of water. The heads varied in
detail, some makers following the lines of
the real bird without fail, others taking a
little artistic license that added variety to
th8ir rigs. These heads were usually
morticed into the bodies for added strength,
especially on the off-shore sea duck decoys.

There were two variations in decoy making
along the New England coast that are of
interest to the modern gunner. In wide use
here at one time, particularly for luring
Coot, or Scoters, was the shadow or profile
decoy. These were nothing more than
silhouettes sawn out of one inch boards and
painted black. They were usually mounted in
pairs on the ends of a flat board which sup
ported them in the water, and were almost
always used along with solid decoys to give
the impression of a large number of birds.
The second variation was the canvas-frame
decoy, made much in the manner of a
lobster pot and covered with a skin of can
vas. They were very light and could be seen
for long distances, but were quite fragile.
The enterprizing modern gunner could use
both types to advantage where weight is a
problem, as they are simple to make.

But the old-time gunner's greatest legacy
to the modern duck hunter is probably the
"confidence" decoy_ Confidence decoys are
nothing more than decoys designed to give
the entire decoy rig a look of contentment
and serenity. They took many forms: Blue
Heron decoys and Geese decoys in Black
duck rigs, sea gull decoys used with Brant,
stake-out decoys with their wings actually
spread, and the more common confidence
decoys of all species in feeding and resting
positions. Even full-bodied stake-out ducks
have been made to use along with floating
decoys on muddy shorelines; and at least
one decoy collection contains an Eider duck
with a mussel carved in his bill. The con
fidence decoy is probably the soundest idea
the old timer had, and they are relatively
easy to make, but for some reason little
used today.

The modern "store bought" decoy is a
creditable attempt at combining the best
features in decoys from all regions_ There
is no doubt that, in the right place, they will
work. But if the modern gunner will heed
the lessons taught by the old-timer, and
improve on his modern decoys with some of
the old ideas, he will double both his hunt
ing pleasure and his shooting
success.

Designed for sportsman's use
in following map courses, de..
terminin9 bearings and map
making_
Weighs les$ than a pocket
watch-only 2 OZ5.

LIFETIME INSURANCE
AT YOUR DEALER, or order
direct by mail (No C.O.D. '51.

MOD. 512

32 caliber
22 l. R. caliber

High quality
Bewa,.e
of counte,.felts!

the famous

GALESI

THE COMPASS
YOU SIGHT

i}'~
]W
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FOR CLEAN KILLS TAKE A REST
(Continued from page 23)

1(. 1. Wells, JUt.
DEPT. Ell. HOWARD LAKE, MINN.

toward the time when he lines up on a
Irophy. Varmint shooting provides some of
the best practice the big-game hunter can
find. Most varmints are relatively small, and
shots are usually taken at long range. To
connect calls for shooting from a rest. The
big-game hunter who can clobber a wood
chuck or prairie dog at 300 yards finds no
problem in a shot across a canyon at a big
buck, or busting an antelope at 300. His
varmint shooting will help him estimate the
ranges, too.

Early last spring, a buddie and I shot
prairie dogs in one of our favorite areas.
Since this little varmint is only about the
size of a big Coke bottle and his neutral
color blends well into the background, he
affords one of the toughest long range targets.
To clobber this pint-sized "sod-poodle" con
sistently at ranges over 200 yards calls for
shooting from a rest.

Our arsenal included a heavy-barrelled
.25-06 Mauser with a Weaver K-8, a Win
chester High Wall chambered for Ackley's
6 mm-.30-30 with a K·IO, a Remington .222
Magnum with a 6X scope, and a custom .244
Sako topped with a 12X glass. None of our
shooting was done at less than 200 yards.
Many shots were taken across the hood of
the station wagon, using a sand bag for a
rest. Some of my shots were taken from a
prone position across a drainage ditch bank,
with my sombrero under the forearm, while
my buddie rested his rifle on his binocular
case. In another area, we parked on the
brow of a hill and· I shot from a good sit-

ting pOSItlon with the rifle resting on the
sand bag on top of the car bumper.

We killed a good percentage of "dogs," but
we missed a good many, too. Most of our
misses were due to miscalculating hold-over
or under estimating wind drift. However, a
lot of those we clobbered would have been
impossible shots without the benefit of good
steady rests.

A lot of our winter varmint shooting con
sists of prowling the back roads for crows.
Shots are taken from the car with the fore
arm resting on the top edge of the window.
A split piece of rubber garden hose is
slipped over the edge of the glass, and crank
ing the window up or down gives us built·in
elevation. With the right arm braced against
the back of the seat, this position is very
solid and keeping the crosshairs on a target
as small as a crow is relatively easy.

Of course, a big-game hunter must also
be a good off-hand shot. In brushy country
or thick woods, off·hand snap-shooting be
comes a must. Practice from this position
should be done at short range and at moving
targets, such as a rolling bicycle or auto tire.
String a running deer silhouette target on a
wire and bust it as it slides along. Try run·
ning jackrabbits or a small oil drum rolling
down a hill.

Personally, I get a kick out of shooting
from my "hind laigs." Usually, I can keep
all of my off-hand shots in the face of a small
bore 100 yard target. Of course, this is with
a heavy rifle and a good trigger. Shooting
deliberately with my left elbow parked on

FOR U. S. ENFIELDS
The biggest improvement in 46 years!

~ONGWKWG-tArmY

OVER 10,000 IN USE
~~rtourv~%e,d~g~~sI~I~e t~r::et~~h~pgi~~~ ~~c~~:cbofry~~~e:~
in WinChester, Heming-ton, SBrilll field, Mauser and others.

~~~Zlilllns:r~1~ ~~ur$P~i\;onv~~~i~~.sa~irRw8Nkl~~sRul:g~
TO INS.ALL IN YOUR BOLT IN 2 MINUTES AT THE UN
BELIEVABLY LOW PRICE OF $4.95 PPD.

(For 1914 or 1917 Model~ only-state which-not for
British SMLEl

CARTRIDGE COLLECTORS
RARE

- DARDICK TROUNDS-

'

One of the world's rarest cartrid:;t'-
, 'es, trian~ular in shape, case of spe-

- ~fth P~~~~~er~si~:f8 s~:Pt~~~~J':~~W~
::;; $1.50 to 82.00 apiece - Company

now out of business-our Special-
Full, original Factory box of 20

Trounds. plus 5 other experimental Trounds including the
extra rare hlg-h power rifle Tround..22 Tround, Mono
~ammed Tround. etc. (You can make money on these or
use for r::tre trading- stock. Only small quantity ever made.)
All for only $12.50 (via Express).

$.20Q..Q QUALITV

~;®S2 ~

Speed Lock-Safety Pin
~JJJ]))))))jjjjjJJJjj~

FOR SPRINGFIELD 1903 TYPE RIFLES
One piece safety firing pin, with crisp speed lock actton.
Just seconds to install, no laborious taking apart of old
firln~ pin. Really safe, does not depend on tiny wire
clips. True Mauser type with solid safety shoulder. Lock
time reduced by nearly 500/0. Speed mainsprin~ ofspecial Austrian steel $3.75

CALIBER

.36 or .4S

ONLY

$29.50

Ideal for Hunting, Plinking,
Target & Match Shooting.

all at lowe, cost than .22 L.R.

$44.50
$53.50

NEW HIGH SPEED FORMULA takes seconds
to apply ... beautifies & protects. Deep blue

fJ~~r:;a~~n~~i~~~it~c;.tu:~l:~~e~~~t~~i:~ee~t:;~:
where. Guaranteed to be the best cold blue
you ever used-or your money back.
3 GUN SiZE-SEND $2.00 ppd.

INDUSTRIAL-GUNSMITH SIZE
1 PiNT-SEND $7.50 ppd.
Over 4 Million Guns have been dressed UP
with FORMULA 44·40 - How about yours'?

PISTOL

Satisfaction always guaranteed

NUMRICH ARMS
West Hurley 2, New York

, " ~GWArIY. MlJm,l
HOPKINS &. ALLEN J.O,f.~~?/

Order direct from this ad or send long, self addressed,
stamped envelope for free H &A catalog & literature.

IMPORTANT: Pistol sales limited to adult U. S. citizens
of good repute; delivery by RR Exp. Send pistol permit if
required to purchase. Enclose Fed. Firearms affidavit•

YOU GET COMPLETE H&A KIT:
• The fine Hopkins & Allen underhammer percussion rifle

_round or octagonal barrel-or H&A pistol.
A new bullet mold
Flask with quarter pound of black powder
Box of 100 percussion caps
Powder measure-maple ramrod-Screwdriver
Illustrated instruction book
Fitted Accessory CARRYING CASE

(Shipped RR Express-charges cof/ect)

~ REMINGTON M 12
~~~_ Firing pins. Our new improved

- ~- design ......• " $2.75 ppd.

fl

GlUiflfWIg !!/.%7@~~t?~
0&& !lJdJt}!ll!i'!ID

~l $

NEW REMINGTON MATCHMASTER BARRELS:

~~~~JoYZ:r ~l/ \~::. d~a~~~I~e a~\tli~Ii~hi1i a~ds~~ne~th c~~~i
~~I~a~~er~~Ot rf8~i~r S~~~i~r~~~~~ P~~~g~o!l~o~~de for the

O~~*
BARREL BLANKS

Over 27,000,000 Gun Parts in Stock
- Write Wants For Free Quote

5 A V E I AMMO SPECIAL
SAVAGE SOFT POINT

50 010 32/20-100 gr. S.P. $6.00 per 100
-/4 25/20- 86 gr. S.P. 5.90 per 100

ROUND BARREL BLANKS
MUZZLE LOADING-IVs" stra,i~ht 8 gToove rifled Jen....ths
1 turn in 56"- super accurate ... 32" long $10.95'" plus
9Sc. (Above ban'cI, only full 48" bench rest model ••.
$18.95 plus $1.50
45/70 round blanks, 8 groove rifled, ll/a" a.d. 1 turn in
22" ... $10.60 plus 95c. •
.44 CALIBER round blanks, 27" long x 15/16" dia. U!'led
for .44 Special. Magnum 44/40. Six groove rifled, fine
steel ... $9.50 plus 80c.
. 357 MAGNUM (.38 Special & 9mm I~uger) blanks 1 turn
16", .357 groove dia., 26" long, .940 o.d.- Ma'ny uses
including- conversion of Winchester and Marlins in .357
Mag-num rifles ..• $9.50 plus S5c post.
.357 MAGNUM blanks, 25" long, 13/16" o.d., 6 groove.
This new size convenient for most conversions .' •. $7.85
plus 60c.
EXTRA HEAVY .~2 barrel bl::mks, fuIl 1-1/16" dia., 12

;r;.~?~6ng~a~ret~r~Utt;,~I~. f~ron~;n~8.9~r pr~~9t:epo:i.tions,
N~W SIZE .22 blank-6 groove. 25" long, 13/16" dia.,
SUItable for c.f. or r.f. Only $4.95 plus 40c post.
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that ·SPEER BULLET gives you
the feeling "it's definitely superior

. what controlled expansion!

t'he secret' 0'
one shot' kills

is t'his

CANADA: 1110 W. 6th Ave••.Vancouver 9. B.C.

49

Bullet accuracy and controlled expansion

are the two most important factors in

making ONE·SHOT KILLS. Perfect bal

ance of the core holds the secret of ac

curacy - proper adhesion of lead to the

jacket controls expansion. Speer game

bullets with an exclusivel'rocess - double

swaged with hot cores-gives unsurpassed

performance on both counts.
*NOTE-Available in .25 cal. tOO.
120; 6.5mm 120·140; .270 col. 130.
150·170; 7mm 130·145·160; .30 col.
150·165·180; .303 col. 150·180;
8mm 150·170·225; .33 col. 275;
.338 col. 200·275; .348 col. 180·
220; .35 col. 180·220-250; .375
col. 235·285.

THIS HUNTING SEASON LOAD
SPEER BULLETS-BEST FOR

ACCURACY AND SHOCKING POWER

SPEER BULLETS
DOUBLE SWAGED
WITH HOT CORES
MAKES WORLD'S
BEST GAME LOAD

Looks and feels like
high grade chamois
leather. Machine
washable and is
more durable than
wool. Mr. Bean per
sonally uses this
shirt on his hunting
and fishing trips.
Colors: Tan and
Bright Red. Sizes:
14% to 19. Price
$5.85 Postpaid.
'Send for free sam
ple and Free Fall
Catalog.

M/rs. HuntinA and CampinA Specialties

L. L. Bean, Inc., 383 Main St., Freeport, Maine

Hunters and Camp
ers will find many
practical items in
our 116 page fully
illustrated Fall Cat
alog. Shows hunt
il).g footwear, cloth-I
Ihg and over 405 i

items of interest to
both men and
women. 137 items
are of our own
manufacture. "-""'."!!!I!!!_.... _

Free Fall Catalog

X1 j1iPeaP Chamois
Cloth Shirt

groups at 100 yards, bench rest. The only
"tuning-up" this particular rifle has had is
a shim of target paper between the barrel
and the forearm to increase the tip pressure.
But to appreciate and take full advantage of
this built-in accuracy in the field calls for
shooting from a rest; not necessarily a bench
rest, but any handy support to steady the
rifle while the trigger is squeezed.

A big.game hunter should train himself to
improvise rests from anything handy. Just
as shooting off-hand can become a habit, so
should shooting from an improvised rest. It
only takes a fraction of a second to decide
what to use, place the rifle on it, and line up
the sights. Then squeeze the trigger as soon

• as the target picture is right. Try setting up
a series of clay pigeons on a hillside at dif
ferent ranges. Now practice resting your
rifle on a rock, against a tree trunk, or over
a limb and try to bust the birds as fast as
you can put the sights on them and squeeze
off.

Remember, however, that there are a few
precautions when shooting from any rest.
The barrel or forearm should never be placed
directly on or against any hard surface. A
rifle so held will invariably shoot away from
such a rest. If, for example, the forearm is
rested against the side of a tree trunk it
will shoot to the right or left but always
away from the side it touched. Rest the
barrel right on top of a boulder or a log, and
the shot will go high. Remember to pad the
surface in some manner. Use your hand, hat,
or rolled-up jacket under the rifle.

While hunting just below Capillo Peak in
the Manzano Mountains one morning, I spot
ted a nice two-pointer as he stepped into a

Challenger '6495

35 oz. 8J!s" long with 4W' barrel.
Adjustable trigger. Walnut grip.

NOVEMBER 1962

Gun Digest Treasure Hunt
Want to hunt in Africa? Or would

you rather have a Model 70 worth
$1500? You can called a valuable
prize from more than 500 offered in
John T. Amber's new 17th Annual Gun
Digest First Treasure Hunt. Read
the new Gun Digest carefully, answer
the questions on the contest form. and
write an essay of 50 words or less
on "What it means to me to have the
right to bear arms."

Your entry will be judged by Gen.
Curtis E. Le May. Warren Page of
"Field & Stream," and Franklin L.
Orth. executive vice president of the
N.R.A. There are plenty of prizes and
it will take you only a few minutes
to get lined up for one of them. Try
your hand at it-and, win or not, the
Gun Digest is worth the $3.95 you pay
for it.

The accuracy of modern, "tuned-up" rifles,
including the featherweights. is amazing.
Using precision bullets in balanced hand·
loads. even the lightweight sporters will drive
tacks when shot from the bench. There's a
Winchester Model 70 .243 Featherweight in
my gun cabinet that consistently shoots inch

Are~Neur!
BROWNING"

.22 Automatic Pistols

Medalist '11295

46 oz. lll/s" long. Precision
Target model. ,Extra weights.
Exclusive Dry-fire mechanism.

Prices subject to change without notice.

Three all-new models with many exclusive
features and fine accuracy .Exceptional
balance • Wide, crisp trigger • Full wrap
around grip. Recoil·proof, stationary,
adjustable rear sight. 4Yz or 6%" barrels,
quickly interchangeable without fitting.

my hip and the rifle resting on my fingertips,
I sometimes get hot and keep all of my
shots in an 8" circle. However, I never take
an off-hand shot at big game if I can help it.
It's ridiculous for any hunter to take a long
range shot off-hand at any big game. Even
an expert off-hand shot is a sucker if he
doesn't take advantage of an improvised rest.

GUNS



Never bp·
fore has an
achromatic tel e·
f;cope sold for any
where near this amazin
low price! You ~CL cl
sharper pictures at al powers
because uf the super compOUlltt
Achro Lens. No color, no fuzz. Vari·

~~e~~er~~:ra~~~~~lee~~erl;nt41~ror4~et
~~rl~~~ ~::~v::i:!ida~~~~ori~e;'i~V:Gu~:i::i:eS°~e~~ot

22 holes in the black at 200 yds. Guaranteed to brine-

~J.~~l~[e o~~g~~sn8,Pl~r~eme~lat~e~ie:~cinv:60br~~~~~~~:~i~'iO~
lenses. A precision American made instrument, uncon·
ditionally ~uaraf1teed. Carryln~ ca8e Included. Send only
$6.98. Cash, check or money order. We pay pn"'tR~p.

Criterion Co., 313 Church St., Hartford, Conn., Dept. TSA·S2

"M()4-.-W-OO-D"""""'-LO-NG-AR-INI-jl

Finest Gun Stocks & Blanks DEPT. G
FREE Facts & Price List g:nfo~.:i:t'

5000
FIREARMS
BARGAINS

clearing about 250 yards across the canyon.
I simply leaned forward against a handy
boulder, rcsted my left hand on top and
placed the forearm of the .25-06 on it. The
crosshairs quartered the buck's rib cage as
if glued there. All I had to do was squeeze
the trigger and collect some prime venison.
But, had I rested the rifle directly on top of
the rock, I'd have shot clear over his back.

I often use a tree trunk or a fence post to
steady the rifle. When using such a rest, I
usually place my left hand flat against the
surface. The rifle is then rested across the
top of my wrist. If I shoot from the right
side of the tree or post I sometimes rest my
fingers against the tree or post and steady
the rifle in the crotch of my left thumb and
forefinger. I've often used a fence post in
this manner to clobber a jackrabbit at long
range. However, in using such a rest, don't
make the mistake of pulling the forearm
tight in against the post or tree trunk.

In antelope hunting, shots are often taken
across the open prairie where there is little
to use as a rest. About the only thing handy
will be sage brush. I've killed several nice
bucks by using a convenient sage as a rest.
In one case, I folded up my heavy wool shirt,
placed it on top of the brush, then rested my
rifle on top. Another buck was dropped at
slightly over 300 yards by slapping myoId
"ten-gallon" hat over a nearby sage and
using it as a rest.

Some hunters seem to have the idea that
using a rest is a sissy way of shooting. These
usually are the guys who hunt about once a
year and do very little shooting between
seasons. Collectively, they kill a lot of deer
simply because a deer is a big target and
they throw an awful lot of lead. However, to
consistently score cleanly on small tArgets
such as varmint or the vital area of a big
buck, a good rest is invaluable. No hunter
should feel it beneath his dignity to use one.

One of the prime rules of big-game hunt
ing is to kill quickly and cleanly. The only
way to do this is to place your first shot as
accurately as possible. To do this, the rifle
man must train himself to think first and
instantly of finding the steadist position. pos
sible under the circumstances. The hunter
who does this shows his experience. His
target may be a prairie dog or a woodchuck
at 300 yards, or the heart of a big buck
across some mountain meadow. But regard
less of the target, the rifleman who doesn't
use a rest whenever he can is taking a big
chance at missing or going home empty
handed.

Learn to improvise your rests. Practice
using them. By so doing you'll take com
plete advantage of the precise accuracy built
into our modern barrels, precision bullets,
and ammunition. You'll kill quickly and
cleanly, and you'll get a lot more ~
satisfaction out of hunting. ~

Name __• ._ _

Yes, send me the next issue of SHOTCUN
NEWS FREE and start my subscription far one
year. $2 enclosed-to be refunded if I'm not
completely satisfied.

gives you ""eight-free
po""er and accuracy

sling, in the sitting or prone posItIon, the
southpaw might just as well be armed with
a muzzle loader.

A lot of lefties still go through these con
tortions. A lot more simply gave up in dis
gust and went back to an action which
doesn't require an intricate cross-draw to
operate. Others-and these are in the minor
ity-began to have their right-handed bolts
converted to the left side.

This was the first major break-through on
the left-handed bolt gun. While some dis
played fine workmanship, others, as you can
imagine, were pretty sloppy and, in the long
run, the conversion won only half the battle.
The brass, still flipped out on the wrong side;
the rifle was balanced wrong, and in many
cases the safety remained in its original right
handed position. They aren't cheap either. A
first-class gunsmith tells me that the job takes
from 15 to 20 hours. His price? $67.50
complete.

Meanwhile, a fellow in California named
Harry Matheiu-a fortunate combination of
left-handed shooter and gunsmith-devel
oped a left-handed bolt rifle exclusively for

For all-around shooting pleasure ••. for downright
value •.. Husqvarna is your rifle. Powerful! Accu
rate! Weighs just 6 Ibs. 6 oz. This time choose
Husqvarna-world's largest selling, bolt action, high
powered lightweight. Available in calibers .243,
.30-06, .270, .308,7 mm., .358 Magnum-with strong
HVA Mauser action. Write for literature on this and
other fine imported firearms.

P.O. BOX 11 91 TA COM A, WAS HI NGTON

A NEW DEAL FOR THE SOUTHPAW
(Continued from page 31)

paws learned, as I did, that after a great
deal of practice, the right-hand bolt could be
operated from the left side. Circumstances
forced a lot of lefties to become quite pro
ficient in its use. I knew a chap in Seattle,
Washington, who is one of the greatest com
petitive big-bore shooters I have ever seen.
He shoots a standard .300 Magnum left·
handed, and he has trimmed most of the
right-winged men at their own game.

This you can learn after years of practice.
I presume, however, you can also learn to
scratch behind your right ear with your left
foot, if you work at it long enough. But I
doubt that it would ever be comfortable.

But even if you have the patience to get
this over-slap action down pat, just mount a
telescope sight on a right-handed musket,
and things really get complicated. Unless
you're agile as an ape, you're forced to take
the piece from your shoulder, change hands,
eject the spent case, jack in a fresh hull,
change hands again, and then, finally, blaze
away with gusto-providing your target has
n't departed for the next township. That's
from a standing position. Wrapped in a

Are you a gun trader? Gun collector? Or are

you just plain interested in guns? If you are,

you'll profit from reading the bargain-filled

columns of SHOTGUN NEWS, now pub

lished twice each month. It's the leading

publication for the sale, purchose and trade

of firearms and accessories of all types.

SHOTGUN NEWS has aided thousands of

gun enthusiasts locate firearms, both mod

ern and antique - rifles, shotguns, pistols,

revolvers, scopes, mounts ••. all at money·

saving prices. The money you sove on the

purchase of anyone of the more than 5,000

listings twice a month more than pays your

subscription cost. You can't afford to be

without this unique publication.

Free trial offerl
Money Back Guarantee.

As a special introductory offer, we'll send

you the next issue of SHOTGUN NEWS free

of charge with your one year subscription.

That means you get 25 big issues. What's

more, if you're not campletely satisfied, just

tell us. We'll immediately refund your

money in full and you can keep the issues

you already have. Fair enough? You betl

Fill in the coupon below and mail it todayl

r-----------------j
THE SHOTGUN NEWS G-11 I
Columbus, Nebraska I
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Contains finest Pre-measuredIPlot N
Epoxy-Glass. Bedding materials. _ I;'
Natural or Walnut color, with _
Parting Agent & Instructions. $400
$" ,ur Del'.r or ord.r direct from

NORTHEAST ENGINEERING, INC.
3013 Oixwell Ave.• Hamden 18, Conn.

t~SpJ ~~i~~m~~~!fi~~~
chrome wired-black & green-black pat
terns.

, DEALERS WHOLESALE: 25 for $17.00 ppd.
if! 100 for $62.00 ppd,
-T WESTCHESTER TRADING

, G-2478 Arthur Avenue, 8ronx 58, N. Y.

side. It locks both trigger and bolt. How
ever, the safety can be clicked off, the bolt
handle raised, the safety re-engaged and the
shells cranked from the rifle without danger
of the gun discharging.

Another interesting item is the trigger
mechanism, which can be adjusted without
removing the action from the stock. A pro
tected screw directly in front of the safety
controls the tension. Nothing to it. Just ad
just it to suit yourself.

The 110 shoots as any well-made rifle
should. The two I used were both left
handed models in .243 and .30-06 calibers.
Each was the standard Savage with the reg-

A few of these bear mentioning. One is the
action, which is basically Mauser in design
but with a few radical changes. The entire
case head is enclosed by the bolt face, and
the bolt itself has a double locking lug sys
tem with a double lug front baffie to seal
the action when closed. Despite the fact that
I ran some potent handloads through the
piece, I never encountered any difficulty
with bolt operation.

The safety is tang type, similar to those
on shotguns and within easy reach of either

the southpaw. He still builds them at
Matheiu Arms Co. in Oakland, and they're
as fine a custom job as you can buy. The
action alone sells for 141, Harry says, and
a plain finished rifle for about $289. Every
thing is on the left side---bolt and safety
and the brass ejects on the left. Another ad
vantage is that the rifle is built and balanced
for the portside shooter.

Now, however, production and semi·pro
duction models are also on the market. The
first major firm to break the shoulder barrier
was Savage Arms. Although this venerable
outfit has been churning out firearms since
1864, and their Model 99 lever gun has been
popular since Grandpop wore knickerbock
ers, they had never gone for bolt rifles in a
big way.

Until a couple years ago, that is, when
they unveiled their Model 110 bolt action.
Then they went all the way.

Offered in four calibers-.243, .270, .308,
and .30-06-the little 110 was also offered in
both right- and left-handed models. This was
the first factory produced "mirror version"
right-handed bolt, and it was priced within
range of anybody's pocketbook-a modest

122.50, compared to $112.50 for the right
handed model.

Southpaws who haven't tried this little
number-and a lot of right-handers who
haven't tried their version' of it-are missing
a bet. I know it wasn't designed especially
for the southpaw, but it's obvious that the
brain trust at Savage was working, because
the 110, in either the north or southside bolt,
incorporates more original features than any
other medium-priced rifle recently developed.

COLT MODEL 1917

Standard Grade. Good condition in and out .•...•.•••. $39.95

::i~fi~v~~ag~~~~~~ . ~.i~~r. ~~.a.ll..s~~a.t~~~s. ~~~S.i~~,. ~~~$TJ~~s
.38 S&W Ammo. current com. mfg $4.00 for :SO rds.

DETECTIVE SPECIAL
$3995@J (This model

OL::T ~rQnd new
IS now
$76.501

In the .38 S&W caliber, not to be con·
fused with Ule very common .38 spl.

~~~~h(.~8n~~~IB'al:u~~~~~IP:s~;p:r~
on special order only). Length of barrel

;;w.w~~~~e~~ ~t;c~i:g~~~t ~;t1~'o~ac~~t~
ered walnut or 'Pear'ux or PearlIte at small
additional cost Add $2.00 for walnut
,:,"ips: add $3.56 for genuine Pearlux custom
fitted to your gun.

Produced in U.S.A.

Embodies the very latest
in desiJnl and engineer
in2" ·'know·how," Per
fect balance. 3 separate
safety features, including the very unique
visible hammer. The Ingenious lO-shot
.22 I.r. clip that Indicates exact number
of rounds in mag-azine. ~ationally adver
tised at $39.95.

- I
, ...
( ('.

AU

BANKER'S SPECIAL
$3995@J (This model

OL:... is an una I
•• tered col

lector gem!)

Cal••38 S&W. Much sought after col
lectors Hem. Still the highlite of any
semi-modern Colt collection. A GUN
YOU CAN USE. ALSO AN INVESTMENT.
Standard Grade: Wood or plastic grips
ch~ckered. Good to very R'ood mechanical
condition with some finish wear ... $39.95
Del uxe Grade: Inside excellent, outside very

I~~~ ~ra:5~el~'i-n\h~~ke~gde~~f~~r ~Y~s~nGOOd timing. Smooth
action. Some finish wear ··· $42.95

~~I~a~e~t~;I:~:e~mblre~'~'~d~~~~e}uWog?ct~t::~n~r~~?i~~~i~r;.j?~~~:
finish, may show some finish wear at muzzle and backstrap $49.95
.38 S&W Ammo. Commercial, current mfg. $4.00 for 50 rds.

@r°!h~I~~~~..~C?~I~~w·;t~:Fial WHITNEY .22 AUTO

$4250 $2995

ttt:"~.l
$5.95

Shoots Mid ran lite,
reJ'nJlar and hillth
speed. Blue finish.
Barrel 4", weilltht 35
oz .. stocks checkered ;
walnut. A limited quantity! ~

h~a~;u~lk:i~~a~ka.~l6·m~~~~ \'-L-/
Grade 1. Appal'enUy un·
fired: Ol"iR'inal pre·war pale blueing, unmarred
by foreign proof marks. Collectors
("onditton $49.95
Grade 2. Orig-. blue may be worn off some·
What; bores good, all are mechanically fine

~~{go§c~~: x~f:.tso,P~~re~?080~r~f~~~~~~g.lg~tiro·r·~32~;~
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AMMUNITION

Choice
of

Borrel Length
4%"
5112"
7V2"

knocked off, both externally and internally.
Roy claims that it is the strongest bolt action
in existence, tested at far over 60,000 pounds
without showing a sign of case stress.

Weatherby once told me that a 220-grain
slug was inserted in the barrel of one of his
new rifles, a normal round placed behind it,
and the rifle touched off. The pressmes must
have hit an astronomical figure. However,
the rifle wasn't damaged, and a light tap
with a mallet opened the bolt and ejected the
case. That certainly makes it strong enough
to handle the hefty cartridge of Weatherby's
design.

The Mark V doesn't sell for peanuts.
Neither does a Cadillac. But the southpaw
who wants a fine rifle in a wide choice of
calibers, including the big ones, can start
fattening his piggy-bank; the rifle is waiting.

Who knows-there may be still other pro
duction rifles for left-handers by the time
this is printed. Others are not unaware of
the market. But be that as it may, the lefty
is no longer an outcast! He can buy any
action he wants, and just about any caliber-
including bolt actions! ~

See you at the gun shop! ~

zeroed on the base.
The scope has a very small field of view,

and optically the scope is very poor. But the
eye-relief of this scope is 14 inches! The
mount is a quick·detachable bracket type,
T-slotted for the base. It is attached by slid
ing it forward until it is caught and held by
a spring catch which engages the cuts in
the base. The base is a milled part of the
rear sight of the rifle. The mounting allows
clip loading of the rifle.

The scope and mount are carried in a
fitted metal case with lens brush and cloth
when not in use by the sniper.

The next sniper weapon was the Kar 98K
rifle fitted with a two-piece turret mount
set-up. The forward base is a turret type
which is soldered and screwed to the re
ceiver. The turret is milled in the form of a
cone, providing a surface for a spring on
the front telescope base. The rear base is
mounted on the receiver bridge in the same
manner as the front base. This is in the
shape of the letter "H." The base is fitted

SEND SOc FOR 1963 PHOTO CATALOG.
BIG NEW LINE OF UNUSUAL FIREARMS.

ONE PRICE

ONLY

5849 5

ONE LOW PRICE 56995

.22 Caliber

.38 Speciol

.44 Speciol

.45 Long Colt
All Steel Construction, Blue Finish,
Grips, 1000/0 Guaranteed.

GREAT WESTERN GUN KITS
ALL KITS NOW POLISHED & BLUED

FINISH IT YOURSELF and SAVE $$$
Easy to assemble. All machine operations have been completed.
Only assembly of small parts remains to be done. All calibers
& barrel lengths shown above are available. Dealers send

for
information

GREAT WESTERN SINGLE ACTIONS

4'r
LARGE CALIBER

COMPLETE

REVOLVERS

CHOICE OF 8 CALIBERS

GREAT WESTERN ARMS SALES CO., Dept. 0, 12438 Ventura Blvd" No. Hollywood, Calif.

.357 Mognum
,45 ACP Coliber
.44-40 Caliber
.44 Mognum
Mfg. in U.S.A.

Stag

ular 22 inch, six-groove. barrel mounted free
floating in the stock.

The .30-06 delivered regular groups aver
aging slightly under Ilh inches, and the .243
tight,ened these to a little over 1 inch. Had
I worked with proper loads for the guns a
little longer, I'm sure I could have improved
them even more. At any rate, these are
closer than most people can hold in the field.

While the Savage is a tremendous little
gun, it's only half the left-handed show as
this is written. A few months after the intro
duction of the 110, Roy Weatherby, not in
the habit of being outdone in anything, an
nounced his new Weatherby Mark V-in
both right- and left-handed versions.

If ever there was a field day for the south
paw, this was it. Instead of competing with
the Savage, Weatherby's big cannon takes
over where the little 110 leaves off, giving
the left-handed gunner a vast new choice in
calibers. The dual version of the Mark V is
offered in most standard calibers, plus all
Roy Weatherby's super-dupers.

The Mark V was obviously constructed to
handle the big bores. It's a streamlined ver
sion of the Mauser, with all the rough edges

THE GERMAN SNIPER
(Continued from page 25)

of the enemy, the German sniper was awarded
a Sniper's Badge. The badge was awarded
in three grades, based on number of kills:
1st Class-50; 2nd Class-30; and 3rd Class
-20.

Let's take a look at the four basic German
sniper rifles. These weapons are of standard
issue, not of special manufacture. The Ger
mans used only tested and accurate models
of the Mauser Kar 98K for use with tele
scopic sights. The first three rifles in the
sniper line are the standard Mauser Kar
98K with turned down bolt handle. The
caliber is the usual 7.92 mm.

The first German sniper rifle of World
War II was the Kar 98K rifle fitted with the
ZF41 scope. This was a very small scope,
mounted on a special side bracket on the
rear sight base of the rifle. The scope is six
and one-eighth inches long, complete with
detachable sunshades. The magnification is
one and three·fourths. The scope has a picket
post and cross-wire reticle, and internal
adjustment for elevation only. Windage is

$7.50
25.00
fO.OO
17.50
8.00
8.00
5.00

10.00
6.00
8:00

15.00
8.00 •

17.50
10.00
8.00

10.00
5.00

12.50
17.50
17.50
12.00

1.00
75c

BIPOD
$17.50

KNEELING PAD $5.25.

NEW! FREELAND
"SUPREME" BENCHREST

ALL ANGLE STAND $30.00
TRIPOD $15.25

FREElAND Fore-end Stops ••••••••• $3.00 up'
FREELAND B Shooting Mat. . • • • • • • • • •• 18.00
FREElAND \4 opening Acces. Kit. •••••• 20.00

" Foam Padded Shooting Glove..... 5.25
FREElAND Sling Keeper.............. 1.25

" Mid-Century cuff Comb......... 8.50
Alum. bull plate from.......... 10.50

" Schutzen hook for above. . • • • • • • 8.50
OLYMPIC PALM REST from ...... 13.50

lOX SHOOTING COAT ...•....•••••.• 20.00
**LEE SONIC EAR STOPPLES, Pair... • .• 3.95
Win. 52-D Target rifle Std. or Hvy. . .••145.00
Rem. 513TR target rifle ..••••..••••..• 88.95

Price. Subject to Chonl/e Without Notice
ALL GUNS _ SIGHTS - GUN CASES - SCOPES

RELOADING SUPPLIES
WJtlTE FOR PAMPHLET

FREELAND'S Scope Stands, tnc.
3737 14th Avenue Rock tsland, ttl.

NEW MARK III BSA. MARTINI INTERNATIONAL .22
Caliber Target Rifle, the Supreme in Accuracy,
comtort and workmanship, for RIGHT HAND or LEFT
HAND shooter, without sights $21 0.00

FREELAND
.30 Cal. Kit
$13.50

48" RIFLE
TRUNK $26.25

NEW LOWER PRICES
MILITARY

.30'06 CARTRIDGES per 100
405 Winchester Rifle Cartridges

Per 100 ............•........•
32 Winchester Self Loading Soft Point

Per 100 ••.•••••••.•••••••••••
7x57 Mauser Factory Loads

Per 100 ....••••••..••••••••••
218 B Rifle Cartridges

Per 100 ...............•••..••

9 MMp~~~eoOP~S.t~l. ~~~t~i.d:~~ ••..•••.••
338 Winchester Magnum Rifle cartridges

Per Box·20 rounds .•........••.•
458 Winchester Magnum Rifle Cartridges

Per Box·20 rounds ••..••.•••••••
Cal ••41 RF Short for Derringer-

50 rds•••••••••••••••••••••••
•351 Winchester Self.Loading Metal Patch

Per lOO-Value 514.00 •..•••••••
250·3000 Savage Soft Point

Per 100 ••••••.•••••••••••••••
8MM Mauser Military Cart.

Per 100 •••••..••••••••••••••
.35 Remington Soft Point

Per 100 ....•.....•..•..•••••
762 Russian Military Rifle

Cartridqes. per 100 •••••.••••••
.25·20 Repeating Rifle Cartridges

Per 100. • . . .. • ...•••.•••••••
30·40 Krag Blank cartridges

Per 100 ....•.•••••.••••••••
32 Long RF Cartridges

Per 100 ..••••.•••••••••••••••
32-40 Soft Point.

Per 100 ••.•...•.•..••••••••••
270 Winchester Soft Point.

Per 100 ••••.•••••••••••••••••

30.4?p~r1~gi~v.e.r.~i~: .
32 Remington Soft Point.

Per 100 ••••.••••••••••••••• "••
Ear Defenders MSA for the Shooter. Brand
New. Gov. Surplus Val. $3.00 postpaid ••

Bore Scopes .50 Cal. Govt. Surplus: Ppd.•: Send 10c covering Postage, Printing of
: new low-price list of ammo available.~:

•
: RUBBER•:RECOIL BOOTS
: tor shotgun $5 DOZEN
: or rifle 75c each
•

.......................................~
•••
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with a locking screw and a clamp which
engages on the side of the rear telescope
sight base. The mounts are soldered directly
on the tube of the scope.

These rifles used a 4·power scope. Windage
is provided in the rear mount only. The
scope provides for an adjustment of eleva
tion. This scope was called the ZF42, and
most of the telescopes were Hensoldt-Dialy-

New World's Skeet Record
At the Mason & Dixon skeet cham

pionships (Loch Raven Skeet & Trap
Club. Towson. Md.) the Loch Raven
"Gunslingers" broke their own world's
record for the five-man club team,
setting a new score of 995x1000. The
same team set the previous world's
record of 994x1000 in 1961 with the
same men shooting except for one
member. Curtis Castle replaced I. D.
Shapiro, who was forced to miss this
year's shoot.

Pictured from left to right, with
scores, are: John C. Dalton, Jr.. of
Chevy Chase, Md. (200x200), HarryW.
Wright. of Baltimore, Md. 1199x200),
William B. Stock,' of York, Pa. (198x
200), Curtis G. Castle, of Baltimore.
Md. 1198x200), and Ed C. L. Calhoun,
of Salisbury, Md. (200x200L

Congratulations. Gunslingers!

tan Models. The reticle is a picket post with
crossbars. Another type of scope used on
this rifle was the Mars 4x63 model known
as the ZF42M. The scope was carried in a
metal carrying case when not in use by the
sniper.

The next sniper weapon was the Kar 98K
rifle fitted with a side·rail mount, similar to
the American Griffin and Howe mount. The

~
Adiustable shoulder
strap rounded under
armpit for comfort.

••• a shoulder holster built for action, comfort.
snug fit. Hugs your body like a tailored shirt.
Beautifully made of famous glazed Salz California
saddle leather .•• soft. yet rugged. Padded spring
steel damp holds gun securely. As I1lust. $15.55.

Made for all handguns except .25 caliber automatic

WRITE FOR FREE 20 PAGE COLOR CATALOG
Complete line of leather shooting goods for sports
men and gun buffs.

THE GEORGE LAWRENCE CO.
306 S. W. 1st Avenue Dept. Gll. Portland, Oregon

Makers offine leather goods for ofler a century.

MARTINI- ENFIELD RIFLES
MARK J

22& JJ. !=
~ Only a limited quantity of these rare

Martini-Enfield Rifles in the 577/450
<'45 Cal.) now available. The rifle that built
the British Empire. Featuring the famouS
Martini-action originated by H. L. Peabody of

~p~~':,nJ;~B~rlc
O
t70i,e::s "r~~oi~ie':Iug~r~~~~

nations and became the basic action for the
finest European target rifles. (N .R.A. good to
V.G.)SI9.50 ea., 2 for s35.00. Special selection
$2.50 ea. additional. Modern Smokeless Ammo
currently available and mfgd. by Kynock
<I.C.F. England>' Martini-Enfield Actions;
s12.50 ea.; 2 for SI9.50. (Add sl.50 postage)
suitable for conversion to any rimmed car
tridge from the .22 Short on up to the 45-70.
.44 magnum, 12 gao 8.S. shotguns. and a nat-
ural for many varmint cartridges. .

CENTURY ARMS, INC.
DEPT. G, 54 LAKE ST., ST ALBANS, VERMONT

SCOPE MOUNT

ZIP -it's off!
FAST! Only the KRUZELL SCOPE MOUNT dis
mounts in seconds - with no special tools
needed - for easy carrying of gunscope in case
or pocket.
LOWEST PRICED, TOO! Only $5.98 - direct from
factory to you.
Only KRUZELL has the world's fastest detach
able scope mount. MAIL COUPON TODAY!

KRUZELL 1450 N. Michigan Ave.
Saginaw, Michigan

Enclose check or money order ($5.9B each). Add 25c for handling.

NAME

ADDRESS

MAKE OF RIFLE MODEL.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK
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~J&I'~~~~
USERS REPORT om 1,000,000 GUWNTltD fOR 200,000

lONG lllE • NO SCRATCHING • NO GAllING
MANUFACTURED IY

~ 1)ie &?!fH. (!o.
CtMtMm WIlDt CARBOLOY CTlm MUll

Po O. lOX 226 . • COVINA, CALIF.

was certainly not low score in the tour·
nament.

<!J <!J <!J

Twenty-nine shooters completed the entire
500·target race at the Airport Gun Club.
Lancaster, Ohio, Dan L. Pickering Memorial
Shoot. Dick Downing, the 1962 Grand shoot·
er who lost his billfold but had faith in trap·
shooter's honesty that was rewarded, won
the marathon with 489x500. Ramo Lupi
won the Dan Pickering trophy with 97 from
20Y2 yards. . . . Two feminine shooting
buddies on Chicago's North Shore had handi
cap performances to chatter about. Lucy
Epstein fired a 95 to place second in a field
of III shooters at Maywood Gun Club, and
Nancy Howard's 96 topped a handicap field
at nearby Hilldale Gun Club.

<!J <!J <!J

Since this month's column opened with
some glowing words about the skeet shooting
exploits of some youngsters, it is appropri
ate that it close with a few equally glowing
words about an 80-year·old trapshooter, A. H.
Rose, who won the handicap event in the
Kansas Northern Zone shoot with a spark.
ling 97, and also captured the Class A High.
Over·all Trophy with 392x400. Yes, sir,
there's room in this shooting game ~
for all ages and both sexes! ~

view. The scope is held on the mount by
steel tension straps. This weapon was some·
times fitted with a flash-hider. The scope was
carried in a special wooden case. The rifle
could be clip loaded.

The Germans also issued some very limited
sniper rifles in the Second Wodd War. These
were the development type weapons lind not
standard. Only a few actually saw service.'
The following patterns were attempted:

The Mauser semi-auto rifle Gew 41M,
fitted with the ZF41/1, scope and mount.
The Gew 41 and 41W, Walther semi-auto
rifles fitted with the ZF43B scope and mount.
The special parachutist's semi· and fuJl
automatic rifles Model FG42 fitted with the
ZFG42 scope and mount. Also the famous
MP44 carbines with the ZF4 scope and spe
cial mount. Early in 1945, a few Mauser Kar
98K rifles were fitted with ZF4 scopes in
special left·side swept-back mounts. The
mounting system is like the Gew 43 type
rifle.

There were many attempts to design
silencers for the Kar 98K rifles. These were
issued on a limited scale to snipers. Special
low·velocity ammunition had to be used with
this silencer.

The sniper had a good variety of ammuni
tion-tracers in three colors, armor piercers,
and incendiaries. He used ball or armor·
piercing for personnel and crew weapons.
The tracers and incendiary explosive types
were used to mark targets for his machine·
gun and mortar crews.

The German sniper was a very brave man,
prepared to fight to the last as an ~
individual rifleman. ~

PULL!
(Continued from page 14)

It was all the Woods family in a field of
50 shooters at Villa Grove, Illinois, recently.
Forrest Woods Sr. and Jr. shot a pair of
99's and took Classes A and B. Lyle Walker
and Paul Jones fired 98's to take the other
two classes.

<!J <!J <!J

The Isabella County Sportsmen's Club,
Mt. Pleasant, Michigan, numbered some dis·
tinguished shooting names among the entry
list in the club's first registered trapshoot.
Present and shooting were Martin Clark,
Bob Cernek, Dan Lilly, and Boyd Williams.

<!J <!J <!J

The ladies were very much in evidence
at the Western Pennsylvania Trapshooters
League Ruffsdale Gun Club tournament.
One handicap squad was all-female, and
included Mrs. Margaret Gaus, Emily Landini,
and Viola Contenti, who broke 44 of the 50
targets. The other two ladies in the squad,
Mrs. Bill Ferrington and Stella Garbinski
broke 39 of the 50 handicap targets, which

left side of the special receivers were milled
out to the base for the mount. The mount
was a single locking lever located at the
front end of the mount. The base was fitted
on the receiver with pins and screws. The
scope was held on the mount by milled
clamps, or in later models by spring steel
tension straps. There were also two other
models of this outfit, the only difference be·
ing in the type of mounting the bases and
mounts.

This sniper outfit was the ZF42W. The
rifles were fitted with many various com
mercial scopes or war-time code models.
They were all of 4X power, using such mod·
els as Ziel, Dialyt, and Ajax. Windage again
was in the mount, with internal elevation
adjustment in the scope. These outfits had
metal or leather carrying cases.

The last two Kar 98K sniper weapons
could be clip loaded. The turret model K98K
could not be clip loaded. All three K98K
sniper rifles provided for use of the issue
front and rear sights of the weapon.

The last German sniper rifle of the war
was the semi·automatic sniper rifle-the Gew
43 or Kar 43. The base for the mount was a
part of the receiver, and all production mod·
els were sniper models. The weapon was of
standard caliber, gas operated, using a ten·
shot magazine. The base is on the right side
of the receiver to permit the side bracket
mount to be attached to the weapon. The
scope used is the ZF4. It is 4 power, with
both internal windage and elevation adjust.
ment. The scope has a forward sunshade
and a rubber eye cup. The eye relief is about
four inches, and it has an 8 degree field of

Plans & Ready·Cut Kits Now
Available for the ALl·NEW

"Modern Marksman" Cabinets
Can be used separately or combined section·
ally to form a complete wall of gun cabinets.
Full Gunberth® line of 32 models from 5 to
24 gun sizes available. BIG, NEW, fUlly illus·
trated "Handbook" ·Catalog lists all details on
Plans. Kits and Finished Cabinets.
Send for your NEW copy TODAY!
Only $1.00 ppd. (Refundable first order)

COlADONATO BROS.
Dept. G4, Hazleton, Po.

~.:

EVERY GUN BOOK IN PRINT
"The Baker'. Dozen Plan"

Send SOC for year around bargain mailings

RAY RILING ARMS BOOKS CO.
Oepl.G. 6844 GarstenSl..Philadliphia:9. Pa

HANDGUNS & AMMO SHIPPED EXPRESS
9HARGES. CqLLECT. Send postage for other
Items as Indicated above.

Write for FREE Catalog.
POTOMAC ARMS CORP.

P.O. Box 35 - 200 S. Strand Street
Alexandria 2, Virginia

:~~~~:le:\39.~8arC:~h40A~~I~O.Handloaded. All

Complete Barreled Actions, with forearm. $9.95
Complete Barreled Actions, less forearm. $8.95
Complete Actions, $7.50, Barrels $4.95

~~~I~fi:~f~e:'irhut~a;~~f:~'a~ii~n:r~~'..n.e~.$5.95

r:.:...
R.R.B.,
R.R.B.,
R.R.B.,
R.R.B.,

mfg.

. 0 LAHTI-20 MM

Miscellaneous parts & acces
sories for above & other
"Decorators' in stock. Write
for free quote.

REMINGTON ROLLING BLOCKS - Cal. .43

1!0
, US M-3

1. Famous LEWIS Hg-ht machine gun, al. .303. Used by

~i~i~ H$1j;i.~5i~ ~c~~ ~~:1~~:95~'(S~~J'~~E~ooge~~t
coiled.)
2. US M-3 "Grease Gun," Cal. .45. Used by USA in
W\V II and Korea-a "must" for collectors. Condition
Excellent. $49.95. plus $2.50 ppd.
3 The "Old Reliable" Browning Auto Rifle, 1\1 1918, Cal.
~i~~~6$lr3~oe~lt~~s~:t~os~~~ WW 1. "As new" cond!-

4. The much desired British Sten Gun (Cal. 9Ml\{) com
plete with ma~azine. MK2 (illustrated). $39.95. MK3.
$44.95. Add $2.50 ea. for ppd.

5. Brass Jacket German 1o.'Iaxim. Cal. 7.65MM. $149.95.
complete with mount. Last offering. Shipped collect.

6. Lahti Anti-Tank Rifle, Cal. 20MM, not deactivated.
Ammo available. Made in Finland and used by Germans
in WW II. Condition v.g. Final offering. $119.95.
(Shipped by motor freight collect.)

.Made unserviceable or de
activated by steel weldin~.

~~t~:~e~ r~:trn:i~~~W~~' pC~~
poses or as a prized dc('or8
lor for collectors.
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THE

S~-- RUBBER CO.

General Office and F.octory, Rock Island, III.
8ranch Office & Warehouse, 330 Broadway, N.Y.. N.Y.

The first could prove to be very discouraging
and. more than likely. an unnecessary waste
of your time and money. The second way. the
Marble way, just about guarantees success.
There aren't too many sportsmen around
that can make one of these calls really sing.
H you aren't one of them, and would really
get a "boot" out of calling 'em in just like a
pro, Marble's has the answer. Because now,
at your dealer's, in one complete package, is
a kit specifically designed to make a pro out
of you ... and with very little effort. Here's
what you get: 1) a new, extremely high
quality game call (duck, goose or crow); 2) a
beautiful 28-page full color book on ducks ...
how to identify them. their habits and
habitat, etc., and, most important, 3) a "down
to-earth" L. P. record of just how to use the
Marble Call ... with success. All three have
been developed by champion caller, "Tex"
Wirtz. This one new package contains every
thing necessary to make you a game call
enthusiast ... one without a red face.

OR THIS WAY

WAYS TO LEARN
TO CALL GAME

A Subsidiary of BELL &' GOSSETT CO.

THERE ARE
tearing away part of his throat. But John
Searles survived this encounter, too. It was
discovered that he had been given the wrong
size of Spencer cartridges for his particular
Spencer rifle, and that caused the malfunc·
tion-and almost cost John Searles his life.

They say that the desert is a place of many
moods. Surely that is true of Death Valley
and its surrounding terrain. Balancing the
austere and tragic side of this awesome sink
there are lighter and happier sides. As dry
and desolate as was the soil of Death Valley,
it proved to be fertile ground for the im·
agination of a man who was perhaps Amer
ica's greatest Munchausen-Walter Scott,
known to tbe world as Death Valley Scotty.

When he was a young man, Scotty had
been a pretty good hand with horses, and
this had won him a job with Bill Cody's
Wild West Show. Scotty learned fast on the
sawdust circuit. He saw Bill Cody getting
rich by dispensing hokum to a gullible pub·
lic, and he began to savvy the power of Ned
Buntline's melodramatic dime-novels.

It must be said to Scotty's credit that he
loved the colorful beauty and solitude of the
Death Valley desert. What worried him was
the problem of how he could live there with
out the back-breaking work, the privations,
and the uncertainties of the future. Scotty
wasn't satisfied with bacon and beans, either.
He liked to spend money-lots of money.

The story of Walter Scott and his mythical
mine has been told far and wide. For the
latter part of Scotty's reign as the desert's

(Continued on page 59)

enjoy that hunting trip more this year
if you wear Servus Northerners. Ask your favorite
dealer for these comfortable, American made
boots. Only with rubber can you get absolute
waterproof protection. Insulated against the cold;
NortlJerners by Servus will give you more hours
in the field.

Write for a free brochure showing all styles ot
hunting and fishing footwear.

THE GUNS OF DEATH VALLEY
(Continued from page 37)

Notable among these was Oliver Roberts, the
youngest shotgun guard ever hired by Wells
Fargo & Co. He later became a deputy sher
iff. Much of his work as a lawman was in
the Panamints and in the Lookout and
Darwin area, where it was claimed that of
the more than one hundred graves in the
local cemetery only two contained the re
mains of men who died a natural death.
Roberts was sometimes referred to in early
publications as "The Warrior of the Desert."
If Oliver Roberts had had a good biographer,
he might well have had a fame similar to that
credited to Wyatt Earp, Bat Masterson, or •
Charlie Siringo.

In the same general area where Roberts
became so well known there lived a husky
fellow named John Searles. One day, a band
of Indians ran off Searle's mules. This made
John fighting mad. He crammed his Henry
rifle full of .44 rimfire cartridges, stuck a
couple pistols in his belt, and set out in
pursuit. Late in the day, he came upon the
Indians, who had stopped to feast on one of
John's mules. There are conflicting reports
as to how many Shoshones John killed that
day, but at least four bit the dust in true
western fashion. John was wounded in the
eye by an arrow, but he succeeded in round
ing up and driving home the remaining
mules. Men were made of stern stuff in those
days!

Another time, Searles went hunting with a
Spencer rifle. He came face to face with a
grizzly bear in a thicket, and found his gun
would not fire. The bear mauled John badly,
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CRACK-SHOT new electric rifle and target
permits an electronic shooting gallery in the
home or backyard. Crack-Shot works on an
Infrared principle powered by simple flash
light batteries. Rifle has adjustable sights,
shoots a beam of light when fired. If bulls
eye is scored, a light flashes and a bell
rings. Priced $29.95 without batteries from
IR Development Corp" 6307 S. Via Real,
Carpenteria, Calif.

NATIONAL ADJUSTABLE HANDGUN
STOCK carved by Steve Herrett of Twin
Falls, Idaho. Made of solid native walnut,
now available in both right- and left-hand
models for over 15 different automatics, in
cluding the new Smith & Wesson Model 52.
Prices at $16.50 at your dealers or order
direct from Steve Herrett, Box 189, Twin
Falls, Idaho. Also available is a free color
brochure listing Herrett's complete line of
hand-carved custom stocks.

"The THERMOS Guide to Modern F1lmily
Camping," is a colorfully illustrated 32-page
camping handbook written by a camping
expert. It covers every aspect of camping.

By sending 50c to The American Thermos
Products Co., P. 0, Box 521PR, Norwich,
Conn., subsidiary of King-Seeley Thermos
Co" you can secure your copy.

~'l1AiTiQUE
GUN PARTS
& SUPPLIES

And all reproduction muzzle
loading guns.

largest Selection in U.S.
Send 50¢ for BIG Illustrated Catalog

DIXIE GUN WORKS

SHOPPING

Union City, Tennessee

MAGNUM RIFLE MODEL DM. Hammer
forged special steel barrel, six lands and
grooves, length 24", straight taper. Latest
FN-Mauser 300 action, hinged floor plate,
drilled and tapped for standard American
mounts and receiver sights, Jeweled bolt
and follower. Corrugated trigger, adjustable,
single stage pulL 7%-lbs, approx. weight.
Calibers: .264 WCF, 7mm Rem Magnum,
.308 Norma Magnum, .300 Weatherby Mag
num, Suggested retail price without sights:
$179,50; ,300 Weatherby Magnum $184.50.
From the line of Tyrol Sport Arms Co., P. O.
Box 85, Englewood, Colo.

DRI-FIRE ARM WEIGHT worn on wrist,
eliminates need for make-shift practice de
vices such as milk bottles, sash weights, elec
tric irons, etc. Combines dry firing and
weight holding at same time. Constructed of
first quality top grain cowhide, Three lead
weight inserts of % lb" one lb., and two lbs.
enable shooter to develop muscles with sen·
sible, gradual training program, Cuts dry
firing sessions in half. All details available
from Dri-Fire Co., P. O. Box 115, Palos
Verdes Estates, Calif.

DEVCON RUST REMOVER designed to re
move rust and tarnish from iron, steel, alumi
num, copper, brass, and porcelain, intro
duced by Devcon Corp., Danvers, Mass. A
universal cleaner and polish, it helps prevent
further oxidation of these metals. Retail
price, 75 cents a tube. Devcon manufactures
a complete line of materials for repairs in
cluding Plastic Steel, Devcon Rubber, Clear
Epoxy Adhesive, Tub and Tile Sealer, Liquid
Aluminum, Steel, Patch, and Plastic Mender.

2·0UNCE JAR
$1.50 POSTPAID

Pennsylvanians add 4% Sta,te Tax
Jobbers & Dealer inquIries invited.

J·B N0 N·I MBED DIN G
BORE CLEANING

COMPOUND
Especially compounded for
the removal of lead, metal
and powder fouling from
rifles, pistols, shotguns.
Guaranteed to improve ac
curacy-will not harm fin
est bore.

JIM BROBST

Quickly loosens rust and cor
rosion on guns, rods, reels,
outboards and equipment.

AT ALL HARDWARE
AND AUTO STORES

RADIATOR SPECIALTY COMPANY
CHAIlLOTTE. N. C.

REIVER GUNIOX KITS

City & State , "" ••

Address ....••.....................•..•••

Name ..............••.••••.•••.•.•••••••

Every month you will find thousands of
bargains on guns, and gun accessories of
all kinds, antique and n1.odern, in THE GUN
GAZETTE, an advertising newspaper for all
gun collectors, traders, and dealers. Sub
scribers receive a 20 word free classified ad
each n1.onth. Satisfaction guaranteed.

~ ---- _--------_ _ ~

THE GUN GAZETTE
Box 355-011, Kewanee, Illinois

Enclosed is $2.00, enter my subscription
for 1 year to THE GUN GAZETTE, to be
refunded if I'm not satisfied.

GUN BARGAINS GALORE

ORDER BY MAil

,",ULIUS REIVER co.
4104 MARKET ST. WILMINGTON 99, DELAWARE

Model 1016

$16.45
Gum 16" kit

~------------------------------~

NEW!..
~O!'!-IMBEDDINGBORf

9@:~
CI.!Al;ING COMPOUND)
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Gold or STU D SSilver
IDEAL GIFTS FOR HUNTERS

Permanently records the kill for the
proud hunter. 18 beautifully em·

bossed. jewel. like heads:
Elk Turkey Mule Deer

Deer Coyote Brown Bear
Bear Skunk GrizzlY Bear

Moose Javalina Mountain Sheep
Wolf Antelope Mountain Goat

Cougar Caribou Black T. Deer
Gold Sterling Prices Inc.

S3.00 ea. $1.25 ea. Fed. tax
At better Jewelers and Sporting Goods
Stores or order direct. No C.O.D.'s

R. J. CO FFEY
Dept. 2 - 1104 N. Main Avenue

San Antonio, Texas
Heads shown below are a.:tual size.

NEW 18 PAGE LIST EVERY 5 WEEKS

ANTIQUE & MODERN GUNS
PLEASE SEND 10c FOR YOUR COPY.

ALWAYS ON HAND: Win. Lever-Actions,
Colt's, S&W's, Rem's, Muskets, and Win.
Parts. Will Trade.
(HET FULMER, RTE. 3, DETROIT LAKES, MINN.

SAVE MONEY ON FACTORY NEW TROOPER SNOW
SHOES. Ideal for hunting, trapping, work, sport. Keep a
pair in your car for emerg ravd on foot! MADE OF
STRONG SEASONED AS AMES WITH GENUINE
COWHIDE WEATHERPR LACINGS. Handcrafted!
Guaranteed! Compare Size 14" by 42". Com-
plete, ready to wear s all shoe sizes. Send check
or pOstal order while they last! SATISFACTION GUAR-
ANTEED OR MONEY BACK! (Buy 2 pair for $26.00.)

SERVICE SURPLUS, Box 5466 Dept. SU·l1, Minneapolis 8. Minn.

$995
ACCU-RISER

FITZ GRIPS
ADJUSTS to SIZE!

(Right Hand Only)
HI-STAND .22 & COLT
.45-.38 AUTO PISTOLS

Brochure 25c
Free ONLY to Dealers

-Box 49797, Los Angeles 49, Calif.

PISTOL CASE designed to hold gun and
accessories by thick, removable plastic foam
cushions. Case weight is 29 ozs., of injection
molded plastic with extruded aluminum trim
and hardware. A sliding catch is provided,
but no key lock. The plastic-covered handle
is pivoted to the body of case. In use, gun
and accessories are compressed and immobil
ized between the two plastic cushions. Ex
terior finish is light gray color with rough
texture simulating pigskin. Measurements:
141,4" x 9%"x 3%". Of adequate size for
large handguns. Sells for $13.95 ppd. by
C. W. Risley, 1-R Chillicothe Ave., Excelsior
Springs, Mo.

S. D. MYRES SADDLE CO.

HQuick-Draw" Holsters

FREE CATALOG

container for keeping parts in order. Also
eyeleted for hanging if desired. Pliable vinyl
plastic easy to keep clean as oils and greases
can be easily wiped off. Rifle, shotgun and
pistol rods available in new pouches.

GUN CLEANING RODS marketed in newly
designed vinyl plastic pouch by Outers Lab
oratories, Inc., Onalaska, Wis. Transpal'ent
and compartmented, pouch provides handy

P. O. BOX 9776
EL PASO, TEXAS

GUNTOTE reduces arm strain after pro
longed gun handling. With it man carries
weight on neck and shoulders. Completely
safe, it fits all guns except double barrels
and guns with full barrel type stock. Fine
for upland birds, big game, skeet and trap.
List price, $3.45 from Dandale Sports Prod
ucts Co., Box 403, Lincoln, Nebraska.

36-PAGE CATALOGUE available from
Utica Duxbak Corp., Utica, N. Y. Cover pic
ture in full color. Listed are complete lines
of hunting and camping equipment and out
door clothing, including parkas, hunting
coats, vests and pants, insulated underwear
and jackets, and athletic clothing.

." • CUSTOM MADE

• THE BEST
SINCE 1897

WITH
AUDIO-VISUAL COLOR SLIDE ALBUMS
appeal to outdoor sportsmen. Sixteen full
color slides especially photographed to tell
National Parks and Major Tourist Attrac
tions stories. Each album a complete story.
Measure 12" x 12", full color, 100% vinyl
long-lasting record and high quality photog
raphy. Priced $5.88 per album, ppd., money
back guarantee. Cash with order. Contact:
Audio-Visual Color Slide Productions, Inc.;
5859 Melrose Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.

SPORTSMAN WATER PURIFIER makes
crystal-clear, bacteria-free drinking water
available instantly from lakes, ponds,
streams, rivers. Health hazards are elimi
nated. Easy to operate: dip-fill the tank,
pump up pressure,- and turn on faucet. A
safe, dependable source of pure drinking
water. Manufactured by Dynion Water Sys
tems, Inc., Div., J. H. Scharf Mfg. Co., 6120
Binney St., Omaha 4, Neb.

YOU can build your own Trail or Mini
Cycle. Plans enable home builder to save
up to $50.00 in costs. "Do It Yourself" plans
are easy to follow, with step-by-step proce
dure, illustrated diagrams and complete parts
list. Plans are only $2.00 each, postpaid,
$3.50 postpaid for both plans. Where to buy
kits and parts at discount prices included
free with each set of plans. Money-back
guarantee. Send order to Go Cycle Co., Dept.
G-II, 1539 N. Laurel Ave., Los Angeles 46,
Calif.

TELE-CASE, adjustable length gun case, fits
all rifles 40" to 46" long or shotguns 46" to
52" long. Deluxe "500" grade has forest
green vinyl exterior that looks and feels like
leather. Features Dow Ethafoam inner cush
ioning, full-length zipper and hang-up thong.
At dealers, models $2.95 to $8.95. Product
of Paul-Reed, Inc., Charlevoix, Mich.
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GUNS Magazin_,
8150 N. Central Park Ave.
Skokie, Illinois G-11

Okay. send me my free copy of the all-new 1963 Redbook of Used
Gun Values including the Gun Buyer's Directory and start my
14-issues-for-the-price-of-12 subscription to GUNS immediately.
$6.00 enclosed, to be refunded if not"completely satisfied.

Name

Address, _

City Zone__State _L ._
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KNOXVILLE 6, ILLINOIS

... ONLY

This basic 2 in I press is loaded with PLUS
features you won't find anywhere ... at any price.
In a matter of seconds you can be either loading
metallic cartridges or swaging bullets with unheard
of ease and accuracy.

.50% STRONGER THAN CAST IRON! The C·H
Universal "C" Press is made of the same expen·
sive heat treated alloy the U.S. Navy specifies for
structural parts- 50% ~stronger than cast iron.
FEATURES: Upstroke or downstroke leverage,
rigid strength (no spring action), three hole base
for solid mounting stability, unbreakable lock nut
handle, accommodates universal and standard shell
holders and priming arms, swages bUllets, sizes

.' and seats rifle or pistol shells.

7}'emendous Selection of Accessories Available

Other (amous quality Roddy Products- Roddymatic Reels,
Roddy Epoxy·Glas Rods, and Western Fishing Line.

UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED!
See your shooting dealer for demonstration.

In Canada: 1310 W. 6th Ave., Vancouver 9, B.C.

IT'S HERE! the 2 in 1 press
every handloader has been
waiting for, . , the NEW

Address _

Cily & SI'I' _

C-H Die Co., Dept. G·II
Div. of Roddy Recreation Products. Inc.
P.O. Box 3284 Te,mm,l Annex, los Ang,les 54. Calif.
Gentlemen: Please rush me your fREf literature.

N'm' --' _

DOES BOTH! ~A
• Swages Bullets~Ul
• Loads Rifle & Pistol Shells!

C-H UNI ERSAL'
nc" PRS

---;.

ANTIQUE WEAPONS
Don'f miss fhis fascinafing 125 page,
1498 phofo Catalog. Fill in Coupon,
(please print), mail enfire ad.

·ROBERT ABELS, Inc. ~6~.;Uy~:~i~~~o'l./~:
Send me your Catalog # 31 with backgrounds,
1498 phofos of old guns, daggers, swords, ar·
mor. I enclose $1 fo cover handling and posf·
age.
NAME .

ADDRESS .

CITY ZONE STATE .

~-------------------------~

(Continued from page 55)
most amusing fabricator of tales, he enjoyed
the amused support and benefactions of mil
lionaire Albert M. Johnson.

Before Scotty's talents had won from Al
bert Johnson what was probably the world's
record in grub-stakes, he had run into a situ
ation that gave him some trouble. There was
the matter of several thousand dollars ad
vanced to Scotty by a gentleman named
Julian Gerard. .

Gerard, a banker, was not satisfied with
the vague reports received from Scotty, so he
prepared to send two representatives to takc
a look at the mysterious mine into which his
money supposedly had been poured. This

•development gave Scotty serious concern.
With nothing to show for the money he had
spent, Scotty decided to discourage investi
gation. He called in several cronies and plans
were made for the so-called "Battle of Win
gate Pass."

"Indians have been mighty bad lately,"
Scotty told Gerard's representatives when he
met them at the railroad. "Yes, sir, they've
sworn to kill me." Nevertheless the party
piled into the waiting wagons and headed
toward Death Valley by way of Wingate
Pass. Scotty and his brother Warner were
armed to the teeth.

As they entered Wingate Pass, suddenly
the walls began to echo with bursts of rifle
fire. There was great confusion. One of
Scotty's pals, hidden up there in the rocks,
had imbibed too freely of a stronger potion
than squaw tea, and this made his aim un
steady-so unsteady that onc of his shots
nicked Warner Scott. That gave a nice touch
of realism. Hastily, the party turned back to
the railroad-and there ended Mr. Gerard's
attempts to investigate Scotty's non-existent
mine.

Scotty maintained not only a small collec
tion of guns but a veritable arsenal. One of
his Winchesters finally ended up in a Gold
field bar. It had 28 notches filed in the bar
rel, a typical Scott gesture intended to serve
notice that Walter Scott was a bad man to
fool with.

Walter Scott enjoyed a dramatic life of
over 80 years. He brought to Death Valley a
most imposing structure, the famous Scotty's
Castle; and he amused much of the world
with his colorful buncombe and acrimonious
dialogue.

Now the guns are stilled and the violence
is ended in Death Valley. The physical evi
dence of the old mining camps is fast melt
ing back into mother earth. Only a few land
marks like the beehive-shaped stone char
coal kilns in Wildrose Canyon seem destined
for long survival. As the old ghost-towns

Selling
to the
growmg

SPORTSMAN
field?

GIL HEBARD GUNS

168 jam-packed pages devoted exclusive
ly to the pistolman. Over 630 illustrations.
Articles by top shooting and reloading
authorities: Blankenship, McMillan, Joy
ner. Reeves, Weinstein, Toney, Cartes,
White, Weston, Shockey, Clark, Gibbs,
Hebard. These alone worth many dollars
if published in book form. National Rec
ords, all latest products and prices, hun
dreds of score improving items and tips.
Clark, Shockey, Pachmayr, Colt custom
guns, Ruger, Hammerli, Hi-Standard, S&W,
Colt, Sig, Browning, 1ver Johnson, Cros
man target and field guns.

The Pistol Shooter's "Bible" and stand
ard reference book. No catalog like it! A
MUST for competitive pistolmen or anyone
interested in handgunning.

Double your money back guarantee if
you don't agree it's the biggest pistol shoot
ing value ever for $1.00. Mailed Immediate
ly in protective envelope. Postpaid $1.00,

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY!

DON'T MISS THIS NEW CATALOG!
BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER!

HOW
:AOROSS

AND INCREASE YO R SALES!

If your success depends upon
your ability to get people to
respond, then we can hel p you
sell to the fast-growing sports
man market. Mail inquiry now!

COMPLETE SERVICES FOR:
Editorial and Copy • ATt -and layout

Printing' Addressing· Mailing

r-----------------,J SPORTSMAN PRINTING DIVISION I
I Central PUblishing Company. Inc. I
I 401 North College Ave. GM I
I Indianapolis 2, Ind. I

Please send me more-I information on your services. I
I NAME I
I COMPANY I
I I
I ADDRESS I
I CITY STATE__ IL J
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Lake Charles, La.

GOOSE CALLS
Deluxe $4.95
Popular 2.95
Honker 7.50
Crow Call 2.50
Squirrel Call... 1.50
Deer Call ..... 2.95

NORM HAYDERMAN
44 W. Putnam,Dept.G.ll

GREENWICH, CONN.
TOP CASH PRICES PAID
For your Antique Guns and
Military Equipment.

616 18th Street,

DUCK CALLS
Champion $6.00
Deluxe 3.95
Special 2.95
Regular 1.95
Predator Call .. 2.95
Dove Call ..... 2.00

THE
CALLS

HAND TUNED FOR PERFECT TONE
EASY BLOWING-GUARANTEED

Get everything you want NOW. Shot, Wads,
Powder, Primers, Bullets, Loading Tools, etc.
Our stocks are most complete.

• WINCHESTER • REMINGTON
• HI-STANDARD • SAVAGE
• RUGER • REDFIELD
• saw • R.C.B.S.
• PACIFIC • CH • WEAVER
• SAKO • FN • FINNBEAR

Ammunition

BADGER SHOOTERS SU PPLY
L..w Bulgrin, Own..r. OWEN, WIS.

Serving Sportsmen 26 Ye.,.

GET THE BEST

New, Exciting, Illustrated
Catalog Every 8 Weeks
Now 72 Pages Each Issue!
Thousands of antique Colt
revolvers, Kentucky rifles,
pistols, muskets, swords,
daggers from allover the
world: uniforms, helmets,
gun books, etc. - all differ
ent each issue. Widest se·
lection available onywhere!

..,a;..__._ Subscription Just $ J .00
per Year. Send now to:

FAULK~S
Championship Calls

9 INTERNATIONAL and
WON WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS

FAULK'S Div. G

DEALERS-GUNSMITHS
FIREARMS - ALL MODELS

REMINGTON - NORMA
Same Day Delivery

rl-!IIIiI••· -;.10: BADG;R J11
. ., BOLT HANDLES
UnpoJished-$1.25 Polished-$2.50
Polished and Knurled, Double Border-$3.00
(Our shop can weld to your bolt body-polished
total $8.00. Knurled $10.00.) Your bolt handles
altered for low scopes $6.50. One Day Service!

FREE CATALOG-Oiscount sheet ONLY to es
tablished dealers and sporting goods stores-we
will not honor post card or rubber stamp
requests! Phone CAstle 9-2101.

99% Orders Shipped Same Day Received.

Luger
Mauser
Ortgies
Sauer
Webley

BLISSFIELD, MICHIGAN

erode and fade away, a new kind of de·
velopment has taken place in Death Valley.
Comfortable accommodations now await the
traveler and camper where only sand and
barren rock greeted the emigrants of '49. A
beautiful museum and visitors' center, staffed
by members of the National Park Service,
provide pictorial high-lights of Death Valley's
history.

It is not likely you'll find anyone quite as
obliging as the miners who dug up Joe Simp
son, carefully dusted him off, and hanged
him for the second time from a pole so a
photographer might take a picture; but you
will find in Death Valley an earthy friend·
liness. It is a colorful and pleasant place to
visit.

From the time the covered wagons of the
'4gers bumped their way to the valley /Ioor,
Death Valley has become a vivid picture in
our national consciousness. When Ed Stiles
took up the jerk-line of the first twenty·mule
team and started hauling borax from the
valley, there came into existence a colorful
transportation service as uniquely American
as the Pony Express or the western stage
coach.

Much of Death Valley's strange and vio
lent history has been written-much still
remains a mystery. And as Joaquin Miller
once wrote, "the silence is so ~

eloquent." ~

711

FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG

ARMS CO.

Lauderdale Street
Alabama

Write today for 28-page book.
Prices, illustrates grips for all
American makes, plus many for
eign.

ONLY $16
Ammo $4 per 100
when ordered with

Carbine.

f.o.b., Selma, Ala.

Not a cut-down or
sporterized rifle.
Ideal deer gun in

fine working order.

WALTER H. CRAIG

COLLECTORS' ITEM

Model 93 Mauser
7MM CARBINE

MODEL

SPECIAL
PURCHASE

Franzite Grip. Are Sold Under Our Guarantee

." 10 gao and 12 gao MAGNUM

$'139.95 $'129.95
Deluxe long range waterfowl gun carefully choked for pass shooting.

Beautifully engraved action with hand checkered Pyrenees walnut stock fitted
with recoil pad.

WRITE

RICHLAND

Fa, All American, Many Forei,n Cuna

Non-slip and precision-fitted, FRANZITE GRIPS or.
the most durable mode I Beautiful colors; smooth,
checkered, staghorn and fancy carved; truly distinc
tive. Long-wearing, unaffected by moisture, per·
spiration, most mineral and vegetable oils. Will not
chip or peel. Luster, color are permanent.

Conventional or conversion styles. Also target grips,
with or without thumb rest. Available for all popu
lar guns in: Ivory, Pearl, Onyx, Agate, Walnut,
Block and Staghorn finishes. Low cost, $2.50 to
$8.00-See our complete catal09/

Non-Breakable. Guaranteed

FREE
CATALOG

For
Colt Remington Browning
Great West'n Ruger Czech
H & R Savage Dreyse
Hi-Standard S & W Schmeisser
Iver-Johnson Walther Llama

And Many Otheu

SPORTS, INC. 5501 Broadway, Dept. CH-lt Chicago 40, III.
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ONLY

53495

Lincoln, Nebr.

.38 Caliber
Smith &
'Vesson Mil
itary & Police Re
volvers, reblued
and completely re
finished. recham
bered to the popu
lar .38 Special Cal
iber. Limited Quan
tities. Add $2.00
for one in N R A
condo

WEBLEY & SCOTT
REVOLVERS

We have
just re·
eeived a se·
teet sh ip-
mcnt of .38 Webleys.

~~t~:tii~~~eW~~lds~~; ONLY
the standard .38 S1695S & W. Add $2.00
fo'r one in NRA condo

SMITH & WESSON
.38 Spcials Only

EVERY GUN OWNER
SHOULD HAVE ONE!

3730 No. 56

Maryland Arms
Co., Inc. Dept. G

7908 BROOKHAVEN RD.
BALTIMORE 7, MARYLAND

ONLY

Every gun
hand picked
and in very
good condo The
mighty Spring
field at the
lowest pr ice
ever ... for
low numbers.
These are not
left overs but
the real gun.
Add $3.00 for
NRA condo

Cal. .30-06

U. S.
SPRINGFIELDS

AUTHORIZED DEALERS ORDER FROM

~

WJ!I~'N
Dept. G

NEW!
RISLEY PISTOL CASE

ONLY

THE NEW PACIFIC SUPER MAG , ,
IS BREAKING ALL RECORDS • •

Get in on the bonanza • • •
order now lor the fall season

U. S. MODEL
1917

ENFIELD
Cal. .30-06

Certified U. S.
M1917 .30-06
Cal. These are
the same hard·
hi tting rifles
that insured
Ir ish inde
pendence
through the
troubled times.
Add $3.00 for
one in NRA
condo

<'Includes Frame,
toggle. handle and
removable head
shell holder ra ms

LIST $7450*

•• iiiliiiiiiiir..................=:=.- FABULOUS MODEL 340 SAVAGE
Bott Action Repeating Rifle in world fa·
mous .30-30 cal. at a new low price.

These rifles. brand new and still in the box. are naturals for balance and ease of
handling. 100% guaranteed. Reg. $63.95. Discounted to $49.95.

NOW

The fast-han·
dling. slickest
little carbine
that will set
design stand
ards for years
to come. Every
gun Maryland
Arms hand
picked to give
you the best
quality any
where. Add
$3.00 for one
i,: NRA condo

M91 MAUSER
MANNUCHER

CARBINE
Cal. 7.65MM

FREE CLEANING ROD WITH EVERY RIFLE

IMPROVED M40 TOKAREV!
Cal. 7.62 Russian

Removable
Shell holder

heads.... $250

HANDGUN PURCHASERS: Please send signed
statement stating that you are 21 or over. not an
alien. have not been convicted of a crime. not under
indictment. not a fugitive or drug addict. Also send
permit if your city or state requires.

The late M40 Model ONLY'
Tokarev semi-auto-

matic rifle. All in good and very good cond'S3495
The highest quality and lowest prices we've
ever had for a quality semi·auto. Complete.
ALL GUNS SENT EXPRESS COLLECT. DEALERS INQUIRIES

WELCOME!

A must for every gun owner is this streamline
luggage-type pistol case featuring thick remov·
able cushions of plastic foam. Gun and its acces
sories are compressed; once case is closed they
can't move around. 81395
ORDER YOUR RISLEY CASE TODAY! PP

~---------------

I
C. W. RISLEY, Dept. Gll
1 Chillicothe Ave.

I Excelsior Springs, Mo.
Send me .... RISLEY Pistol coses at $13.95 each.

I Name......... I
II Address........................................................................... I

L__~~~~__ . Il~~~~~~~~~~;;;.;:...;~...~:.;;:;~~ ..
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Give Your
Heart a Chance

Takes down and packs into its own knapsack.
Weighs only 9 pounds, guaranteed to carry 200.
All new disc wheels, oilite bearings, wide treads
ideal for use in rough terrain or snow. Canvas
cover of top quality, and the aluminum feather·
lite frame is made of heavy gauge tubing with
positive snap-lock joints.

Send for your Buggy today.
Dealer inquiries invited • Brochure available

r----ffiED~RBU~YC~----1

I Box 3176, Dept. G-ll • Reading, Penna. I
I I
I Send Deer & Gear Buggy(s) at $19.95 each. I
I NAME I
I STREET I
I I
I CITY ZONE STATE I

L~~~__~~~~~~~~~~~~_J

GUN RACK
(Continued from page 10)

Gauges and Reamers
Wildcatting has long been a favorite past

time of the gun nut clan around our neck
of the woods. Recently, we had the oppor
tunity to ream out a .30-06 to .308 Belted
Norma Magnum. To accomplish the job, we
borrowed a set of reamers, made by tbe
Clymer Grinding Co., 14241 W. Eleven Mile
Road, Oak Park, Michigan. Clymer makes
some excellent reamers and headspace
gauges. We got a set of '06 gauges from them
and carefully checked them against our pet
ones. Our precision mikes showed not one
bit of difference and, best of all, the Clymer
gauges are most reasonably priced. A set of
Go, No-Go, and Field gauges will set you
back only $l4--the cheapest insurance you
can buy. Write to Clymer for their list.

Poly-Choke News
Some time ago we reported on the Moss

berg 500. the shotgun with the safety on top.
Tom Wotherspoon of Poly·Choke had been
after us for a while to let him have one of
our guns so that he could install one of his
new choke devices. We got the Mossberg 500
back the other week and promptly put a
"Do Not Touch" sign on it. The new Poly·
Choke is so much better 'than the old one
that has been on the forward end of our
Model 12 that any comparison is futile. Tbe
stops for setting the choke are positive and
performance of the Poly-Choke was most
satisfactory. Being somewhat hard·nosed. we
did not take the patterns that Tom mailed us
at face value, we checked them ourselves.
We could have saved .ourselves the work and
time-they are right on the button.

Most intriguing is the ventilated rib that
Tom put on the Mossberg 500. Made of a



Improved Minute Man Gun
Blue instantly preserves and
renews steels and iron sur
faces-Not a paint or lacquer

Co:eos c~~a;i~fe w1~~e~'jr~e~
essary equipment.

GUARANTEED-Tested and
proven over 40 years by Ib.I
repeat sales to satisfied ~
users. SEND

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

i"~;- ;E~;O-M;G~C-O.
I G-23 Bradford. Pa.
I Name •.••.•..••••••••••••••••••••••

I Address I
L ~Y,;.: :";"'';': '';'':'';'' ~~:";"':";"'';': :";"":';~

M1928Al SUBMACHINE GUN

An All Weather Bullet Lubricant
For cast rifle and handgun bullets

SOLID or HOLLOW Stick - 50c each
Fits All Type Lubricators and Sizers

- WRAPPED DUST PROOF -
ASK FOR IT AT YOUR FAVORITE DEALER
Sample - 60¢ - 12 Sticks $6.00 post pd.

LITERATURE ON REQUEST

THE BULLET POUCH
P. O. BOX 4285, LONG BEACH 4, CALIFORNIA

eRELOADERS e BUllET CASTERS

FOI( 7HA7 CUAN (JUNBAMS..

down-range by 24.5 grains of 2400.
Tbe 245 grain Newline slug with the

above loads gave 2 inch groups at 100 yards
with our Ruger Carbine from a rest and on
tbe Hollywood chronograph, our readings
averaged out to 1814 fps. The final proof of
bullet performance is not its velocity, but its
performance on game way out there-and
this can be anywhere from 45 yards out to
100 yards. We have not loaded any of the
otber Newline bullets, but that .44 Magnum
wiII be our load to collect a bear rug coming
hunting season. The gun? The Ruger Car
bine, of course.

Actual Size Replica

Herter Swaging Tool
This tool is constructed along the conven

tional swaging C tool design. Known as Her
ter's Super Pistol and Rifle and Three Quar
ter Jacket Bullet Maker, we found the tool
satisfactory, tbough not as powerful as could
be desired for some of the heavier swaging
jobs. The tool we tested required consider
able adjustments and trial and error swaging
before we were able to produce bullets worth
loading. Like other bandloading tools, this
one requires study and good instructions, and
tbese are furnisbed with tbe tool.

Bringing the tool handle to the up position

THE PERFECT DECORATOR
FOR DEN, BAR, OR GUN ROOM

• Receiver & Barrel of Cast Aluminum
Beautifully Anodized Black

• Authentic Wood Stocks
• Real Detachable Clip
• Genuine Rear Sight
EDWARDS-BARNES CAST PRODUCTS CO.

5244 Elm, Houston 36, Texas
(add $1.25 for postage)

the Dri-Fire Arm Weight for $6.90 plus $1.00
postage by mail order. A sample was sent to
Harry Reeves, and these are his comments:

"This is an excellent item for the beginner
at the pistol game_ Back in the late thirties

SCOPED HANDGUN

HOLSTERS
$2500
plus $1 pstge.

Regular shoulder
holsters: $18.75
plus $1 pstge.

Goerg Hollow
Pointer $5.95

Southgate Mould
To black powder addicts, tbe name R.

Soutbgate, Franklin, Tenn., evokes visions of
beautiful and bigbly functional black powder
rifles. Soutbgate also makes some dandy
round ball moulds, witb wood handle and
sprue cutter. He offers these moulds in .45
caliber, but it is an easy matter to open tbe
mould to any caliber you migbt desire. Soutb
gate's major .claim to fame is, of course, bis
amazing work in restoring, refinisbing, and
repairing original black powder guns, and
this is bis primary interest. Write him for a
descriptive folder.

and early forties, I used a chunk of lead at
tached to the revolver to accomplish the same
end during dry-firing practice. There is no
better way to get tbose arm and hand mus
cles in condition than by dry-firing. Tbis Dri
Fire Arm Weight, which is adjustable for tbe
strong as well as the less-strong individual, is
quite practical. It is a bit on the costly side,
but is well made and certainly handier tban
the milk-bottle, flat-iron variety of home
made weights I have seen used. One thing is
sure, the shooter who trains about fifteen
minutes each morning and evening will be
able to hold a bit steadier after about six
weeks of training, and sbould get somewbat
better scores as a result."

The scoping of handguns our specialty. We
cater to the handgun hunter.
Goerg Explosive Bullet Kit for making explosive bul
lets for .44 Magnum & .44 Special Calibers-$9.75.

GOERG ENTERPRISES pori'.}''l.9N~EL'E~~~F;.LsH.

Shooters Service Bullets
Tbe new bullets now available from Sboot·

ers Service, Clinton Corners, New York, are
aptly named Newline. We received some for
testing, and loaded tbe .44 Magnum ones.
Tbey are available in 215 grains, 245 grains,
and for comparison we also used some 245
grain Supr-Magg swaged pills. Tbe 215 grain
was loaded witb 25 grains of 2400 and tbe
245 grain Newline bullets were pusbed along
by 23.5 grains of 2400. All primers were CCI
Magnum. The 245 grain Supr-Magg was sent

(jun Holsters
(jUN BELTS

ZONE-STATECITY

REEWfSTERN
CATllPG

• Buy Direct For Less
• World's Largest Selection
• Ranch Wear, Saddlery, Gifts

MILLER STOCKMAN, 1227-16TH ST., DENVER 2, COLO.
NAMIt.E _

ADDRESS, _

special aluminum alloy, the rib weighs barely
two ounces, is 5116 of an inch wide. The day
we ran tests on our dressed-up gun, tem
peratures were 90 degrees in the shade and
considerably hotter out in the open. Despite
the fact that we ran better than 100 rounds
through the gun in very short order, the
sight picture remained clear and free of
shimmer (this of course louses up any future
excuses about not being able to see the clay
birds). The new FeatherAire Vent Rib on our
gun is of the deluxe variety and is in a brass
Qr similar finish. Blue ribs are of course
available. Poly-Choke requires the entire gun
for vent installation, and each gun is checked
for performance before it leaves the factory.
And while you have the rib installed, -you
might as well get the choke device too-it is
worth the extra money, especially if you are
a one-gun shotgunner.

Arm Weights For Pistolmen
We have just tested a device designed to

strengtben the muscles that affect pistol ac
curacy by weighting the shooter's arm dur
ing dry-fire or live shooting practice_ This is
a leather weight-holder (with a set of gradu
ated weights) combined with a wrist-cuff
adjustable to fit any arm. Dri-Fire Co., P. O.
Box 115, Palos Verdes Estates, Cali£., offer
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mEE Calline Stories and best instructions
50 years 01 calline experience can produce.

Dealer Inquiries Invited

HUNGARIAN
P-37 AUTO

380 Cal.

P. O. BOX K-ll

Close Range
fox Can •

SPECIAL OFFER: Both Fox Calls Plus 5
$2 Instruetion Record (78 or 45 rpm IONLY $
Surefire unbreakable BURNHAM colis featured in Aug. '51
TRUE "The CRITTERS Come When CALLED.", Burnham
c<llls lured up 121 Fox, 33 Raccoons, 156 Coyotes, 11 Bobca.t,
42 Deer, and hundreds of Hawks and Eagles on their dry run.
Thousands of these calls in use everywhere. Letters tell us of
amazing results-"Very first time I used your call I called up
5 Coyoles"-P.T.C .• New Mexico. BURNHAM calls muslgive
you close shot at above mentioned game or your money back!

Over 80 Value
Packed Pages of
America's leading
famous-brand
lines
featuring:

• Marlin ond Brawning Firearms • Sportsman's Clothing and
• Rifle Scopes and Sighfs leofher Goods
• Relooding Tools ond Supplies • Sportsman's Gifts
• Gunsmith's Tools • Personol Profedion Devices

LDEA URS:J

Everything in Shooters and Sportsmans Supplies-Always in Sloe"
• Always the right products at lowest prices

• Top Values in Top-Quality Brands
• Best Trade Discounts-Liberal Transportation Policy

q~'h~~JlKC.
Gander Mountain, Inc.
Wilmot, Wisconsin, Depf:G-tl I

o Please rush my ..ew 1962-63 Sportsman's catalog absolutelY:
FREE!' •

~~ ._m ~

I City Zone__Slate :
I·To U.S.A. only-Cforelg" and manufacturer's requests send S2.00)J
L _

63

Maizo Meal
We recently reported (July GUNS) on the

Kidwell tumbler. Since then, we have dis
carded the sawdust and have used, to our
complete satisfaction, the Maizo Meal which
Tom was kind enough to send us. This meal
can be obtained from Lasalco of Texas, Inc.,
2818-38 La Salle St., St. Louis 4, Mo. The
50 pound bag retails for $3.25, plus shipping
charges, and although these charges are
usually higher than the cost of the meal, it
is, a worthwhile investment. The meal can be
used time after time, and a 50 lb. bag will
last the average handloader a long time.

with lead core and cup in place, forms the
bullet and the down-stroke of the handle
ejects the finished bullet. The bleed hole in
the side of the ram is easily adjusted and
kept clean, and a plain paper clip will do
the trick nicely.

Shotshell Loading Cradle
Maybe we are overly fussy and really

could dump our reloaded shotshells into any
old box that is handy. But we do like to keep
the various loads separated and thus always
are faced with the chore of putting the newly
loaded shells into the boxes that housed them

originally. As far as we are concerned, that
is a chore we wonld be happy to pass on to
some unsuspecting visitor. However, a new
device that came to us not long ago has elim
inated all this extra work. Charles A. Levene,
Pocahontas, Iowa, makes the Shotshell Load
ing Cradle. As you take the reloaded shell
from your tool, you can place it directly into
the cradle. This is basically nothing bnt a
sloping block of soft wood with four narrow,
well-finished sheet·metal strips; one of these
strips hinges forward and it is there that you
deposit the shell as you get it from the tool.
Place one shell base toward you, the next
one with base away from you and before you
know it, your 25 reloaded hnlls are stacked
neatly. Flip up the fourth sheet-metal strip,
invert the original shotshell box over the
cradle, turn the whole thing upside down,
and presto you can start on the next batch of
reloads. Shotshell Loading Cradle is a~
.1'Y0rthwhile addition to any bench. ~

-----POWLEy

COMPUTER for HANDLOADERS
YOU NEED THIS • •• Finds CHARGE;

MOST EFFICIENT POWDER and the
VELOCITY for ANY CENTERFIRE RIFLE

$3.50 at your Dealer

NOVEMBER 1962

Pointer Stocks
AMERICA'S FINEST!

Unique design insures you the R'reat
est shooting' accuracy.
UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED!

Will never warp, flare-up. crack
or lose its original luster. Avail.
for ALL popular handguns in
your choice of finishes-lYOUY .. o

$8.00. WALNUT & EBONY $7.50.----=-..... FREE! ~;;~tl~gfOrofRfh~
World's Largest

selection of flne grips!

CUSTOM CiUNSTOCKS
Foremost in quality and design. Properly fit~

ted to the shooter. Expertly bedded, finished
and checkered. Individually produced. Send
for FREE folder with pictures and prices.
Phone LE 9-3013 or write,
SHAW'S CHECKERING SERVICE, Dept.G-ll
9311 Cellini Avenue • Garden Grove, Calif.

SOUTHWEST CUTLERY & MFG. CO., INC.
1309 Olympic Blvd., Montebello 49, California

FAST DRAW

Te" us the
make and model of
your shotlun or rifle .•.
type of stock or forend you want
semi-finished, 90% finished, standard '-'
finished or custom finished. We will send
YOU literature describing what we offer for ~
your needs. Or, ask your dealer or lunsmith, 1)(>4

he also can furnish free catalol. (l4'z-1l....

E. C. BISHOP & Son. Inc.. Warsaw. Mo.. Dept. HOP oIr"o

SHOOTING GLASSES
used by marksmen and

~ hunters to get clear
~ sharp vision on target.

Write today for FREE
literature on Shooting
and Vision, with infor
mation on prescription
Shooting Glasses.

Mitchell Shooting Glasses
Box 5806, Waynesville, Mo.

Start your gun
collection wifh an authen
tic replica of a Frontier
.44 Colt. Solid cast aluminum.

$395 each ppd.

LYTLE Novelty Co.
9909 Greenleaf Avenue

Box 2146, WHITTIER, CALIF., Dept. G211

GUNS

Shotgun Barrel Polishing Head
.•~, A new tool designed by a

~~~G...m;..

W. f7; ~--
Let your electric t
hand drill, polisher )' .• ";.,.
or grinder do the '/TihfT/70 __

polishing. Centrif-
ugal force of fast revolving polishing head forces 4 centrally
fastened strips against the barrel wall, removes lead and
polishes to a mirror like finish, from breach through choke
to muzzle without resetting the head. Use it in 12, 16 or
20 gauge barrels. No overheating of barrels. Get a mirror
like finish in a short time. Polishing head with 34" long
steel rod and 4 sets of polishing strips for only $4.75
Gunsmiths, this is the tool you have been

asking for. Send for it Now.
MAIL 50c FOR BIG NEW 52 PG. CATALOG

FRANK MITTERMEIER, INC.
(Est. 1936)

uGunsmith Supply Headquarters"

3577 E. Tremont Ave., New York 65, N. Y.



THE GUN MARKET
Classified ads, 20c per word per insertion includin~ name and address..Pay
able in advance. Minimum ad 10 words. Closmg date Jan. 1963 Issue

(on sale Nov. 25) is Oct. 7. Print ad carefully and moil to GUNS Magazine,
8150 North Central Pork 8Ivd., Skokie, III.

BOOKS

CHRISTMAS SUGGESTION - "Colt Firearms", the
all-inclusive, reliable, useful gunbook classic - best in its
field. 550 illustrations. Available at booksellers' and gUll
shops. Free brochure - Serven Books (}">ublisher), Santa
Ana. Calif.

ItEAD ABOUT "Counterinsurgency" in "Notes On Guer
l'illa 'Var" bY Colonel Virgil Ney. Third Printing $3.50
Postpaid from: Command Publications, Box 6303G, N."'.
Station, \Vashington 15, D.C.

HATCHER'S BOOK of the Garand, comprehensive volume
()n :Ml; photos, charts, diagrams; $3.50 postpaid. 'Vest..
shire Books, 1405 '''arwick, Lutherville, Maryland.

BOOTS

BOOTS: HANDMADE Western Styles. Order by MaiL
Free Catalog. Austin Boot Co" Box 9305-G, El }=-aso,
Texas.

COLLECTORS

LEG IRONS, $7.95; Handcuffs, $7.95; 'l'humbcuffs, $9.95.
Leather Restraints. Collector's specialties. Catalog 50c.
Thomas Ferrick, Box 12-G, Newbursport, 1I1ass.

CIVIL 'VAR Relics unearthed "Vicksburg Battlefield.
"'Guns. Oddities. List 25c. Minie-Balls SOc, 4 for dollar
postpaid. Farish's, Vicksburg, MiSSissippi.

GUNS. BAYONETS, C.,,,, Items, List-Dime, German
M91 Ba)'onet w/scabbard exc. - $2.95. Country Store,
728 Katherine St" 'Varner Uobins, Ga.

JUST RETURNED From Elirope. Many fine military
relics, curios and military miniatures. 2606 Ridgeland
Rd., '.rorrance, CaUf.

GUNS-SWORDS-Knlve.-Daggero-Fla.ko. Big Iht
25c eol0. Ed Howe. Cooper Mills 10. Maine.

U.S. BRI'l~ISH. Nazi Medals & Insignia. List for Stamp.
'V. S. Phillips, 3819 'V. Elm St., Phoenix 19, Arizona.

ENCRAVINC

GUN ENGRA"VING ot unsurpassed Quality. Folder $1.00,
E. C. Prudhomme. 302 ).Vard Bldg., Shreveport, La.

FOR SALE

CANNON FUSE 3/32" dia., waterpruof, burns under
\!later; 10 (t., $1: 25 ft., $2, ppd. 'Villiam Zeller, Keil
l:IWY•• Hudson. Mich.

UEPAIHS SID};BURNS; Lifetime tapering attachment
(Gillette razors) $2; Nugifts-Es(,'ondido 6, Calif.

CUNS IT AMMUNITION

U.S. 30-06 high number Springfield ritles. Very good 
ti3~.95. l!;xcelJent - $44.~5. l'erfect - $4U.50. U.S.
Enfield rifles. Ver)' good - $29.95. Excellent - $34.50.
U.S. Ml 30-06 Garand rifles. }-'erfect - :$89.95, U.S.
Ml 30 cal. carbines. l-'erfect - $79.95. British Mk. 3
303 rifles. Very good - $14.95. British Mk. 4 303
I"lOes. Very good - $16.95, British Mk. 5 303 jungle
carbines. Vcr,}' good - $:H.95. Excellent - $::W.~5.
Argentine Mod. 1909 'i.65mm Mauser rifles. Very good
$3~.95. Argentine ~:lod. 91 7.65mm Mauser ritles. Yer:r
good - $19.95. I'erfect - $24.50. German Mod. 98 8mm
Jrlauser riOes. Good - $27.95. Very good - $29.95.
Czech 'V'Z-24 8mm Mauser rifles. Good - $29.95. Yery
good - $34.95. Persian Mod. 98 8mm Mauser rifles.
Good - $29.95. Very good - $34.95. Persian Mod. 98
8mm :Mauser carbines. Good - $34.95. Very good
$39.95. New - $49.95. Swedish Mod. 94 (G33/50)
4).5mm Mauser carbines. Very good-$29.95. Excellent
- $34.95. Perfect - $39.50. Guatemalan Mod. 98 7mm
l.:lauser rifles. Fair - $29.95. Good - $34.95. Italian
lIod. 38 7.35mm Mann-Carcano carbines. Very
good - $14.95. Dutch Mod. 05 6.5mm l\1annlicher car
bines. Fair-$9.95. Good - $12.95. Russian Mod. 91
1.62mm :\'1oisin rifles. Very good-$12.95. Russian :Mod.
HI38 & 1940 7.62mm Tokarev semi-automatic rifles. Good
- $34.95. Very good - $39.95. Excellent - '$44.95.
30-06. 303 British, 801m Mauser, 7mm Mauser, 6.5mm
Swedish, 7.62mm Russian, 7.65mm Mauser, 6.5mm &
7.3;Jmm Italian military ammunition, at $7.50 per 100 rds.
Free gun list. Dealers inquiries invited. Freedland
Arms Co., 34 Park Row, New York 38, N. Y.

GUNS. SCOPES, reloading equipment, ammunition,
shooting supplies. Become a dealer full or part time. All
merchandise at direct dealer cost. No investment needed,
tremendous opportunity to increase your income. For
complete infonnation write to Gunning Firearms, P. O.
Box 2286. 'Vilmington, Delaware, Dept. FD-4.

"WORLD FAMOUS CUN"
COLT FRONTIER REPLICA for

~~~~~~~sT~u~~~~.ra~k~ct~~ed
feels like real JnJn.

Blue finish 54.00. Deluxe polished
56.00. Add-SOc shipping.

VALLEY GUN SHOP ~~~':"Q:.ooJ=i!l:

MANNLICHER-SCHOENAUER sen-ice rifles, 6.5mm,
famous 5-shot rotary magazine, ideal for conversion to
.243 'Winchester, .257 Roberts, 7mm, 8mm, .308 Winches
ter. ctc. Only $16.50. Rare Martini EnfIcld rifles .577/
,450 (.45) caliber, lever action, with ram rod. Used in
India. Modern smokeless ammunition manufactured by
Kynoch. Excellent shooters. Only $19.50, 2 for $35.00.
Kentucky Light-\Veight Muzzle-Loaders, government
proof-tested. Ready to flre. Ideal smooth bore for begin
ning black powder shooter $19.50. Interesting lVar
Curio, conversation piece. decorator, British Piat "ba
zooka," Churchill's secret weapon. Only $9.95. 2 for
$15.00. U.S. M-l, .30 caliber carbincs, 15-shot, semi
automatic, gas-operated. New. Only $69.50; 2 for
$134.50. .410 :\1usket Short Lee Enfield Mark III rifles,
made r.pecially for prison guards and riot police in Pakis
tan. Only $19.50. Bayonets with scabbards for Short
Lee Enfield Mark III. only $1.75. 2 for $3.00. Magazines,
10-shot, $2.75, 2 for $5.00. add 60c postage. Century
Arms, 54 Lake, St. Albans, Vermont.

KLEIN'S FAMOUS All-Sports BAUGAIN CATALOG
is FREE to our customers. Others please send $1.00 (re
funded with first order). Money Back Guarantee.
KLEIN'S, Dept. G·227 W. 'Vashington. Chicago 6.
Illinois.

LIQUIDATING LARGE Collection of flne, modern rifles
and shotguns, magazine and dOllbles-~lerkel, Browning,
Holland & Holland, Griffin & Howe. lVlnchester, Uem
ington and others. Send large stamped envelope for list.
Jackson Arms. 6209 Hillcrest, Dallas. Texas.

BEST DEAL on Grips, };)earlite, Staglite, Stag, Rose
wood, Ivory, and Mother of Pearl. Also Combat and
Target Grips in 'Valnut and Rare Woods. Latest litera
ture 25c. Loven Firearms, Inc.. 26 Goffle Road. Midland
l-'ark. New Jerser. Dealers 'Vrite on Your Letterhead.

INCUEASE TOrn Shooting l!"'un & Accuracy with a pre
cision trigger Springfield. :Mauser, Enficld-$10.95. .lap
anese--$15.00. CaUf. residents add ·1% tax. Postpaid.
Allen Timner Co., Dept. K, 13507 Lakewood Blvd.,
Downey. Calif.

STOCK BLANKS. Semi-inlets and finished. Mrrtle·
wood, Maple, 'Yalnut and "~ild Cherry, Blanks $5.00 to
$25.00. Satisfaction guaranteed. Suncrest Gunstoek Sales,
Box 357, )irrtle, Oregon.

A:M~fUNITION: .303 British ball (hard point). non
corrosive, recent manufacture. Excellent Quality. $7.00
per 100, $65.00 per 1000. Limited Quantity. Centur)" Arms
Inc.. 54 Lake. S1. Albans, Vermont.

SPRPLUS PISTOLS - M.40. New Uevolvers - $7.20.
rsed - $3.10. Buy '''holesale. '''e Tell How and
"'here for $1.00. Gunsco, G:\U1, P.O. Box 99, Alviso,
Calif.

1'\E'Y SHOOTt::RS Catalog. $1.00, refundable with first
order over $10.00. C. R. Specialty Company, Inc., 1409
"~alnut Street, Kansas Cit)· 6, Mo.

GUNS: ALL Kinds. Surplus Pistols $6.95. New Revoh'
ers $9.95. Used $2.95. Below wholesale prices. Send 25c
for Bargain Guide Gl\f-ll, Box 2393, Santa Rosa. Calif.

REMINGTO:K 1\1122-222 rifles 24/1, Xew $99.50. Rem
ington 1\1721 .300 ~\fagnum, New $89.50. All prepaid.
Jeff. Trader, Pocomoke City, Maryland.

!'\E\V FIREARMS-Scopes-Reloading Supplies-Acces
sories. QUick Serrice-Lowest Prices. Large Catalog Free.
\Yalter Olirer, Box 55. Auburn, Indiana.

Hl62 GREEK CATALOG Arailable now. Thousands or
~uns. accessories, relics ammunition. 25c. Retting.
] 1029 \Yashington. Culver City. California.

5000 USED GUNS, Rifles, Shotguns. Handguns, Modern,
Antique. Free List. Shotgun News, Columbus. Nebr.

LICENSF,D DEALER~. :M-I Carbines. Kew-$57'. 1\1-1
IHfles. $60. Sloper, \Vestwood. California.

CUN EQUIPMENT

Gl'l\'S SCREWS. 6/48 or 8/40 assorted lengths 50t per
dozen. Professional 2 flute Taps $1.20. Special hard steel
drills 45¢. All postpaid. Send for Catalog 16GC on all
Buehler mounts (includin~ New :\1icro-Dial), Low Saretys,
Maynard Buehler Inc.. Orinda, Calif.

SPEEDLOCK SPRI:KGS. Stop Misflres. Now ~n'ailable,

only $1.00 for Springfield. :Mauser. Enfield and Jap. Dis
rount to dealers. Allen Timney Co.. Dept. K, 13507
Lakewood Blyd., Downey, Calif.

MAUSER UIFLE Parts and Accessories for Shooters and
Collectors. Bought - Sold. List for postpaid envelope.
Smires. Columbus. New Jersey.

CUNSMITHINC

BLU-BLAK BLUING, scopes, sights mounted, barrels.
barreled actions. chambering for standard and improred
cartridges. Model 92 'Vinchester conversions including new
22 .Tet and 256 Magnum. Send tor my price sheet on com
plete gunsmithing services. Don Mott, Hereford, Arizona.

GENERAL GUNSMITHING-Repairing. rebluing. con
version work, parts made. Inquiries invited. Bald Rock Gun
Shop. Berry Creek. CaUt.

GEO. BROTHERS, GREAT BARRINGTON, MASS.

SHOTGUl\' SPECIALIST: Refinishing. Uebluing, Re
stocking. No part orders. Frank LeFever & Sons, inc.,
Box 151. Custom Gunsmiths, }"'rankfort, N. Y .

CUSTOM .22 TARGET Pistol built in your home shop.
Send 4c stamp for illustrated information. Guns. Box
362G. 'l'erre Haute, Indiana.

INVESTICATORS

INVESTIGATORS, FHEE Brochure, latest subminiature
electronic listening devices. \"rite Ace, Dept-8X, 11500
1\'V 7th Ave., Miami 50. Florida.

LEATHERCRAFT

FREE "Do-It- YourseJf" Leathercraft Catalog. '.randy
Leather Company, Box 791 - 'V46, Fort Worth, Texas.

PHOTO FINI~HINC

FllEE FILM. Send A noll For Developing. Get Same
Size Itoll Free. 8 expo black and white .75c. 12 expo black
and white $1.00; 8 expo kodacolor $2.75.12 expo kodacolor
$3.50. Free mailers and complete price list on request.
Send films to: Free Film Lab, Box 917, Cheyenne, W)·o.

SICHTS IT SCOPES

ZGIHO RIFLE Scopes 4x $27.50, 6x :h29.50. 3x-9x $35.50,
write for catalogue to ··WEICO", 2118 North Boulevard,
Houston 6. Texas. Dealers' Inquiries Invited.

BARGAIKS! Riftescopes! Bif}(J('ulars J 1'elescopes J Spot
ters! Free Catalog. Ad\'enture Company, Box 2133-U,
San Diego 12, California.

TAXIDERMIST

OPEN MOUTH Rugs-Bear (Black, Grizzly, }-'olar).
.Jaguar, Cheetah. Zebra, Leopard. We tan skins. Hofmann·
Taxidermist, 1025 Gates, Brooklyn, N. Y.

WANTED

WANTED: THOMPSON MIAI dewat. Preferably tn
new condition. C. M. Graz, 21 Bloomingdale Rd., White
I-'lains, N, Y.

"'ANTED: MILITARY Sniper Rifles and Sniper Acces
sories from all nations. Lt. '''illiam H. Tantum IV.
USAR, O\'ington Itoad, Morrisville, Penna.

AUTOMATIC PISTOLS-Rare, Unusual, Odd. Particular
ly 'Yalthers, Mausers, 'V & S, Japs. etc. Sidney Aberman,
1210 Beechwood Bouleyard. Pittsburgh 6. Pennsyl\'ania.

MISCELLANEOUS

FOREIGN EMPLOYMENT Information. Europe, Atrica.
Asia. South America. Free 1'ransportation. Up to
$1600.00 monthly. Sensational opportunities, Construe·
tion workers. clerks, truck drivers - every occupation.
Complete information, application form, sent immediately
by return mail. Satisfaction guaranteed. Only $2.00
($2.25 airmail) (C.O.D, 's accepted) to: Jobs, P. O.
Box 50512. Dept. EE. New Orleans 50. Louisiana.

EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS-Send 20e lor thIs full eolor
booklet telling the whole story of embroidered emblems.
'Ye do not stock emblems-All are custom made to your
specifications-Prices clearly shown in Quantities of trom
1 to 1000. Ken Nolan, Inc., Dept, G, San Clemente, Calif.

U.S. GOVERl\'ME"T SURPLUS-Jeeps. $264.00. Iladios.
$2.53. Guns, Typewriters. Cameras, Tools, Thousands of
Items. Fabulously Low Surplus Prices. Complete intor
mation sent immediately. Send $1.00 to-Surplus, P.O.
Box 50512, Dept. EE. New Orleans 50, Louisiana.

DEALJI;RS SEND license No. tor large price list New
Firearms-Scopes-Mounts-Reloading Tools-Components
-Leather Goods-Binoculars-Shop Tools. 3821 different
items on hand for imm~Jiate delivery. Hoagland Hardware.
lIoag!and. Indiana.

BUY 'VHOLESALE :-Guns, Long or Short. Scopes
Mounts. All other Sporting Goods. Become Dealer, In
structions $1.00. Deposit Refundable. 'Veaver's Below
\Yholesale. Berkshire \Yholesale Sporting Goods, Six Lakes.
Mi(:higan.

QUALITY HAND Made Calls: Duck-$5.95. Goose
$4.95. "Duck Talk" Record 45rpm $2.00. Black Duck
1737 Davis. Dept. 2, "'hiting, Indiana.

"HO:\1EBRE'Y GUIDE" Complete Illustrated Instruc·
tion Manual, $1.00. Supply Catalog Included. CalBrew
Supplies. Box 1005-B-12. Seaside. California.

TANNING, T'VO Formulas and Instructions $1.00.
Tanning. Box 6350-G, Phoenix 5, Arizona.

NAZI ITEMS bought & sold, Olig. only, 1 piece or col·
lection: "lists 25c·': Lenkel. 8]2 Andflrson. Palisades. N.•T.

CROSSBO\VS! HUNTING Bows! Faetory-Dirt"ct-Pricest
Ja:r Co.. Box 1355, 'Wichita, Kansas.

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

$3.95 • ----_.
POSTPAID Revolver Cleaning Kit. Removes

Leading trom Forcing Cone. Cyl·
inder, and Barrel. Available in 38-44-45 cal. Kit for two
callbers $7.10. Patches (Pkg. 10) $.60. Dealer Inquiries
~ Im'ited. Check or Money Order-No COD·s.

~ GUN SPECIALTIES Coli.:;' °p.~k~ ~;orQ;.
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Three By W. H. B. Smith, "the genius"

Small Arms of The World. Latest edi
tion, extensively revised and enlarged.
A one-volume classic, rated as the
finest reference on firearms ever
written. "The knowledge between its
covers might be compared to a master's
degree." Lewiston Daily Sun. Large
format, 711 pages, over 1,700 illus
trations. $15.00
Book of Pistols and Revolvers. The
most complete single reference text on
pistols and revolvers made and used
all over the world. New edition, re
vised and expanded by Kent Bellah.
$10.00. Together with Book of Rifles.

$17.50
Book of Rifles. Also a new edition,
revised. A global study of military
and sporting rifles, with technical and
historical information not found else
where. Hundreds of photographs.
$10.00. Together with Book of Pistols
and Revolvers. $17.50
The Pennsylvania-Kentucky Rifle. By
Henry J. Kauffman. Fascinating read
ing for anybody. "Kauffman has done
a superlative job . . . an accurate
presentation of the story of America's
first great rifle."Long Beach lnd-Press
Telegram. Large format, 384 pages,
about 200 illustrations. $12.50
Genuine leather bound edition $25.00

Write for New 1962 Catalog,
A Gun Lover's Delight

~ THE STACKPOLE COMPANYW HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA

Master Gun Books

Positive Expansion without shattering.
Deeper Penetration. Partition holds 2!J
total bullet weight intact.

Engineered Accuracy, No other bullet
is made with closer tolerances.

243, 25, 264, 270, 280
Rem., 7mm, 30, 338, 375

eals. avail.

Send $1.00 for new 86 page~
Reloaders Catalogue with 12 I~ I
pages of reloading data. ~

B. E. HODGDON, INC. ......... .......
7710 50th HIWAY, SHAWNEE.MISSION, KANSAS

SHOOTERS!

BASIC MARKSMANSHIP WITH
THE MODERN HANDGUN

By Col. Lyman P. Davison
and Lawrence A. Severson

(National Law Enforcement Institute,
P.O. Box 2127, Port Charlotte, Fla. $4.00)
• Part I of this book (Basic Marksmanship)
is by Col. Lyman P. Davison, District Com·
mander, Midwest Office of Special Investiga·
tion USAF, Firearms Advisor for the Nation·
al Police Officers Association, and a member
of the Editorial Advisory Board of GUNS
Magazine. Lawrence Severson, author of
Part II (Basic Combat Marksmanship) is a
former FBI Special Agent and served as a
Firearms Instructor in the FBI Field Offices.
Each man has had more than 30 years of
active experience as shooters and instructors.

That experience is reflected in this book,
which was produced for use with the marks·
manship courses carried on by the Institute.
I know of no better handbook for handgun
excellence, in either branch of handgun
shooting. The book deserved far better than
it got in the way of printing and binding,
and a deluxe edition is being planned; but
if you are more concerned with handgun
instructions than with handsome bindings,
this one won't disappoint yOU.-E.B.M.

CHECKERING AND CARVING
OF GUNSTOCKS By Monty Kennedy

(The Stackpole Co., Harrisburg, Pa.,
1962. $10.00)

Monty Kennedy is a man who loves good
wood, likes to work with it, and is a pro
when it comes to gunstocks. All of this is
reflected within the first few pages of the
good·sized book, and the deeper one gets
into it, the greater becomes the urge for a
checkering cradle and some tools. Complete
working plans, designs, and good photo
graphy, combined with Kennedy's salty and

wasn't nearly as handsome as
this man-sized cigarette light
er. Polished nickel big bore
barrel, black stock With nickel

~~}r:tse~;{r;n~v3~g~~atiS~~~~
versation piece. $5.95 with
stand plus 50c postage, han·
dling. No COD's.

WARD'S ·P. o. Box 454
East Longmeadow, Mass.

NeW-GIANT GUNSMITH
SUPPLIES CATALOG

The world's most complete list
ing of quality impOrted gun·
smithing and stock making
tools to satisfY the amateur
as well as the most advanced
professionaL Price 50c.
FRANK MITTERMEIER, Inc.

Est. 1936
3577 E. Tremont Ave.
New York 65, N. Y.

WORLD'S FINEST STOCK ..
THE BEST STOCKS FOR THE MONEY- CARVED, RH $35.00
R.H. STOCKS FOR MOST POPULAR PLAIN, RH 19.50

MODELS - L.H. STOCKS FOR SPFLD. M70, SAV 110 PAD INSTALLED. 7.50
MAUSERS. WRITE FOR BROCHURE. POSTAGE ..... 1.00

ARMS. INC.. 3274 EL CAJON BLVD., SAN DIEGO 4. CALIFORNIA

Get~emin elose!
with 0 L T Duck Calls

_ True Tone _ Easy to Blow
Increase your percentage of kills and
lose fewer cripples when you get 'em
in close with OLT Duck Calls. Made of
lightweight hard rubber and impervious
to moisture, OLT Calls always keep
their true tone.

OLl ALSO MAKES ACOMPLETE LINE OF PROVEN GODSE CALLS

Write for free catalog
FINE GAME AND BIRD CALLS BY

GUNS



outspoken way of expressing himself, have
quickly made this book one of my favorites.
If you are thinking of doing some checkering
-and who has not flirted with the idea at
one time or another-you can't go wrong
with this book. Best of all, the author has
recognized the urge of the beginner, and
bas been kind enough to offer plenty of his
professional know-how to the novice.-R.A.s.

AN APACHE CAMPAIGN By J. G. Bourke
(Charles Scribner Sons, New York. $3.00)

Perhaps because guns and gun skills
played such incalculable parts in the win
ning of the American West, interest in the
literature of guns and interest in Western
Americana go hand in hand. This little book
has little to say about guns, per se; but
when you talk (as this book does, authori
tatively and with almost pictorial readabil
ity) of General George Crook's efforts
against Geronimo and the Apaches, guns
are implicit in every paragraph.-E.B.M.

COLLECTORS' GUNS By Don Myrus
(Arco Publishing Co., New York. $2.50)
I wish publishers wouldn't blurb their

books "The complete story of firearms, from
hand cannon to Buck Rogers." It makes me
wonder why I ever bothered to collect my
own gun library, which runs to several hun
dred volumes! But "Collectors' Guns" does
touch a lot of years and a lot of guns in its
128 pages, adding estimated collector values
in many caseS.-E.B.M.

THE BATTLE OF COWPENS
By Kenneth Roberts

(Doubleday, Garden City, N. Y. $3.50)
Many of Kenneth Roberts' historical writ

ings (which earned him a special and richly
deserved Pulitzer citation) were clothed in
fiction. This one isn't. It is a concise, deeply
researched clinical analysis of one of the
most important single military engagements
in our country's history-for psychological
as well as for military reasons. It is also a
battle of peculiar interest to students of
guns and military marksmanship.-E.B.M.

50 YEARS OF WHITE TAILED DEER
HUNTING IN TEXAS

By W. F. Grusendorf
(Vantage Press [nc., New York. $2.00)

This is a thin little volume, but there is a
lot of pleasant nostalgia in it for old hunters,
and a lot of hard·core htmting wisdom for
beginners. If you've ever wondered why cer
tain old timers manage to get their venison
every year, seemingly with little effort, better
give this book a reading. There are times
a-plenty when know·how is more important
than what rifle!-E.B.M.

HUNTING By Clyde Ormond
(Harper & Row, New York. Before
Dec. 31, 1962, $5.95; after, $6.95)

There were some chiding words earlier
in this column about books labeled "The
Complete, Definitive, Final Word" on some-

INDEX OF ADVERTISERS

thing other. Without apology for those
words, they do not apply to this book, which
is labeled, "The Complete Book of Hunt
ing." It's a big subject, but this is a big
book (467 page, profusely illustrated) and
Clyde Ormond has come as near as is human
ly possible to justifying the title. From
planning the trip, to choice of cIothing,
guns, hunting areas, guides, and shooting
companions-from how to locate and track
game to how to dress it out and pack it in
-this book speaks with the voice of exper
ience. It speaks also in a professional,
highly readable writing style that explains
why Ormond manuscripts are welcomed by
editors of this and many other magazines.
Note the before-Christmas price cut. Buy
it as a gift-for yourself or any hunter,
novice or expert.-E.B.M.

ALL ABOUT CAMPING
By W. K. Merrill

(Stackpole, Harrisburg, Pa., $3.95)
Within the 262 pages, author Merrill has

done a fine job in putting down most every
thing that a man needs to know about camp
ing. And this is not book knowledge, but
experience gained from being a U.S. Park
Ranger for many years. Besides offering the
usual and fairly well-known tricks of camp
ing out under adverse conditions, the author
also offers, and perhaps for the first time,
much excellent advice and many good sug
gestions derived from his many years of
camping and living in the outdoors.-R.A.s.
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Handsome? You bet. Expensive? Not at all.

Who makes them? Savage, of course!

The Fox B De Luxe is a beautiful new edition of this
famous double barrel shotgun. Its smooth handling
and dependability have been renowned for genera
tions. 12 gauge, popular barrel lengths and chokes.

The 24-DL costs only $59.50-the Fox B-DL just
$134.50. (Standard models of both guns are also
available. The Savage 24-.410 gauge-is $46.50.
The Fox B-ST-12,16,20 and .410 gauge-is $115.50.)
At sporting arms dealers everywhere.
FREE! Colorful 28-page catalog of Savage, Stevens,

Fox firearms. Write Savage Arms, Westfield 98,
Mass. Prices subject to change.

Sallage

If you're sure you don't want to buy a gun, don't
let your dealer show you these two new beauties
by SAVAGE. You'll end up wanting one ... or both.
To make matters worse, you'll find you can easily
afford both of them. These fine guns carry real
down-to-earth price tags.

The 24-DL is a handsome new version of the Savage
over-and-under rifle/shotgun, often called the
world's most useful gun. You can have your choice
of .22 long rifle or .22 Magnum rimfire in the rifle
barrel-20 gauge or .410 in the shotgun barrel
(up·to three-inch shells).



Colt automatic shotguns from $142.50.

MAKES THE PICTURE • •

Standard pump model, $89.50.

. PERFECT

Place: Upland game country on a crisp fall afternoon.

Mood: Contentment. Companionship you'll remember.

Dog: An eager springer spaniel, ready to find, flush, and
retrieve your pheasant, quail, or partridge.

Shotguns: Colt, of course. A standard" ultralight auto
matic. Chrome plated bore, genuine Italian walnut
stock and fore-end, recoil pad, four shell magazine
capacity, failproof cut-off for loading or shell exchange.

Or a Colt standard pump. Lightning fast, smooth
sliding action, American walnut stock . . . accurate,
dependable, safe, and moderately priced.

Time: More than enough left to look these fine Colt
shotguns over at your nearest Colt Registered Dealer.
Let Colt put you in this picture.

For anew, illustrated brochure describing the full line
of Colt rifles and shotguns, write directly to:

COLT'S PATENT FIRE ARMS MFG. CO., INC., HARTFORD 14, CONN. ~~~~U?'~'~~O~~'~~
A full·color reprint of this original outdoor scene, suitable for framing, is available free at your Registered Colt Dealer. FAIItBANKS WHITNEY
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